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l~ INTRODUCTION 

This work describes investigations in a relatively- new fields 

very low frequency radio emissions from the earth's exosphere~ It 

is new in that most or the development has oo~ed 1n the last 

five or six years,. though the phenomena baa been known tor same 

decades~ Two basic types of emissions occur: continuous ("hiss") 

and <Us~t~ When thiQ work vas begun in 1959 comparativeJ.T little 

was known about "hiss", though a considerable amount of information 

about the discrete em.ssions was obtained during•the.I.G.Y. The 

cause ot either ot these types was still a ,v-ster.r, though two 

theories (show to be unlikely' 1n this thesis), wtch seemed to 

explain some_ot the features or the cjiscrete emissions, appeared 

11'l that ,-ear., 

The dom1nant feature of this thesis is the doppler shifted 

(electron) oyclotron theory, which is ehovn to explain all types 

ot v •. L.F •. exospheric emisf!Jions. This idea occurred to the author 

while writing Chapter 4 (review of theories) after all the 

experimental work and Chapters 2, 4,- 5 and 6 had been completed 

(late 1961.)., The development or this and other ideas and the 

general layout of the thesis are given below.• 

Chapter 1. The present chapter, rna:2nly.an outline of the rest of 

the thesis. 

Cypt@r 2-. _ This brings the reader up to the present state of 

knowledge or the phenomena. The development of this know.edge is 

traced f'rom the earliest to the present time. Except for some of 

the illustrations, the author's contributions bave been excluded. 
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Chapter 3. The author's observations and experimental techniques are 

presen.ted and discussed in this chapter. Only- work on the continuous 

emissions_vas pertorme&. 

Ohaptgr &;,·' All the theories proposed ( up till about 1961) tor the 

generation of very low frequency emissions as wll as some proposed 

b,y radio astronomers for high frequency- generation are reviewed. 

The most promising idea seemed to be the travelUng 1i1ave tube (TWT) 

process. A new idea suggested itself' in discussion of doppler 

shil't;ed cyclotron radiation from protons. These ideas are developed 

in later chapters. 

Chapter.~. Further development of these ideas first required 

a model of electron density distributions 1n the exosphere. A 

theoretical model based on geom.agnetiq control is derived in this 

chapter. Soon atter this work was done (1960) experimental confirmation 

appeared. 

Cha9j;8£ 6- Using this model Gallet' s TWT process is treated in the 

general case and in more detail. It is shown that this process can 

account for all the relevant characteristics or hiss, though not 

those ot the discrete emissions for which it was origina.l.17 proposed., 

Cb¾mtm:·7• The idea f'rom Chapter 4, that cyclotron radiation f'rom 

electrons is permissible it it is shifted 4mm b;r doppler effect, 1s 

developed. It is shown that this process gives the detailed frequency-

time characteristics of the discrete emissions. A new emission is 

predicted. 

Chaptgr a. Four tests of this eleotron-cyclotron theory- are 

presented. The most crucial of these was the observation ot the 



predicted emission with the predicted time oharacteristics. 

Chapter 9. Since the frequency-time c)laracteristics of observed 

discrete emissions could be accuratel;y- matched by suitably- choosing 

the electron parameters (energ, helical pitch, and latitude) it 

seemed tbat these parameters could be deduced from observed character

istics. A method· of doing this is presented, with examples fropi. 

published spectrograms of emissions. 

Qhaute; lQ. It is shown in this chapter that this el.ectron-
• 

cyclotron process can also account for t~e cbaraoteristics ot hiss 

as well as does t~e TWT process (as developed in Chapter 6). 

Tests for distingaishing the two theories are proposed. 

Clymter 1,J.~ A brief" resume of the progress achieved is gi~en, 

further work is suggested, papers published by_the author on this 

work are listed, and acknowledgements are made. 

3 
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2. .. HIS!'OlUOAL REVIEW 

~ l MJ:.qdu.ctiop, 

At the_audio frequency end ot the electromagnetic spectrum 

there are a number of naturally' ocaurring· emissions. These can be. 

heard on a sensitive audio amplifier connected to a large aerial 1n 

a quiet site. Two quite distinct classes occurs those-proda.ced by 
' ' 

. lightning discharges ("spherics", "tweeks", and ttwhist.1.ers"), and 
I 

those produced (as we will see) in the earth's exosphere by the 

interaction ot ta.st electrons with the exospheric' medium. 0.ol:, 

the exospherio emissions wiU be considered in this work. 

There are two, or perhaps three,_ main types of exospheric 
. . 

endssi~ The first app~s as band limited 11-wbite" nois:e, varioualJ' 

called "hissn, "V•~·F• noise", "geomagnetic noise11 , and "auroral 

noist"• Spectrograms of hiss are show in Figures 11 5 and 8. 

Amplitude-freqaeney- spectra of his1:1 are shown in. Figure L.A. The 

second type includes all the "discrete events". Spectrograms or these 

are shawn in Figure 6. The third type, "dawn chorusr•, iS intermediate. 

· Aurall.y, or on fast spectrograms, qhorus $ppea,re a$ a series or short 

· distinct musical tones ( "d~screte e,rents") orten overlapping in time. 

At tb$~ particularly tor some recording devices _to 'be described 

later, chorus mq be indistinguishable t.rom hiss. Spectrograms ot 

ohorus are shown 1n Figure 2. 

Exospheric emissions are characterised b.r association. \dth_ 

periods of geomagnetic disturbance and with h1gb. geomagnetic l.atitude~·1 

Audio hequencie~ are typical bu.t not obaracteristic. Frequencies as 

lov as 100 c/s and as high as 200 kc/s occur at times. 

4-
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2. 2 Ea.rg WorJE 

FQ].lmrl.!)g up observations made b.1 Barkbausen1 during World 

Wu l: (which may have included exospherfc ~ssions) Eolceral.er2 et 

al noticed a sound like the warbling or birds•- This tended to oocur 

most trequenti3' near dawn and f,io was named "dawn choruen. &>on after 

(1933) Burton and~ in America obli!erved. a nt.cy-1ng sound" 

'Whiqh was olose3¥ e~ated with an auroral displq present. at 

the t:tme. This appears to be the first recorded observation Qf 

hieJs8
• In ~gland Eckerale,- ($pubUshed, quoted b:, stQNt4) also 

observed his1,1, "at a .t'reqttenc., of abQUt 5 kc/s, ona receiver 

connected to a pair ot large directi~n findirlg loopl;l and ob$erved 

tbat it vas comillg t.r:om a northerJ.T 4irect1on°j 

Arter this there was little work in this £4eld until 

Storey4
1 who publ.1$bed lrl.t:i 11C)rl( .911 vbistler$ 1n 19;3.,~ Stot-e7 

ob$erved. hiss and inoidental.21.J' used this term. Hovever St01"8T*s 

ma.in oontributions to this tit:µ.d were ind!J-eet but ll'tllCh more 

important. He dEmiOnstrated that mu.oh higher eJ.ectl:"On densitieJ 

tmisted in the exoSPhere thatl were previ~ thought~ Uthough 

the densitie~ r~ed for lu,s.thec,r,r (a few hundred electrons pe~ 

a. o. ) are ~ by laborator., vacuum standards they made all the 

difference between empty- space and a medium bavµig ver, ~teresting 

prope:rties. By clearing up the ivstery of whistJ.en. Ile opened 

the door to stuey of the phenomena not explained w- his theo1"7i: 

:tt se~ed like)Jr that these were propagated and guided along 

magnetic lines of force in the same vs:,' as were whistlers; and 

• In other ways their __ desoriptiQn se~ that of a "swisbler" or 

bread band whistler."" 

7 



were probably gonerate4 in the exosphere. Thuo they beoame. kIJ.awD.6 as 

"exoS9heric emissions"• 

Sto~ey further showed that whistlere could be used to 

probe the exosphere in mu.ch the ea.me way as the ionosond~ probes 
' ' 

the ionosphere •. Later d1scove,ri.ee;, such as the "nose wblstler" 

etfeat421'43 and the ue~ ot V.L.F. "transm,itters¼40 bQra this 

ou.t further. This; and later th~ ~ spur or the im-IGO; 1$4 
·" 

a p¢at llUU\1 worken, tC> begin recording wistlere on J;nagnetie tap~; 

ll'uls IUJd oth~ E¢C>spheric emissions were automatical.17 recOl"ded. 

on the eame tapes~· These wre later anal.y$ed on frequ,ency 

speatr¢gmphs ($U,<lh as the 0 $onagraph ri) along w1:~h whiat:Lers 

(~sl/and 2)~ 

,· Observations ma.de !,n this vay present a ~elf of the 

phenomena (~es) somewhat ditt$:rent to those using techniques 

to be ~esoribed later on. 1n. v!ev Qt thisj and the £act that over 

the naitt five 1ears (from 1953) ver, few observatiens were made 

wlth ·these other techniques bu.ta vo.st amourit recorded.on 

~etie tape (qne wortez? ~orded OV81! .350 iniles of tape~ 

fO'IU" yea,r$)j we co~idez- these observations $epatatel$ h~;· 

Al.;t magnet:t.o tape t,TQrk up to the present time :ts eo~sidered here 

SQ that some discoverie~ after 1958 'were FeCed~ b;7' Ellls and, // 

his c(),,,,WOI"kers. Some observati• .. ma.de at a very hf,.gh latitude$ 

he.ve been left tor a later se()tion:: 

The corralatiQn of hiss .&.lld cho:t,ui phen•~ witll 

~etio activity was notiqed by the early workers mentioned 



above and also by storey4• Gallet6 and others7' 8 more recentl,-. 

D1nger5 found that hiss and chorus activity ms conl;Jiderabl.y higher 

during most of 1958 (Stlllspot maximum) than during corresponding 

p~iods in other year~ Alleooll, and Croucbley and Brice 8 showed 

that chorus is strongl.t correl.ated with magnetic disturbance index:, 

though tor high latitude~ { r'\J 00° geomagnetic) the latter showed that 

a 11saturationn chorus ~rength is reac,hed for the magnetic index 

l~.'.3. For large K, chorus sti-ength actually decrea$es. Since they 

al.so found that chorus strength or occurrence frequency- increases with 

latitude, reaching a peak a.round G.M. lat. lJJ" they inteipreted 

this ar:J indicating an ~frQr tra.rd sh1ft ot a ten degree wide 

ttchorus zqne" with K index. Similar observations covering a 

greater~~ of stations were ~de by Helliwell and Oarpenter9 

(Figure 3). 

At time$.ot great magnetic aotiVity hiss lasts for a 

considerable tim~ Watts1° at Boulder (G.M. lat. 50°) and 

Halliwell at Stanford (G.M. lat. 44,:,) simultaneously observed a 

"noise storm" lasting 12 hours following a period of I\, = 7+. 

Gallet examined 122 Cl1$e$ of hiss and tQU,nd an average duration 

of 1. 6 hours though hisf3 sOI11etimes lasted 10 hours. 

From. four years of_ 9bservati9n. 0mgelf showed that hiss 

is 1J1ore common at night with a shallow minimum around noon.. A 

much stronge:r effect is shQW!i by chorus2•4'5, 7•9• The maximum // 

0001.U"S around davn in middle (G.M.) latitudes but occurs progressivel,1' 

· later a.13 on.e c;,bE.lel'VeS it at high.er la.t1tudes7•8.l2, so that it occurs 

near noon at about 6S0 G.M. 1at. Tb.is is mown in Figure ~ 
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' Allcook7 finds this in agi-eement With the tvPotheeis that chorus signals 

are initiated bf the arrival over the geomagnetic equator of positiveJ.T 
' 

charged particles ct solar origizi. 

The noise storm observed by Watts1° and llelliwellU shoved 

a band of hiss from l to 10 kc/ s. At most times the peak intensity 
. (Fi')• '+A), 

was around 3 ke/a. A At ti.mes the bandwidth became quite wide (100 c/s 

to 20 ko/s or so). Helliwell and Carpenter9 summarize data from 

ten stations g;-ouped about G.M. lat. 55° :t 10° (both North and South). 

They- found that hiss occurred in a broad band, or one 01' more narrow 

bands (Figures l and 8). The narrow ba.rujs usual.17 had bandwidths 

a.round l ko/G, though na.;".r'OYer ones down to 750 c/s occurred. They. 

and other vorkeJ"S6,lO,U often observed very narrow bands which slOlJJ.3 

drifted in £:requenq, both up and down (rarely both types in the one 

event9>,. at rates of a rev hundred e/s per seeot;ld. Pope and Oampbe.U13 

observed an intensity modulated form of this which they named •~r 

(Figure 5}~ 

Gallet6 noted that ,some of' the more discrete phen~ena, 

particularly these "gliding tones" appeared to be the fine structure 

ot h1Bit and suggested that his1:1 might oons!st of unresolved phenome?1$ 

I 2. 

ot thili! type. H'.ow8VW', more ~ecentl.7 Helliwell and Oa.i-penter9 pointed f 
out that gliding tones were not vers- nar.row bands ot hias · as bandwidths // 

· between those of gliding tones ( < 150 c/f:J) !Wl of hiss (> 750 c/s} 
1 

were not observed.,, 

Chorus, on the other band, is almost exclusively confined 

to frequencies from l to 5 tQ/s9• other forms of discrete events 

occur9, mostlt with bandvidths less than 150 c/ s.-. Of thesE! . "hoolaJ n 

(from their appearance on frequeney-time spectrograms) are the most 
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eomnion.. Others are ttnaers" which are i-apid. and "fa:Lling tones" which 

are slower and laat longer., 'rhe~e might be hooks with the rising or 

falling parts lllissing. Tb.e remaining forms which OOCllZ' comparatively 

freqnentit, th~ rarely' satisfy the ()?'iterion ot repeatabillty, they 

claesed as ttunusual events". ~ter in this thesis it will be sh(nn1 

tbat ~ of these "amt~ eirents• are merel.7 Speci~ oa1:1es of the 

same general phenomenon. Some exQ.lllPles ot these discrete forms . . ' . 
. ' 

(frequenoy-time spectrograms) are shown in Fi,g. 6. 

The phenomena $0 ~ described ,u-e th~se c:>bserved at 

latitudes (G.M.) less than about &;0 and generally 50° - f:IJ0
• 

15" 

We now <liscuss observation& inade from mugb higher latitudes of phenomena 

presumab.13 occurring withb 10 or 20 degteea c>f latitude of the observer •.. 

We will discuss thla point latet on.. 

2• 6t IY,gh WJ;iw@ Ph@!oplf PA 

there is some evid~e of a downwatd shift 1n £1-equenoy or 

phenomena occurring in high latitudes. After a year• 11 observation 

at Godh.a.Yn, Gre~nland (G.M. latitude 80°N), Ungstrup14 fOUJid that 

though chorus was Ob$erved about l8 per cent of ·the time around 

moat frequent,... oo~urrence {10 - . 12 local. time};. it was alm<>st exclusively' 

confined to the t'req1.lenoy i'a,nge .SOO te> J.000 o/s. At lcme~ latitudes,: 

as di~oussed above9~ choru~ is co~ to the range l to 5 kc/s._ 

It Ungstrup•~ cllorus was not a local phenQJ11enetn but had 't)een propagated 

along the earth-ionosphere vave guidl:l it vould have suttered a certain 

amount of attenuation- Cur'Tes given by' Watt and Maxvell.1; shov the 

attenuation at these freqtlenoies to be abol.tt 6 db·per 1000 km. 
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Thus thi$ ohQl"\\8 probably occurred at G.M. latitv.des Qf at. leal!t ro0
• 

It is ditficul t to see similar behaviour for hiss, for we have 

already seen that it can cov~ a wide range of f:t:'equen¢Y•· As Will be 

seen later however .there ts a "quiet" form of hiss,.~ is narl'Ctl 

band," stable 1n f'requeney and amplitude, and orten ~~sat ti.Jnes of 

relatively veak magnetic a.et1Vity. At a.·M. latitudes below ab()ut 

SOQ th.1i-s is observ~d at abQUt 4 kc/s, At Kiruna• S\ireden (G.~ latittid$ 

6S°N)a stable band appeara20•2l. at 758 cws t 150 e/s (Figure 7). Higher 

frequency bias (l.8 to 45 kc/s) of broader bandwidth and lea$ stable 

in ~ency is also obsel."Ved here, One of these vorkert9 al.$0 

. ma.de observations at ~so,. Norway (o.& latitude 6?°N). ~ 

opserved a stm.Ua.r band at 800 c/t and a brQader band normally oenti'ed, 

,at ~ound 2 Qr 3 kc/s whiQb sometimes extended. from o.; to 7 kc/s. 

At similar a.M. latitude, in the southetn hemisphere the 

phenomena appears ditferent.. Tvo types ot hiss are observed at Byrd; 

Antarct1~16 (G~M. latitude 10°s). One cype /'normal n hiss, is n<>t 

·1neonsistent with the observations ab~; A spectrog.ram. (Figare 8) 

Shows a number of narrov bands (2 kc/s, 1 kc/a, 5.00 c/s). It oni, 

oc~s bel.Q\4' 4 kc/ s (partly' bJ' definition) and sometimes ~ends to below 

· 150 0/s. 

~e seoond type, 11aurorai"hif:1Q rece1Vtll the main attention in 

tbi$ pape2f'6• J;t ooCJlll'S above 4 kc/s 1n a ~oad ~ centred at about 

8 kc/s (also Figure 8) a,nd shows a close association with aurorae. 

The 1ntensity and bandwidth var., with ionospheric absorption and mq also 

varr with the intensity of the aurorae. There ar~ some inilcations that 

the centre frequency of thia aur.oral hiss batld ms:,- be related to the type 

of auroraJ in particular, a c~re frequency- ot 9.6 kc/s appears to be 
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Fig. 7. Intensity - v - frequency recording of hiss at Kiruna 
(after Aarons, Gustafsson and Egeland 21 ). The peak 
occurs near 750 c.p.s. 
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associated with re4 aurora16• This 9.6 kc/s hi$S 1:a al~o observed 

at the (geographic) South Po1e17 (G.M. latitude 796Sh 

It is not impossible that the phenomena observed by the 

Scandinavian and ~ta.retie workers were the same• The apparent 

ditferenoe might be ascribed to different interpretations and 

ditterent interests. Tl"J.e ~andina~anB attaohed considerable 

importance to the stable 800 c/s band wich they considered to be proton 

gaTQ radiation19-2l. • 

~•' Agat,alian Wgm · 

fhe first suecessM equipment tQ be designed. built 

and operated speeiallt for t)bservatione of hiss was due to ElliQ28• 

AlJ. work using these techniqueE;t so fat pu.bliimed (late 1961) ha$ been 

confined to Ellis and other· Aust~ worke:r:-s :tnfJ.ue.nced 'b.Y' him. 

m·other observations have -been made on equipment designed tor <>ther 

applications. the tape rect?rded York just t'evieved showed the spectral 

clw.-a~teriatic>EJ ot hiss and some of the long term ettect1:1 and correlations 

vlith other phenomena~ fllese techniques, e.dmirablt t;nlitable for whistlers 

and discrete events are not suitable by !ntensiey and intensity ... v.,..time 

observatiQnS• On the other hand receiven used tor recording V,.L.F~ 

e.tm.ospherios.,- though ot the intenslty-... ·v.-time t~,. are virtually useless 

for hiss reqording e.s vill be eeen later. 

The observations described in this section are pen recorded 

or photogJ;"aphed tdth chart; or film speeds of a few cm. per hour. A 

c1aiv" ot recording vould thus be a manageable two feet or 1;10. HoYever~ 

it is necessary to discriminate against atmospherics and other types of 

impul1.:1iv~ interference vhich can be some orders of magnitude stronger 

I 



than hiss. On the i-thistler rec.ords revj.ewed above his.s is observable 

between the ~tmospheriee beQS.uae the t_µae resQlution .{some tens ot 

milliseconds) is mueh leas than the interval betveen the atmospherics. 

For eloV continuous reco:rd.i.rlgs:., having time ~solrd~ions of the order of 

a minu,t~l speoial techniques are :requill'ed which are dismissed below. 

The most direct ~ethod ia to apply th~ detected ~ignal to 

the Y platea·~r a cathod~ ray tube and Fecord on slowly mov!.ll.g.£11.m. 

An eammple of a burte of hiss x-ecorded in this way is ~how in Figure 9. 

'nle steady noise component is given by the l>ottQm of the filled 1n trace. 

Thii :repreeetl'bs the level in 'between itnpu.l.se~. It i~ seen that the 

peak level of the atli.lospher!cs :Ls sJ:w~~ completely' off $cal.a. 'l'hifl 

is further demonstrated in F~ 10 where it. is seen that atmospherics 

are appreol,ablo even when the galn is decreased by a large tacto,t. 

An a.ltern.ertdvt;) methG1 for reco~ on a. pen and pape~ system Qt mt.tch 

slower response utilises the m!nimum reading c1reui\ described bf 

KUj_e22, 23 ~ This uses a. ~~;'ajµdireo"tional integrat® having a oharging 
; • · .• ~ 1.::c•i 

time oon~t c;f the order c>f a niin,ute ~ a discharge time c<>.nstai'tt 

or the oJ:>der 9:t 0.01 ~e~onde (Figure ll)~ S'imUar techniqu~s can bE9 

1.\sed iot- frequency time reQording though generally' it was tou.ud that 

hiae oQUJ.d be read.1ly' distinguished from atmo$pheric:is on the reeo:rdst 

as seen in Figure 1zr 

411 other v~ $0 tar published of continuous i;-ecording 

ot noise in the V.L,F. band has been don,e with01Jt disQrimination 

against atmospheric$ and other impulse noise: Most ot·theae wrk.ers24-'2'/ 

have been taainly inte,rssted ill reco~ atmospheric$ ~ sam~ times 

used~ reading cii'cuits24• It is nc;>t surprlsing that the$e have 

reported a ge11era.l lack of co~elation between recorded intensit.iee 
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2 kc/s 

5 kc/s 

09 10 11 L.T. 

Fig. 9. A burst of hiss recorded at two frequencies by the C.R.T. and film method. 

The time marks are also zero input levels. Impulsive (atmospheric) noise 

is superimpos ed . 

I 2 kc/s 

5 kc/s 

21 j 22 LT 

i--so db. attenuation ----

Fig. 10. A period of no hiss but of very strong atmospherics. The latter contribute 

only a very slight base level. An indication of the strength of these 

atmospherics is shown in the latter part of the record during wh ich 60 db 

attenuators were inserted between the antennae and the receive rs: many 

impulses still produce full scale deflection. 

2.e. 
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R,: 100 KQ 

C,: C&.=·05 µF 
Ra.-1O !l +-

-109 .Cl-+ 

TIME CONST. 

UP: T- R~ .. - 50 SEC. 

DOWN:T~ R~C,+CJ-•01 SEC. 

+·I SEC.~ 

---llllllllJllj---~ LI~ I~ --- --

---- - - - - -- ----------------- 0 

---- -- -- -- --- - LIMIT------

A B C 

WAVEFORMS 

Fig. 11. "Minimum reading" circuit. The input (A) is fed from a low impedance 

from the last (A.C.) amplifier. The impulses would have overloaded the 

last amplifier stages. The steady noise and the impulses are seen before 

(A) and after (B) detection and smoothing. At the output (e), which must 

be fed to a very high impedance, only the steady noise level remains. 

The output level automatically rises to the minimum at 8. For any in

creases above this level at B the second diode (R2) is reverse biased so 
that the "up" time constant applies. This illustrates the principle. A 

practical circuit is shown in Fig. 30, 
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and geomagnetic disturblncee , and so concluded that most if not all_ 

audio f'reqt.tency fluctuations originates in thunderi3tom aotivi~S.;2t\ 
, · . . . . . ~t'rok."} 

I~ is only at lligh latitudes during ~ ~gnet3.o disturbalice, when 

atmospheric~ from le'f1 and mid.dlo latituies are veak and hiss relatively' 

stro~, that hiss is,stronger than atmospherics and so observab}.e 

on these recording systems. Some of the work discussed above was in 

this oategory-20•21. ·(see Figure 7)•. 

11.he first contilmous recording o:C hiss uas begun b,V EJ1is28 

in Jun.s 1958 at Camden. The intensity, roc:e.iver bad a centre frequency 

of ,4.6 lr.c/r; and a bandwidth cf about 800 c/s. Continuous measurements 

were made on a pan i-ec.,order using the minimum reading technique described· 

abovG. The $pEICtrum from 2 to JI) ko/ s was eJ.• continuoual.7 ~cc>l'ded 

on tUm using a frequency ~ analy'ser. 

The system proved to be mu.ch more sensitive for detecting 

hiss than the tape recorder systems reviewod above• lt was soon found 

that hiss occ,,urred in bursts lasting some hours. No background of 
. . 

· hiss was present in betwee?). bursts, ( More recent observations aver an 

~ended period on$ high gain receiver in aver, quiet site have not 

confirmed this (Ellis, unP,ti'bl1Edled).) Apart from built in eleotronic 

discrimination- these bursts ot hiss are read.ilf distingw.shed from man 

made bursts b'/ their oomparativelJ" slow 1>uild Up aii.d de091 (Figure 9) • 
. ' 

These bursts of hiss can be claasified into tvo main types both from 

. their spectral. characteristics and duration. This olassifioation fits 

other properties discussed later. 

The most common type ware "isolated burst$"•· '.l"ttese occurred 
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It 

well se~ted from Q?i~ another and often during ma.gnetioal.ly quiet 

condition$ •. ~er we:re·narrov.b&nd, usuall,11 ... 2 ~/s, centred at 

ab<mt 4 k.-c/s... . aoth_. the inte!tid. tJ' encl speotrum rema.in,ed constant 
. . ·, . ' . . . 

during these b¢rst$•, ~s ia the "quiet" torm or b1ss )nenticmed 
• : • ' ' ' • • • ~ • j • 

~Uei-. : · ~c,J.ated. btirl:lts l~sted $l>oUt ~- h.. f:igure8 9 @d l.2 .- ,. '. ' . . . . ' ' . ' . . .' .. '• 

~ ~plea. 

The_seaond tyJ>e were .extended se;rtes of burs,s c,f.lJ+s$ or 

"noise storm1.1~. Thee(;'). lasted longer (up to 50 how,s) an4 showed . 
. ' ' . 

considerable intensit.1 ai,,.d spect~ variati_C)lUJ (;i~ l;3 ).. The 

freqUencies of h1$s observed on 1;lle epectruin analyser were similar_ 

to those_ rev1eved ll-bcm,. Howeve~ in ~era.\ the· bandvtdth increase.ct · 

with ~etto activity, ~E!Ilding ov~nio~ of the rec<>~ r&nge 

during &?&Ver~ ~~urban~e'- AU major magnetic storms were acoompa.nted 

by noise s~s. On the average these began abo'Q.t 6A- hqurs after 

a magnetic SUl.idtm _ commencement. 

·• <U.tu'hal. ef't:eci was nottced at _Qamq.en28 showing a. peak 

eecurrence ~- midi.ii EW,t IUl't~,. init1all.7, _ no bursts betwe~n 1000 

An4 1400 .. houre lQoal tim~• .~ter o~s~r,atione37 showed tha.t tb.$;.s 
) . . 

was entir~ due to p_rop.t.ton (over the sw:i'ae~. of the earth) 

c;ondit;i.e>ns e,.~ practiqa.l.q the; reveJ;$e aj true at Hobart. (FtFe 14}, 

It nov app~s that the o~ence of b~sts ts equa:J.4; probable $.t 

all tim.ea bat tht>se oeQ'l.11"rlng between 0800 8l1d. ;1.200 hour$ loqal. time 

(at Hoblµ-t). _are gene~ st~ei-37~;, 
0 

Jm:rt:rts ~howed a strong ce)rrelation wi~h red ~gen (6300 A) 

EU.rglov Qn 6 night~ On t~t, oco11sio~ hiss and atrglov ah.owed .the 
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Fig. 12. An "isola ted burst" .. T he spectrum is shown for the period between the 

arrows (aft er E llis 28). 

Fig. 13. \ moderate "noise storm" recorde d at two freq uencies. Note the rapid 

han,h1 idth variation near 1400 L.T. 
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fig. 14. Diurnal effects (after Ellis 37 ). 
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the ~e ~te tQ ~te varte.t.ion e.xid .. l>oth hiss .. and ~ appeared. 

t~ w ·com1ng trom the. south <~ is>. Obse~tt~ ·11t ~ 6 

¢Le,eu$sed_a}»vo l:iliOlled that i,®QsphE¢io a.bsQl"!>tio~ CWl ~vent 
. . 

· o~ei-vati® · ()f hisfl during· a~♦ra, ~lF bell\lW ~r!zoij a.1tgl.QW . . . 

or l:>4d :Se~ cond1tion$. ~cl have prevented qbse"8-tion 9t airglov 

· El'.f; CSllldetl. Possib'.cy;1, tb8ll, hte1s ~ airglpv a.1-,s ()C~ toge1het. 

~ei at!lPlJ.tud♦ fJ.u.ctuationiJ -Of a. :t~w nc,itfe $'ti~ htlve :toll.owed 

. i reprQducUu.e. S$4U,$nee t4th a '21 ~ ~~,-~twe®. • ~ ~t 

l,a~ing:~tal MU'~:~ a~ w~~~ ~st,~ .1'b4,~ su.ggf3i:,'b,$ a· 

e~ not. ~ ~- ~ th~ nt~~· t;,f tlle ~•·s SU:t~(/Je . 
• • • ,<' \ • 

l¼t.'i-atb.er a:i.Jn~$ eo~t in po~ti•n. ~-Righ~ A$~si~
28

~ 14ter 
••· .•• <'. . , .. ' . . • . . • 

. · 6-b~~tpn o~ed ~-- etfe<Ji(.
11

/fJS.~. 

~,, ·~: ';{i,pga~ 

. A. 4itttCQ.lty ~ b.$gaji. tc> be t-ect~zect ~ that 

· . ~-e~ ~¢h. wal! obs~~ at, a ¢iv-en p♦in\ dU. ·not t\EtQes~ 

·~oc<nir" · ne,a,t that po~-- Phan•• brought abQU\ b.r p~tion •-· . 

. · ··_ ••. emtion in the. e:xo---~eN ·· -· has his ••. ~ ·and wisttemi w gen . . . . •' . . ~.t- . l;N.C_ . . Ji1~ . ' . . . . ., . . . . . . . 

QO'Uld b.e c~eled <lotm. t~ ~tf magn~ic; field ~ ~ point 

.. ~. the ~•·e1 SIU'ta¢e at$ e.o~i4erable di~ ~om 'bh$ qb•~ 

· · · ~d stUJ. be Q~serve4-U\, Ph~~ o~served at- a medium latitt4w, · 

· Qtati~ might ~ ptte~· ~ ls.t1tude ph~na and ~e 'V'~• 

T)m$: ~e:rs, a r$tivE4¥ low· latitude p~-•~, ~, obse~ 

at t;hf;f $6Utb.,Qlt17., . At lea~ one ot the~e vhist:1~ 11as ~;aced 

\,. , ~ J\1-lco~ .as ha~ o~t~ o~ /l#J km a~;t ~til1~t1cm• 
. . , . : . . , . --~~r .... 
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of the nose effect tHid ¥._l..F. trranamitte~ resolved the d;i.ff'icult,' 

tor the whistler Worker$. 

Thu.a an important develoPJJlent wa.$ the lQ()at1¢1 ot the regions 
. . 

(v.irtual sources) en the suri'a~e of the earth from vlhich h1$S appeared 

to be cOllJin8 e.tter p:r:opaga.tion down to th$ ea.rth from the actual 

region of' generatien abQve the ionosphere. The fir1:1t observatiQli 

or this . -m,e appears to have been !Dad~ by Eokersley-4; as mentie>ned 

earl$.er. 

Experiments a.t Camden.32 e.t 5 kc/s shoved that direction 

i~catiQD wafl posaibie with rotating i~ stst~s.. It was turther 

shown that the angular extent of the virlual ~ouree eow.cl 'be 

estimate<J from the sharpness or tlri.e nul;l33 • A number of isolated. 

bursts were :reoQX'4ed at 5 kc/ s simul tanee>tJ47 on direction finding 

s,-stems at Camden,, Adel.aide and Ho~34• For thos$ 'Which were 

reaso;QA}lly stro~ at all three frliat1011$ it va.s poseibte to find the 

locations, sizes and appr~te shapes. lt was found that most 

or the ~sts emne from sou.rces at G.M. latitu.de$ gt-eater t~ 

;o0 and 1llaJV <>f the$e were too far south to be resQl vable., ThQs• 

resQ.1.ved wet-e ~ circular 1n shape, about 500 km :i.n geographtoal 

eize and came r:rom various geomagnetiq latitudee between 45<> $nd 56°. 

It was pointed out by EJ.11s34 that use Qf a large network 

of locating reoeiverEJ votUd make possi'ble the constra.ction of a map 

for an:, instant at the (¢eas where the ;fa.cU.a.tion emerges frolll the 

ionosphere. This map would represent ~ image on the surta.oe of the 

earth of the genera.ting :regions in the exosphere.> W~rk on whistie,_.;6 

30 
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bas shown that gu.lding along a line ot r~ is even stronger 

than expected trom Storey* s the~ (tield alJ,gned ooiumns of ic:miza.tion 

1$ve ooen suggested as the ea.use of this etteot3Sh Thus tbe "f'OCU$n 

Qf the image ehQUld be qm.te ~•-

Thus the obse~ti~ .Qf ima~s c,f QnlJ' a tev ~ ldlometere1 

extel).t impl.ie~; f'<>r these at least,. generati(ltl 4n qUi.te ~ magnetic 

tubes of ft)~e._ it ht$8 is genetated in the e:;osphere by l.ov energr· 

charged. parti,cles (aleo guided along the earth•·s fiel.4),; theJ1 these 

charged partieles must. also, at tiines, .. be qonf:lned to narrQW tubes 

of force.. Dbeet observa.ti® by ~telil.te ot an "art,n ot incoming 

charged particles eo:lnoiden\ with an auroral 8.l'C showed n.arro'!l 

streams of pa:rtioles of ~dths dow to 25 1aa4 •. 

Very r~entlT (late 1961) orarr45 has shQtfll that polarization 

er.rQrs in rotating loop dlrectioa location of ~stlers ~ be verr 

aeri~•· Both the null bearing ~e 8.1ld the null sha.~ness' 

(m.axirmim to m; nbmm rs.tic;} are e.Hec~~, This easts sertaus 

doubt 9D the validity- ef the method t!>f estimating sc;>urce si;es 

from nul.1· eharpness33., liov&'fer* ~s ·dll be shelm la.tat J.a thUI 

the$lst, c:Urectio?i £incUng mea~ent$ ot hiss shmi!d be l~~s $U.bje()t 

to bearing e.ngl.e erroJ"S than is the case f<>r whistle~·~· 

Pe>sition locatil)?l is all3o posaibl.e tdthout direction fitiding 

it intensity record~ from tmJ-ee <>r mc>re statio1'18 t;U"e availab1e37~/ 

This system· bas· certain advantage& in that the fS41Uplilent 1s· simple~,. 

p9sition location' ·1~ cdtinuous and instantaneo~,tf. and ft>~ a J.a.rge 

_ maber of ~tations it ta,ves more iilfqrmati~ on positto~j;:i. ~pe and 
),1·-;,-

si.ze ot ge.og:raphice.J.l,y large ~e-.\ E'J.Us37 Qbserved ~ separate 



burst~ a.rtd one major noise storm at S ko/e ~ a netwrk Qf t<mr 

stations e:xteru;ling aoroas southern Austral.ia. The majority ot the 

separate noise bu.r~s appeared to c®e ~ g(3olW3,phical large 

sources · far to th~ south (G.M. l,a~itudes greater t~ ;o0
). . Two 

9f these appeared to ~ long nar.t'QW ~~•:1 . or "area.~· c>co~ 

sqmewhere between SOO an4 (J:/1 G,·M. la.titud~., Eight of the aeparate 

bur~$ were~ die~e $0llr0es random:i, distributed bei'We(3fl 

geographic latitude~ 'Jrl' and 45,;, Us0 
... 55() o.M.). Qb~~rvat:t.!:)ns 

during noise sto~7
j
38 showed the ~e gen~ wnpiitud~ variations 

a.t a.U a·l~a:Uqns though a con~iderable cliff'tr.enoe in the re;tative 

amplitudes (Jtiigur,e 16). This was intE3rpret~7 a~ a very largj 

$ourc.e 'With fi.J:la $truc-t;ure. Somtl Qt th$ p~s :in tilts ti.ne 

st~~ ~ppeared pi,ogres.$1.~ later at the WE",u.tbern $ti9ni:1 , 

't>eing ~bsen-~d at EJa¢h statioti. a:t a~11t th.eiit ~e -~ ttine. 

This sugges~8 t®.t t~ SOl,tra•s <>f thei(!e ·were rema:ining aj.mq~ 

4Qnatant in posit1Ci>~ 41\ lU,ght A~en$i,~--

Investi@i,tions by EU!s.3° o:a ieolated ~st1;1. ~~ 
dt:iJ.1-ing period~ c:>t weak tna.gn$M.q ~ivitt (1t ;<,J 3) Showed that e.bQ11t 

half ~/J ov.t c>f 97) \ffl,re as~,oqiiated with po.sitl" niagneti~ ~ 

The bursts Qceun-ed $t th(t same tim$ a$ the~$• Carvw.rigbt3l 
ci,~a.i!led evidenge that these butstEJ and ~"- ~e also cotneid,e~ 

~ geographj,.e po~tion. Recent ~vestigations ot the :loz,,ospberte 

current systems·assoc~ted "Wtth magnetic~- suggest lQC&L precipitation 

6t protQiUJ and electr0lll$. Hence it se8Il1s likely that these parti<iles 

alsp p~duce the l<>oaliaed bursts ot h1ae3°. 
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3. OBSERVATIONS OF HISS. 

3.0.1. Int:t:oduction. 

The writets experimental work was 

confined to observations of hiss. In 1959 when 

this work was begun a vast amount of data in the 

form of spectrograms of discrete emissions, chorus 

and hiss had already been recorded by several groups 

throughout the world. Complicated and costly 

equipment was needed to produce high quality 

spectrograms and essentially new work in this field 

required more sophisticated experiments and tech

niques. On the other hand Ellis had just opened 

up a new field by his techniques for studying the 

longer term amplitude and frequency variations of 

hiss. In addition these techniques required only 

relatively simple equipment. 

It should be noted that the definition 

of the three types of exospheric emissions: 

"discrete emissions", 11 chorus 11 and "hiss", are 

based on their sound and their appearance on fast 

spectrograms. The recording techniques used by 

Ellis and in the work to be described would treat 

discrete events as impulses, and so reject them. On 

the other hand chorus consisting of overlapping 

"discrete emissions" would be treated as hiss. 



l 

3.1 WIDE BAND BURSTS 

3.1.l Introduction: 
28 Early ob~ervations by Ellis • showed that 

sometimes, particu1arly at times of strong geomagnetic 

disturbance, wide band bursts occur spreading from 

2 kc/s or less, to at least 30 kc/s. One of the 

first experimental projects by the writer was to ex

tend the observing range. to find out the frequency· 

range of very wide band bursts and how the intensity 

varied with frequency. Very wide band bursts were 

observed at frequencies from about 100 c/s to about 

250 kc/s.- The observed (ground level) intensity 

in Wm - 2 { c/s )-l ranged from nearly 10-9 at 100 c/s 

to 10-19 at 250 kc/s. However as will be shown here, 

the intensity at the source region in the exosphere 
. . ' 

deduced by subtracting the losses suf'ered in the 

ionosphere and below the ionosphere, shows a 

relatively flat spectrum at a level of the order of 

10-10 wm-2(c/s)-1 • 

Ground level intensities were recorded at 

several spot frequencies (125 c/s, 240 c/s, 410 c/s, 

760 c/s, 1.8 kc/s, 4.3 kc/s, 9.0 kc/s,and 230 kc/s) 

during wide band bursts observed at Hobart. 
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Only six recording channels were available 

so that simultaneous recordings were not made at all 

eight frequencies mentioned above. · However there was 

sufficient frequency overlap to suggest that the wide 

band bursts measured mainly at the higher frequencies 

were similar to those measured mainly at the lower 

frequencies. 

Two sweep frequency analysers covering 

the ranges 40 c/s to 500 c/s and 400c/s to 6 kc/s, 

though of less sensitivity and of restricted use for 

intensity measurement, were used to check the 

interpretation of the fixed frequency records. 

3.1.2 Observations: 

In a period of about fifteen months 

(October 1959 to January 1961), twenty five wide band• 

bursts were recorded. Three of these are shown in 

Figures 17 to 1;S. The main wide band burst in Figure 

11 (around 1130 local time) is accompanied by a medium 

bandwidth burst between 10 and 11 local time and several 

narrow band bursts after local noon. To avoid zero 

int_ensi ties appearing in the statistical analysis, 

consideration of intensities was res~ricted to these 

twenty five for which non zero intensities were record-

ed on all channels. In general, as in Figure B1, 
the peak~ntensity during narrow band bursts st tfte 
t.vci.s oC 4l.. Sa.""'-t. oie-d.'4v- .... s .fl..,t J..,I(";..,~ w',J.-4. b • ...; lour-s.t,.~ c..+- 4lc.. 
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Fig. 17. Wide band (c. 1130 L.T.) and 
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fig. 19. Wide band burst (only these two channels were operating at the time.). 



same frequency. The median intensities and the 

spread of intensities recorded is shown plotted in 

Figure ~&. Medians fo7 125 c/s, 9.0 kc/sand 230 kc/s 

may not be truly representative as less than five 

values were obtained for each. This occured because 

these channels were operated for a relatively short 

period. 

It is seen that very wide band bursts 

covered the full observing range so it seems likely 

that some extended beyond this range. However the 

(burst) signal to (background) noise ratio became 

gradually worse at the very high and very low 

frequencies so that this was not checked by extending 

the observing range further. 

The most striking feature in Figure 2rQ 

is the strong dependence of observed intensity on 

frequency. We are interested in the source intensity 

and its variation with frequency, so we will now attempt 

to find out how much of the observed effect is pro

duced by propagation losses. 

~.1.3 Propagation Losses: 

Although there is no strong experimental 

evidence to indicate the level at which V.L.F. noise 

I 
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is produced, we will assume here that it is above 

most of the ionosphere, that is abovE4,say, 550 km. 

Directional and spaced observations {Ellis34 ) show 

that V.L.F. noise bursts often appear to be coming 

from virtual sources of quite small areas on the 

earth's surface. Consequently we adopt the model 

that the burst is generated in a relatively narrow 

tube of force somewhere above the ionosphere, is 

then piped down through the ionosphere in the 

"whistler mode" and radiated out under the ionosphere 

in the two surface (earth or ocean and ionosphere) 

wave guide to the observer. This is shown in Figure 

We require, them, the losses suffered in these 

two modes. 

The earth-ionosphere wave guide losses 
78 · 

have been calculated by Watt and Maxwell for fre~ 

quencies from 1 to 100 kc/s. Curves are given of 

field strength versus frequency for propagation over 

daytime and nighttime sea water paths of var:j;·ous 
.. ,/ 

distances for a unit "white" point source. In our 

case the distance between the virtual source. and the 

observing point is not known for-each burst but a 

typical median value can be estimated along the fol

lowing lines. 

4o 
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Suppose all sources were point sources 

and that.they were randomly distributed about Hobart. 

W~ consider an annular area centred on Hobart at 

distance r, width dr, and area dA. We define the 

probabilities: p
8
(r, dr) of a source occuring within 

this annular area; p
0
(r, dr) of it being observed 

at Hobart if it did occur; and p
08

(r,dr) of an 

observable source occuring within this area (wit~i~ 

r and r+ dr). It follows: 

p 
8 

( r, dr) °'- dA -r. dr 

p
0 

(r, · dr) °'(,.:intensity on arrival at Hobart 
",-«r e . 

r 

where <f(. = attenuation coe:f:tici€nt · for the earth -

ionosphere wave guide mode. 

Hence, 

p
0
s(r,dr) = p

8
(r,dr) • p

0
(r,dr) 

= e--d:..r. dr 

We define a madian ranger such that 

\! p
08

(r,dr) = (; p
08

(r,dr) 
that is -

¼L84r J; = 1r-.er]~ 
Hence, 

-dtr .l.. e = 2 

4/ 
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6 ~he atte~uation coefficient,c{, is strongly frequency 

dependent, but typical values are around 3 dB per 

1000 km (Watt and Maxwe1178 ) so that the typical 

range (r) will be around 1000 km. 

Suppose instead the. sources were very 

large so that everywhere in the vicinity of Hobart 

was essentially uniformly illuminated by eaoh burst. 

We consider the same annular area described above. 

The total power intecepted by this annulus is pro

portional to its area: 

dWs(r) - r,•dr, 

Transmission over distance r to Hobart would decrease 

this by a factor 

e -~r 
r 

So that the power observed at Hobart from this area 

{from the ranges r to r + dr) is then 

dW
08

(r) = K.e- r.dr 

k being a constant of proportionality. We define 

the median ranger as that range within whioh half 

of the observediower occurs. _!hen 

fr \ -'1:r d l,, h -c{r d . ~ e - • r = ~ _ e • r 
· o r 
Hence the same argument as the above leads to 

r t'"V 1000 1cm. 
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Selection of the r = 1000 km. day and night 

curves of Watt and Maxwe1178 gives us the below

ionosphere losses.for the frequency range 1 to 

100 kc/s. Those for frequencies outside this range 

are estimated by extrapolation. 

The attenuation for whistler mode prop_a

gation through the ionosphere were obtained from curves 

by Helliwe1111 using a model daytime ionosphere 

from 80 to 550 km. g.iven by ·Francis and Karplus 79 •. 

Night time attenuations were estimated from this model 

· by disregarding the ionosphere below 100 km. · The. 

attenuations suffered{in the succe~sive strata of the 

ionosphere ·thus calculated are given in.~able 1 

below. 

Table 1 

power attenuation for whistler mode propagation 

through successive strata of the ionosphere at the 

frequencies given. 

Ionospheric Power attenuation (dB)at frequency (kc/s) 

stratum (km) 0.l 0.4 4.5 17 230 500 

550 - 140 0.12 0.24 o.8 o.9 8.4 22 
140 - 120 0.04 o.oa .0.2 0.5 · 2.2 5 
120 - 100 0.24 0.5 1.6 3.0 14 33 
100 .- 90 0.3 0.6 2.2 4.2 17 42 

90 - Bo 0.1 1.4 4.2 7.5 20 48 
Day 550-80 1.4 9.0 16 60 150 
Night550-100 ~;0.4 6.8 2 .6 5 25 60 
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There is little experimental data to check 

these calculations, particularly of the lower fre-

quencies. However whistler mode echo observations80, 
"'-at 17 kc/s for daytime propgation indicated that the 

actual·· attenuation at the time could not have greatly 

exceeded these figures. Very recent preliminary 

data82 from the LOFTI. I satellite at 18 kc/s 

indicate that 80 per cent of the time the attenuation 

ranged from 33 to 45 dB by day and from 4 t·o 29 dB 

by night. A rocket measurement81 at: 512 kc/s showed 

at least ·40 dB attenuation for night time propagation. 

The losses for propagation through th~ 

ionosphere (whistler mode) and below the ionosphere 

(wav~ guide) are combined and graphed in Figure a6' 
for day and night conditions. We have assumed a 

"white noise" source of intensity 10-10 wm-2 (c/s)-1 

at a level of 550 km. The curves t~us represent 

the expected intensity at an observing station on 

the ground about 1000 km from the point immediately 

below the source. The accuracy of these curves 

deteriorates towards both ends of the frequency scale. 

The treatment used above breaks down at the low end 

because the distances involved approach a wavelength. 

'-f 't 
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At the high frequencies the attenuations are so large 

that small errors in the.estimation of parameters 

become important. 

extrapolations. 

Both ends will suffer from 

It is seen from Figure 20that the expected 

"ground level" spectrum resulting from this flat or 
r 

"white" source spectrum fits the obse'ved intensities 

to an order of magnitude or so, although an intensity 

proportional to wavelength might give better fit at 

the low frequency end. The main point emerging from 

this study is that much of the very strong frequency 

dependenc~ of observed intensities is accounted for 

by attenuation. 

Intensities of over i"o-14 wm2(c/s)-1 

at 512 kc/shave been observed at a height of 400 km 

by Mechtly and Bowhill81 (open circle _in Figure ae). 
This is a lower limit (receivers overloaded) and so 

consistent with our results. On the other hand at 

frequencies above 900 kc/s, at times when the 

ionosphere above Hobart is transparent, ground level 

intensities (due to Cosmic Noise) of only 2 x 10-19 

wm-2(c/s}-1 are observed83: This is some nine 

orders of magnitude less than our value. However 

it must be remembered that very wide band bursts are 
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rare and occur only during very severe disturbances 

whereas the ionosphere is transparent at low frequencies 

only during very quiet conditions. Nevertheless, 

this does show that, at least at the higher frequencies, 

a continuous high background level does not exist. 

3.1.4 Conclusions: 

The important results of this study are: 

(1) very wide band bursts of hiss occur at times, (2) 

the peak intensity of these (and narrow band bursts) 

near the regions of production is around 10-10wm-2· 

(c/s)-l to within a few orders of magnitude, and (3) 

this intensity is not strongly frequency dependent, 

and may well be "flat" or frequency independent. 
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3,2 DDAJIIC CBAaAOTERISTICS 

312,1 Amplitude Variations, 

The narrow band pass ohamlel at 4,3 ko/s was operated 

longer than mQ" of the other channels, To show the amplitude 

variations the original pen recorder (4,3 ko/s chamlel) charts W'3re 

redrawn on a compressed time scale, Eight months (June to 

Septembei- 1960 and 1961) p:rocesaed 1n this way are shown 1n l'isure 

22, Each. trace shows a single (local time) clay. lb.en these appear 

as st~1ght lines no hiss was reoei ved, \be tnoe was not drawn 

at times of equipment failure (e,g, 21st June, 1961). In 

ad41t1.on the trace is followed by a dot if the 24 hOUX' average 

(oen~d at 2200 L.T.) valve of Xp exceeded 5. The amplitude 

scale is Sllch that the separation of successive traces is 

approximste'l1' 0,5 I volt, 

~ of the teatures reported by Ellis, as described 

in Chapter 2, can be seen 1n Figure 22, Both "isolated bursts" 

and "noise storms" appear. The duration of "isolated bursts" 1s 

seen to be of .the order of an hour whereas "noise stol'IDS" last 

several hours, Bursts appear at all times of the c1ay but in 

general hiss aotivity is stroneest in daylight hours. The "noise 

storms" occur on days of magnetic activity, but "isolated bursts" 

occur on other daJB as well. 

One effect; also reported by Ellis, shows up quite 

olear11" en this type of presentation• there is a general tencleno7 
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for bursts to recur at about the same time on the following a.a,, 
~ often with aimilar sequences of amp.liw.de variations. A good 

eumple of this etfeot occurs 1n the group ot bursts on the 26th 

June, 1960, to the 1st July, 1960, thus a "rounded" burst at 1310 

on the 26th June, a itapiked" burst at 1410 on the 27th June, a 

trip1e ~4 barst at about 1600 on the 27th June and a 

"Not.lar" or· double peak burst at' 1330 on the 30th June, 
. ' . 

are each followed by similarly shaped "echoes" delayed by 22i, 23, 

24 and 24 hours respectively. llany' other examples are seen in 
,. ' 

Figure 22. · There are some oases of mnl tip le "echoes" having an 

apparent two day delay 1n the middle of July, 1960: 

A similar effect of long standing appears on magnetic 

records, Chapman and Bartels84 show several examples of recurring 

magnetic bays. In view of the association between magnetic bays 

and isolated bursts alreadT established ( Ohapter2), t'.bis is not 

unexpected~ 

ln an attempt to test this effect objectively the 

following rules were adhered to. The "echo" burst must occur at 

least twelve and not more than thirty six hours atte:r the 

"originating" burst. The "echo" should be similar 1n duration. 

If two similar "echo" bursts occurred within a few hours of one 

another, only the first was considered. Only the bursts shown in 

Figure 22 were considered. A histogram of time delqs is shown in 

Figure 23(a). It is seen that the dela_ys are relatively nar1"01fl7 

distributed about 23-24 hours. 'ro test that this was not entireq 
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Fig. 23. (a:) Hist
1
ogram of time delays between "originating" and "echo" bursts 

in Figur~ 22. (b) Histogram of occurrence time of these bursts. The 

latter distribution is broader. 
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Aue to a 4iurnal effect, the times of oOCUffllmo• of all 

"originating" and •echo" bursts were noted and are show in the 

histogram of Figure 23(b). Althoup this shows a peak, the 

distribution is broader. 

The amplitude variations which oocur within a 

bllrst or noise storm are generally too diverse to olasaif)- into 

tne•• 'l'his also applies to the onsets and tails of bttrstst 

both fast and slow (and medium) rises and falls occur, On a few 

oocasions, however, a reBUla.r variation has been observed. !he 

best example recorded is shown in Figure 24. Thie appeared Q;s 

a relatively wide band pulsating burst, having a pulsation period 

of about two minutes. llagnetio records from Melbourne, llaoquarie 

Island and. Ma-,son .for this time (0700-0800 U.T., 6 Sept. 1960) . . ' 

were. 8X81111ned ltut no phenome.rii:L of' this peri.od · was found. 

Another · e:tf'eot which oou~d perhaps be included in · 

this category was observed in a ·clear cut form on. only one . 

·occasion. Tbis te she~ in ti.aura 25. · Ai frEtqusn~ies ·below al>out 

1 kc/s there was a ba~und noise which inoNased in intensit7 

with dec~sing. freq~ency-. The· origin, of this was not ~termined. 
• • I I 

!his ba~Ulld lev~i ·is seen in Figure '25 to be fairly_ strong at 

12; o/~-, progressively weaker at the hisher frequencies; and ateaq 
' ' 

1n ampl.1 hde · up tili about 085() L~'l'. At that time a strong ( the 

4.3 kc/sand 1.8 ko/s channels gains were low) narrow 'bani burst 

began at about 4 ko/a and siDllll taneousl.y' the backg.round began to 

decrease to the reoeive:t" noise 1ne1s. Towards the end ot thia 

$"2. 
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narrow band burst a wide band ( -< 125 o/ s to ,,..__, 2 kc/ s) . burst 

began. finally the· latter d14ftd out am. 'the b~und rose to 1 ts 

preVious 1.-.,.1. 

The imporian:tr aspect of this event is that the 

presence of the narrow and wide band bursts in some wrq inhibited 

the background noise; e1'£b.er· by inhibiting.its generation or bJ' 

irl,hibiting its ·propagation (increased 'itteimation). The latter is 

perhaps more likely·as·we have ahead;, seen (Seotion 2.4) that 

ionospheric absorption is corralated. 1f1 th hiss. Since the bursts 

W8:J"e observed despite the increased attenuation, this suggests 

that the baokground noise has its origill at greater distances 

(higher latitudes)~ 

3.2.2 Freguencr Variations 

'.\'b,Q speed ot the spectrograms used in stud_ying 

wh1s.tlers and diserete emissions is su()h that a distance of one 

second. along the time scale is ot the order of 10 ko/s along the 

frequenc,- scale (aspect ratio of 10 kc/s • 1 sec.). 'l'hese ab,o,r 

ties. ae a otea'13' band or series of bands of noiae ( Figures 1, 5 

and, 8). However, hiss shows pronounced variations ot intensi t7t 

band,ri.dth and centre frequency if much slower ·apectrog.rams 

(aspeot ratio of 10 kc/s ~ '1 hour) are used. l!}x$mples are sh,oe 

in Jligures 26,27 and 28. 

As fcmnci by Ellis ( Chapter 2) "isolated bursts" were 

tn,ioally narrow band and the centre frequency was WJUally constant. 

However, some bursts whioh appeared as short isolated lnlrs'ta on 
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amplitude (pen) records showed some variation. 'B,lat shown 1n 

Pigure 26 is an example of this. The s~t~gram shows tha~ 

this buztst lasted about 1i hours and was tairq narrow l>and 
. . . . . \ . 

e~ept for a short time ( 1515 to 1530 L.~.) when it appeared on 
"· . ' 

the 4.3 m/s pen oha!mel~ It slowly d3:ifted 4o11nwards in 
. . ' 

trequenq se that at al>out l600 L.'l'. it became obrious on the 
' .•• .; • '.: I • • • 

1. •. 8 ko/$ pen ohann,1. 'l'l;,J.1;1 burl;'~ can also .be ~ound in Figure 22 
. , • , , • • ' , f • ,, ,') I ,: • ' •• 

·Wh'1"9 it appee.rs !IS .an -"echo~ ot a preyious noise stom "spike" 
' ' . ' ....... ' . ' . ,. ' '. 

(aee also ;r:1.gure 28)~ 

~ "noise stol'JllS" the bandwi&th, and to some 

extent the centre frequency, varied greatl7. This @. seen in 

Figures 27 and 28. To some, and' perhaps to a large extent, the 

amplitude variations as observed on a narrQw band fixed f'requenc7 

receiver are caused by these frequency variations! In contrast to 

the :frequenoJ-time traces of discrete anissions (as observed on 

fast spectrograms), the frequenor-vanations of hiss 4ur1ng "noise 

storms" do not shcnr repeatable forms. However, the variations 

are not erratic and are rarely discontinuous. Wide band n()ise 

thus appears to grow out from narrow band noise, thoueh it may

extend main]¥ to higher f'requenoies as in Figure 27 or mainly to 

lower treqwmo1es as in '1sure 25~ 

As was seen in Section 3.1, the frequenoy extent of 

rid.e Nnd hies can be very large ( some elaTen oct&Tea) ~ 'l'lnis, at 

times, hiss has been observed at Hobart at frequencies from about 

100 o/e to over 200 kc/s~ On the other hand, wheevar narrow band 
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hiss occurred,. both d.u.r1ns "iso~ted bursts• in magnetioalq quiet 

periods and during "noise atorms" in severeq 41stlrrbe4 period.a, 

ite oen'tre frequency ns usualq around 'Jkc/a: It was never less 

than 2 ko/s or greater than about* 8 ko/a • 

* The upper limit is not well k:aewn as 1 t was outside the range 

of the spectrum analyser. On rare occasions hiss occurred on the 

9.0 kc/~ pen channel which did not appear en the 4.3 ko/a ohanne1: 



3.3 TECHNIQUES. 

3.3.1 General 

A blook diagram of the complete reoei v1ng system ie 

shown 1n Figure 29. Two vertical loop antennae were used. 'l'he low 

frequenoy ( -< 10 ko/s) loop bad. six turns of hook up ,dre. The 

h1sh frequency loop had two turns ma.de from standard 300 ohm ribbon 

transmission U•e• l3o'th loops were trianeular (40 tt. base, 20 ft. 

height) an4 ot area 40 sq. metres. In both cases the signal was 

fed into wide band pre-amplifiers situated near the loops, The 

pre-amplifier outplts were fed into the remainde~ ot the equ1pnent 

by oou:ial cable. This equipment was housed ~:t,c.>ut a hundred metres 

from the loop antennae to m1nSDd ~e power supply piok up. 

l'or the highest ho frequencies (70 ko/s and 230 ko/s) 

standard. communications receivers (ll1155) were used. The frequencies 

chosen were comparatively free from communication interference. 

'l'he deteotor outputs of these receivers were amplified and applied 

to the deflector plates of a twin beam oatho_da re;r tube. This waa 

recorded on 35mn film moving contilmousl.7 at a rate ot one or three 

inches per hour. 

Two systems were used for the lower frequencies ( 100 o/ a 

to 10 kc/a). Original]¥, as shown 1n Figure 29, the pre amplifier 

output was further amplified (W.B.A.) and then fed through cathode 

followers to seven fized-:trequenoy tuned amplifiers and two swee,-

trequeno;r speohrum analysers., '1'he bandwid~ of the fixed tuned 

amplifiers was approximately on,e tenth of the operating frequency. 
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A minimum reader ciroui t simi.lar to tha~ shom in Figure 11 was 

used .for pan ·recording~ 

The system so ·far described used standard techniques 

and so w.111 not be Aesonbed. in greater ·de·ta11. A later system· 

used separate oomplete·:receivers for each crumnel. A oirouit 

diagram is shown in FigUre ](). · Th1Q is a slight modification ot 

that designed by Ellis, which is fully described elsewhere23• 

The twQ channel swaep,-frequenoy-speotrum analyser used 

standard hetero~e techniques. «'he' high frequency ( 400 o/ s to · 

6 klJ/s) chamlel had a lo~l osoillatol' mee>h$?ltioally swept (motor 

driven cam) from 20 kc/s ,0 2~ kc/•• Its intermediate frequenoy 

ampUfier had. a c,,entre frequency of 20 ko/ s ant ~h of 40 o/s. 

The low frequenc,y 1imit·{400 o/s) was set bylocal oscillator 

bre~ through •. 'fhe $Weep rate ·-.a 4 .B'lleeps per minute,· The low 

f)-equenoy ohannel (·100 c/s to .600 ·Q/s) was basical.17. s1milaJ,"t 

t~O~ sweep trom-2.0 kc/a to 2~6 ko/s, J.P~ ot 2.0 ko/s with 10 c/e 

~d width; and 8"8P rate of 2. s.p.m •. '!'he outpu~s of these 

~els modulated ~he intmu,ity ot two ~line traces on a twin 

beam o~R•'.J'• A circuit di~ ot the intensity modu~tor is shown 

in J'isure 31, a.n4 ~s dieousaecl below. 

, In the quiescent state ourrent through V1 and hence 11 

prod,uoes a potential tU,fterenoe ~oas R1 and henoe between grid 
. . 

and cathode of V3 sufficient to keep V3 out ott. A.su:tfioiently 

strong {i1egative)' signal on the grid of V1 Will cut off V1 and 

tllus · allew V3 to con4uot and asoillate. The output of thie 

bO 
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Fig. 30. Circuit of complete (single channel) receiver for hiss. Resistance units 

are kilohms and capacitance units are microfarads. Transformers T 
1 

and 

T 2 are ferroxcube potcores wound with 30: 3000 and 1000: 2000 turns 

respectively. Diodes D 1 and D2 are OA202's (silicon). The values of 

the tuning and detector integrator components depend on the centre 

frequency and bandwidth required. 
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oscillator is amplified bJ' Y4 and applied to the Y1 defiector 
·". . . 

plate of a •twin beam Ct!R.i'. Also applied to Y1 is a time liJ&Be 

voltage (B2 and C) and a shift volt&Be (Pl). Thus in the absence 

of a strong input signal the C.R.'l'. spot moves across the sorea 

at a OQ11Stant rate 1n step 1'1 th the frequency sweep. When a stroDg 

signal input triggers the oscillator t~ c.R~T, spot has impressed 

on it an additional yery strong and very rapid movement. This 

tends to make the spot invisible, 9:ds et:f'ect is ~nted by the 
. . 

characteristics of the C-.R.T. screen phospher and the photographic 

ermilsion. The second ohazmel operates in precisely the same wa:r 

and its output is applied to Y2. fJ!1e net etteot is two separate 

in-line traces which can have ti.tterent ampli tad.es and time bases 

and which can be intensity modulated. independently. Inoiclentally 

this intensity modulation is "direct coupled", i.e., it has fall 

response down to zero-frequency. 

3'.j,21 Calibration 

· 'l'wo· basic methods of' 1ntensi ty calibration were used. 

In the first the loop antennae was replaced by a signal generator 

or standard noise generato~ of the same impedance. Intenld. ties of 

hiss were then deduced from this receiver sensitivity calibration 

and the effective height of' the loop antenna calculated from measure

ment of its pqsioal · dimensions. · fhe second ·method gave direct 

calibration by gene:ra'.f;ing a 1mown field strength in the vicinity of 

the antenna from a remote ~lie.rt l0opa5 ~ 'l'his method· has the 

ether ad.Tantages· that the receiving s:,stem is not dis~bed and that 

the calibration signal has to compete with interference (atmoe

pherica): 1n the same way as does the hiss siBll&l• Joth these methods 
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gave consistent results. The calil>ration anq. reading aocuranoy 

(about 1°") was more thm .adequate for ~ arguments presented. in 

· m·· udi t1on to manual .0 ab•oln.te" intensity ~ 

frequency oalibratiou, • several calibrations ,rere appll~ aut~ . 

. matically. At the bAgJn:mng of every hOUJ' ~ .~~ muk •~ •pp~ed 

to ~il eharmels tor about •two m.inutes-. At .:first this was 4one 'bJ" 

remoYi.ng the outpat from the pnamplitien, mt later by replaoiq 

the ·loop antennae by dummy loads (as in Figure 30).: !bis second 

method ·a1so provided a zero level. An aW. tional time mark W218 

applied · at noon and midnight ( local time). u;,.ter on this was 

replaced by' an automatic noise generator oalihration (using a 

silicon diod.&86): ·Two :f'requency·oalib:rations at harmonies of 

200 o/s and 1 kc/s (using a multi:ribrs.tor) wei-e applied. to the 

spectrum anaqser each hour for about one minute~ 

!he timing for these operations was derived from 

,qnchronous motors { ~. powe:r · frequency in Tasmania is qµite 

stable). All reeording devices such as the film and paper~ 

drives were motor drive,n from the A.O. mains ~ppl,y. lfo avoid 

ambiguities in · arising from a po:er f&Uure, and in 

pariicular a series of power :ta.ilures., a reiay opera.tea by the first 

power f'ailure transferred the tin:d.rig to a ql&ok work system.· ·This 

relay was reset nvmuall.¥ along wl:th the ~onous timers. 
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4. BEVIEW OF THEORIES OF GE!lERATIOli OF V .L.F. 
EIIISSIONS. · 

4-.1 Early work. 14any of' the early ideas on generation of V.L.F. 
emissions were borrowed from solar radio astronomy. Whan work in 

this field began, solar radio. astron<>m7 .had already made over a 

decade- of progress in observations and theoretical work, However, 

it should be noted that the earliest of. the ideas discussed here ;s 

~ less than five years old, Because this whole.field is so new 

the development of . ideas from crude to sophist ioat ed does not f' it 

a strictly chronological pattern. 

The sun's corona is in many ways similar to the 

earth's exosphere. Some writers have in fact referred to the 

exosphere a.a .the terrestrial corona. The exosphere is .much smaller• 

colder and less dense.and the magnetic .field is w.eaker •. 4,the last 

two points also amount to .a scaling down (from H.F. to V.L.F • .) of 

the .natural resonance frequencies, th~1e gyro and.plasma f'requenoies. 

Another difference is· that the magnetic field of the su.n is highly 

complex while that of the earth,A.s fairly closely dipole. 

Nevertheless it 18 surely significant that in 

• both regions electro-magnetic phenomena are produced at :frequencies 

of $bout the same order of magnitude of these natural resonance 

frequencies. '!hus m&n7 o:t the prooesses,which account for H.F. 

emissions from the, solar corona might well account for V.L.F. emis

sions from the earth• s es:osphere. fhere is an assent 1al difference, 

_however. In the solar case only processes allowing outw&rd 

propagation :from the region of' gene rat ion to int erplanet·ary space 

and ultimately- to the earth can account tor observations made here 

on the earth. Qttite the reverse is t1'11e tor V.L.F. emissions from 
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the earth's exosphere, inward propagation is neoessary :ror 

obseiyation on the earth's surface. 'l'bis point rules out man.y ot 
the prooesses which wo11t 1n the solar ease. 

Some of the processes which apply 1n the eola:r.: 

case are synchrotron radiation, cyclotron-radiation, and plasma 

osoUlations. The first two are related to the particle g:rro 

frequency given by 

where 

e 
h • B iii 

e is the part icleit charge 

m is the part iole* mass . 

Bis the magnetic intensity 
- . -

.Synchrotron. radiation is produced b;y relativistic 

eieotrons at multiples- of'· the· (parbioie) .gyro trequeney. For very, 

energetic. part ioles most of- the energy is radiated at the high 

harmonics. . Cyclotron· radi,at ion is produced by non reiat iviet ie 

particles at· the gro .frequeno7 only. Ellis -28 suggested that the 

nar~· band $,tc/s h1ss-w1eh he observed might be cyclotron radiation. 

The (electron) (!3rO frequency has this value at about, eart-h radii 
- 28 from the- centre ot the ea:rih • 4'his is the region where particle - ' . ~ isi.reama from the sun should be stopped by the geomagnetic field - • 

Plasma oscillations OOCIJ.Z' at the frequency

p2 . • 11 e 2 / if" m . 
where Ii is the partiole ae&:tr. 

• _We _are mainly concerned with electrons here. When we consider 

protons we ~11 use 11 and·Jl for the proton aro troquenoy and mass. 
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Plasma oseillations are e:r.oited l>J' taat partielea, 1nlt it is not 

these particles which .radiate as in the.81JUlhroti-en and 07olotren 

case, but the medima itself, the plasma. 

We.will-new see it> &?17 of these prooease• allw 

dOIIDWard propagation a V.L.F. trom th.e exosphere tbrough the 

ionosphere to. the eazth •s aurtaee. .'l'b.e only.propagation made 

allowable .is t.he-"whistle:r mode", the longitudinal e%f:raordin&r.v 

mode below the .gyro frequency. The refractive 'in~ez of this mode 

(n) is given b-y 1-

·,l • ·1 + 
.. 2 p-

where t is the frequency of the wave being propagated and p and ll 

ref'er to electrons. 

. .. . .. Since propagation is not possible f0r t > h,. 

synohrflron J;'adiation from electrons will not be observable (except 

possibly at the ftmda.ment al . t.h). At t.h the . retraet 1ve. index 

beoses infinite and.the attenuation very 1.arge. 'lbna; even cyclotron· 

:radiat iOR (fr• eleot.rona) . will 'be severely- 1nh1'bit ed. As we ·1'111 

aee in ohapter .!ft the .eleet:ron tl.enaity· ~ the e:r.ospllere is approxi

mately preportional. to the magnetic field strength, thua 

constant ( ~ t Kc/a) 

Siace, in the ex0sphere h < 1V.o/s then p > h. Consequently, 

electron plasma oscillations oannot propagate down to the earth. 

However, the exosphere must be electrically 

neutral so that in all regions the electrons must be balanced by an 

equal charge. of ions. These will be almost .entirely pMeu. ~he 

presaoe et these pmcm.11 has relatively little ettecn on th• 
46 refraetive index as caleulated en tlle electren component alo:ae , 

but it does present the possibility of proton emission. processes. 
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The proton aro frequency H is given b7 1 ... 

The higli.est proton gyro frequencies will occur near the earth's 

aurfac,e and near the po:les, Eyen there it is only about 800f!!/s, 

1l'hus although allewable as .far as downward propagat:i,on is ooneerned, 

cyclot'ren-_radiation.trom p~ona would eocur at -frequanoies too.low 

fer .most. of the V,i.J'• emissions diseussed in C'11apter 2, A<irons and 

eo..wome:rs .19,~,.21 suggest tbat t.heir.ne.rrow band emission at -

750 o/s Tl&S proton cyclotron radiation, . On the other hand synchro

tron radiation at multiples of R produced by highly relativistic 

prot~s might reselve this difficulty, .At a given .point 1n the 

exosphere a series of tones separated.by I (a few.cycles per second, 

• 

generaur-) would be produced. Since these· tones woald be rising ihe ' 

nn result would prebabl7 be indistinga.ishable from wide bod noise. 

EoweTer, there are probably not enough .rele.tivist.ic protons. to pro-. 

vide .observable intensities even .. it most of the energy of these 

protons is monverted into eleotro-magnetic energy 1n the V.L.F. ba..Tld. 
- - . - ~ . . 

Allcock7 suggested proton.plasma osoillationa 

as a possible mechanism for dawn ahorus. Be pointed out that a 

cloud er incoming fast part;icles might exeite ucUlatione at 

decreasing levels in sequence. .This would appear as a series of 

rising 'tones to an obsel"Ter on the earth. A-similar process.was 

thought .to produce 'lype III solar radio bursts, 1'he proton plasma 

frequency (P) is given by s-

fh\18 

p 2 • m 2" rP 
....,__ 5<><r c/s 

Ccmsequently downward propagation, •. p~oton plasma -aaeUlators could 

Hour fer all regions tor whleh h '. > ! r,Joo/s. 1lhis probably 

includes all et what we will deser.as the earth's exosphere • 

. • . /5. 
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"' The nm.oll greater mass of protons make them very 

poor radiatom compared with eleotrona. It is doubt:tul. it any of 

these proton processes could produce an observable am011Dt of 

radiation. 'l'hia and a more sophisticated proton process will be 

diacnssed 1n a lat er sect ion. · 

i,-.2 Cerenkov Badiation. This.is.produced when a charged particle 

travels 1n a medium .at a velocity greater than .the phase velocity. 

ot eleot_romagnetic waves 1n that medium, Badiation is produced .at 

all frequencies for. which .this condition holds. It has been_ obsei,.. 

ved and studied in the visible light region for .several decades. 

It was proposed as a mechanism :for the generation of most. of the . 

non-themal radio emission f'ro~ the sun by Marshall 47• Noting this . 

Ellia48 showed-that Cerenkov-radiation.wOllld-also be produced in the 

exosphere at V.L.F. From (-t.1) and (4. 2), ·even for h >> -t, ~he 

(phase) refractive index is ·greater than .10 for t <. 10 ko/s. 'lbe 

retract ive index w:111 also be. high near the ,aro :frequency (b-f'. 

small). Th.us in both cases V.L.F. emission wQU].d be produced even 

from relatively slow particles (0.1Tc. c. ). The emission would genei,.. · 

. all7 be broad band hiss. 

At first it appeared that the amount o~ 

radiation produced would not .be sufficient to produce the obserYed 

intensities. However, rocket 49 and sat12Uite41 measurements showed 

that .streams of incoming particles were stronger than previously 

supposed. Also Jelley50 pointed out that small (of d1mensicms 111110h 

leas than a wave length) irregularities would radiate oohere~tly-, 

so that . the radi,ated power from each irregularity would be propon

tional to the. square of the number of particles it contained. Quite 

a small amount of irregularity or "bunching" auf'tices to explain the 

observed intensities. 

. . . /6. 
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... , ... 
In a sense U is the medium whioli 

radiates.rather than the particle or "bunch". lb a magneto active 

plaama suoh as the . exosphere or the solar oorona the process is 

much more eamp11cated than ill the simple media for which the 

Cerenk&T expressions were originall.Y derived. A vigorous theoretS-o' . 
oal tlrntaent~ Cerenkav emission produced, by- a single eleotron meving 

in a magneto active p1,asma 1s given by Eidman51 • . . 

:t• 3 'i' W T Amplification. The ideu discussed above have been 

bor1"01red ~rom solar radio astron01!J7• We now consider an idea 

berrowed from laboratory u.:e:.F. techniques. \a,• 1112:Ml,e 

..,,,.... «4tt -ftri1111l .... ...... tt1•1 ..... Slll!'-· .... C 

)fa,1'5 tat•, In the travelling wave tube (TWP.) amplifier an 

electron.beam and an electro .magnetic .wave travel down the .axis of 

the tuba. . A slow wave nmoture reduces the phase velocity of the 

wave to a .val•e. oonsiderabi:, less tllan.the tree space velocity c. 
'?he lcmgitudinal oomponent .Gf the electric field of the wave can · 

interact with the electrons 1n the beam. When the electron velocity 

(or compon~nt along the axis of the tul)e if magnetic :t'oousing is 

used) 1a equal to the phase Telooit7 of the wave, electrons lose 

energy to the wave so that the wave gron exponentiall7. Gallet 

and Helliwell 52 suggested that the same process might oo·our 1n the 

exosphere. 'l'he sln wave structure of the laboratory Tifl is replaced 

by-. the high refractive index of. the whistler mode 1n the exosphere. 

Both streams of electrons and V.L.F. waves in the exosphere will tend 

'fio travel down a magneti.o tield -tiae and 'thus be confined to.a 

magnetic ta,e of torce. A aubatantial lcmgitudinal eoapeent of 

electric field of. the wave will exist' tGr interaction with the 

electron stream52• When the Telooity- of the electrma (a•swaed to 

travel ·exactly dewn the field line), (-w, equals the phase veleoit7 

••• 7/.-



of a wave, o/n, at frequency t, then amplification is produced at 

these frequencies • 

. · '.Phu.a from the condition 1-

~ -' 
And f'rom (i-.1), assuming n 2 

. h [ 
f~"r. 1 

It is. seen that two trequenoiea (:r+ ·and t-) are amplif'ied.. The 

Cerenkov condition discussed · above ie 

'• 

Thu$ Ceremcov radiation is produced in two. bands. covering the .. 
frequencies o to r .and t• to h. It ,re. impose. the restriction on 

Cerenkov radiation that emisaion. is only. allowable in a direct ion 
' 

along the field l_ine then Cerenkov radiation is also only allowable 

at these two frequencies, t• and r-. 

'l'he attract ion of' the '?WI'· process ( or. 

restrict.ad Cerenkov emiasionl is that at a given small region cml1' 

two frequencies .are.produeed.. If' the electrons in the .stream all 

have mueh the same velocity and if the length. of .the stream along 

tha f'ield line :ts short. (a few hun~ kilometers) then onl;y two 

narrow bands will be amplified at a. given tim~. As t_he stream 

· progresses down the field 11.ne . the. centre frequencies of these band.a 

will var:,. 'l'o an observer on the earth these will appear ~s time 

varying _1;ones. Gallet and Helliwell52 showed. that the frequeno;v -

time sequence of one of .these narrow bands (t-) agree■ olosal;r _with 

tllat ebserved for some t;ypes of disol,'ate emiesions ("hooks", "qua.sf. 

constant .. t0Des 11). Typieally the frequency (1'"9) is fairl;r constant 

Rue the stream is in the exosphere but rises 1"$pidly when the 

•• s/. 
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stream entera the upper ionosphere. 

If amplification is restricted to the 

exosphere where the f- is fairly constant then a long stream ot 

monoenergetio .elect rone should produce narrow band hiss. It seems 

reasonable that greater amplification would b~ produced in regions 

and for electron velocities tor which the trequenoy of amplification 

is slowly varying. Some further observation and theeretioal develop.. 

meats have made this theory- more attractive •. For these reasons 

this ide!,L is much further developed in Chapter 6. 
~ . . . . . . 

4.4 Doppher Shifted C;yclotron Radiation. Tl!.ie is presented at this 

point because these ideas followed (and perhaps were stimulated.by) 

the .1'\fl paper by Gallet and I(elliwell. Mao-Aztmir53 poirl'ted out 
' . ' . 

that protons .gyrating at trequenQ7 H will appear at .the doppl.er 

shifted and thus muolll higher frequency f .it the~ are rapidly 

approaching the observer• where 

JI 
t - · 1_-,~-~ 

where fJ is . tba velocity component ot the protons 1n the direction 

of -the magnetic field (and direction .of propagation) •. He showed 

that this approximated the 'l'\f? .expression. given above. Essentially 

this is because.tor Blt <<.. 1, ·nr2A ~ 1 • . 'lhe same process was also 

cc,nside:red by Kuroray and Pope. However, they used t_he ref'raotive 

index at frequency H rather than that at t and consequently obtained. 

a different (and erroneQUs) expression. 

Muroray and Pepe54• 56 

po:luted out .an adT&ntaga of t~e proton gyration theor,- over the TW'l 

theoI.7:1- a quantitative estimate of radiation oan be made. On.the 

other hand such an. estimate made .by San't1roeco55- indicated that 

proton radiation would be 1111eh to~ small for detection. ¥urcrq 

•• /9. 
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and Pope56 countered this· by showing that suff'icient radiation wen:ild 

1,)e prod.u9ed it the protons radiated ccmere~l7. T-llere are & muaber 

of flaws 1p Santirooeo•~ arp~ent \ut his eenclusiona are correct. 
i 

It 1s unrealist1o to auppose that enomGlls numben of protons would 

radiate ooheremly-. 

lhU e working. on this 

review an idea ecacurred to the writer whioh would resolve this 

diff'ioulty-•. Santltroooo gave an expression.for rad:i,ated power which 
' ' 

shows that this is.inversely propertional. to the square of the 

particle mass. .'l'hus an.e .would e2:peot .the radiated power from gyra,.. 

ting electrons to.be greater than three million times that from. 

protonQ, other factors being the. same. But onl.7 radiation emitted 

at f'requ.enoies 1ess than the electron.gyro f~uen-oy can propagate 

down to the suri"ace .of tb,e earth. Tb.us we require .a downward 

doppler shift .of the .f'requene:r .h. i'his wwld happen if the electrons --travelled.away from. the observer. This idea is developed in_ 

Chapter J. ~e.al'g'lltmo&t ased. the:ee.to ehew that.the :resul~iftg 

intensity fp;m e:,nting eleQ:t·,xms would be a4equa;h te eqlain. 

ebeorved int onsit ies _ 0-t diso:ret s emisai one G/¼11 a.lee be .used {)y

Eakhig tho Sj!p:PepPie.:te. aulletitetions in ;pari1e3:e meas) h ehw the 

mede(!lH';OY e~ pPOtee Pa£ietieft). 

¼. 5 Conclusion■• All the meohanislls ~or production ef V.L.F. 

emissions 1n the eusphere so far published (late 1961) have 'beeil 

reviewed a.l>ove. The most promising idea.a appear to be the 'l'W'l' 

amplification procesa. (main17 tor hies) and dopplor shifted cyelotron 

radiation• at.least tor electrons (fem iioame,c cmiasteaa). Before 

theee. ideas (particularly the tomer) can ba further developed it 

is necessary to obtain an 02.preasion for the variation or electron 

den!llt7 in the exosphere. along a geomagnetic field line. 'l'hie is 

clerived in the next chapter. 

1a 
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5. ELECTR©N DENSITY DISTRIBUTION ALONG A 

GEOMAGNETIC FIELD LINE IN THE EXOSPHERE. 

5.1 Introduction. 

Over the last few years whistler (and to 

some extent, micropulsation) studies have yielded 

considerable information about electron densities 

in the exosphere out to several earth's ra;dit 
I 

Howeve:rtthe measured quantities (delay times) are the 

.result of an int&rgration over the whole path along 

the field line. ~he important contribution to this 

integral occurs at the equatorial plane where the 

electron density and magnetic field are least for 

the path. The value of this integral is relatively 

insensitive to the way in which the electron density 

varies along the path. Thus whistler work has pro-

" duced fa~ly accurate estimates of electron density 

in the equatorial plane but relatively little 

information as to how the electron density varies 

along the path (field line). It is this manner of 

variation which we require forthe discussions in 

chapters~ and~-

An assumption oftenfrn.ade is that the electron 

density is distributed with spherical symmetry about the 

centre of the earth. This would be logical in the 
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absence of any magnetic field as any local discontin-

uities would tend to diffuse over a sphere. In the 

presence of a magnetic field, however, charged 

particles are fairly well confined to a magnetie tube 

of force so that diffusion would take place along the 
sa 

magnetic field lines. Some workers have adopted a 

gyro frequency model, that is, the electron density 

is everywhere proportional to the magnetic field 

strength or gyro frequency. As it turns out in this 

chapter, this is a good approximation. However no 

theoretical argument justifying this has been given 

previous to this work (1960). 

This chapter is an attempt to ~ake this 

effect into ancount and derive the distribution along 

a field line on the assumption that the tubes of force 

are supplied with charged particles (electrons and 

protons) from the upper ionosphere. The particles 

will move in helical orbits along the field line 

(Figure la). Since the cross-section of the tube of 

force rapidly increases towards the equatorial plane and 

since the pitch of the helices decreases (i.e. opens 

out) in this direction we would expect the density 

to decrease rapidly. Collisions are neglected except 

in the source regions near the earth's surface. Here 
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down coming particles which are scattered and "lost" 

are replaced (assuming equalibriu.m) by an equal number 

of up-going ones. 

Thus the distribution of the thermal particles 

(electrons and protons) which make up the medium is 

derived on the assumption of injection near the earth's 

surface (upper ionosphere). The distribution of·the 

faster particles which produce aurora and airglow and 

presumably V.L.F. emissions is derived on the assumption 

that these particles are injected.into the tubes in 

regions farthest from the earth, that/is near the equat-

orial plane. Finally, for completeness, the distrib-. 

utions for injection at any point is derived • This 

latter is briefly discussed with regard to the outer 

Van Allen belt. 

If the source distributions, both along 

the field lines and across the field lines, were 

known, it would be possible to find the particle densities 

at any point in the exosphere. This is done in the 

case of the thermal particles making up the madium 
So Ul'"C:'-'I.. Y~1io "'-

by taking a simplified model ofAelectron density 

variation with geomagnetic latitttde. 



·5.2 Theory. 

The various equations describing the 

dipole magnetic field, a line of force and a tube 
56 · 58 of force are given (Alfven , Chapman and Sugiura ,): 

where: 

R = 

= 

BA = 

R 

R
0

cos2.t. 
2 . 

sec)\ 

BOA
0 

hence A - ~ /n - &O I 

. 880,ainates 
radius vector in earth radi!. 1 

- latitude angle . 

~ = geomagnetic latitude at which the line· 
of force cuts the earth's surface 

L 

B 

A 

s 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

latitude of injection point · 

intensity of the earth's magnetic 
field 

~ sec6:~ 

(1 + 3 sin2t.)½ 

cross section area of tube of force 

distance along line of force. 



Some of these definitions are illustrated in Figure 5a. 
Subscript "-o" denotes values for which t_ = O (i.e. in 

equatorial plane), and subscript "L" values for which 

t. • L, subscript "A" values for which i = A (earth's 

surface), We note immediately that: 

= ,S =l. 
0 

We consider one of the particles spiralling 

along the line of force determined by "A". At the 

77 

point determined by ''(", let its pitch angle be "'f" and its 

speed "v". Equations governing its motion (Gold59 ), 

are: 

v = v
0 

(constant) 

B/sili:2~= B
0

/ sin2 '-f'
0 

Hence: sin
2'-f' = 1 sin2 ~ 0 · 

The velocity of the 0 guiding centre" of 

the spiralling particle is: 

¼-r = v cos 'f = v( 1 - sin
2 ~ )½ 

. = v(l - ~ sin2 ~ 
0

)½ 
The probability of finding this particle at position 

"~." is proportional to ~I 
Now dt dt ds 

d_[ = ds•ci'I = 

If we consider a large number of such particles 

( t., i1
0

, v) the density ( cm - 3} will be given by 



, 

Fig. 32. Definition of coordinate system. 

V 

2n sinlj, d ~ 
L L 

Fig. 33. Pitch distribution for isotropic injection. 
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where K. is a constant of proportionality. 

In the equatorial plane: 

){ 
k ~o _..! 

( 'f OJ V) = A- ( I - S i I"\ 1- \f,J '-
o V 

Hence 

We first consider the simpler case 

of a source of particles in the equatorial plane 

(L = 0). If the source is isotropic (no pre

ferred particle direction) simple geometrical 

considerations (see Figure 33) show that the 

distribution of pitch angles will be given by 

where the expression on the left hand side represents 

the density (at ,t m 0) of particles having pitch 

angles in the range ~ 0 and f O + d lfo • 
Substituting this for JI'.. ( 'fo) in equation (5.1): 

' = No ~ 1 CDS i s;"' 'Po c.c s lfo <, - ti si~"V{r "i, ot V'o 
The total density at point::-:_t,>i is given by inte-

gration over all allowable values of '-¥., from f o ~ 0 4- 0 'fo 

= its maximwn value if: given by 1 siV\1.. Y-
0 

:::- 1. 

Particles which had .pitch t. will have pitch 'i1 = f 

7'1 
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at this point (magnetic mirror point). Part-

icles of greater pitch will have been removed 

by magnetic reflecti.on before reaching this point. 

Hence . Y, . . , 

N • N0 ~ f co, .t lo . s;., 'f. c.os 'f. (1 - ~ si,,,' 'f'S'- .,( '/', 
Putting 

N = 

The expression flS cost. is unity 

at t = 0 and at sin2 { = 2/3 ( f ~ s-s•). It has its 

maximum value (1.15) f' or si'n-. .t = , f 3 

Simple computation shows it to be within 15% ·of unity 

for 

Hence this•distribution which probably 

applies to the case of solar particles injected 

into the tube of force during magnetic storms 

gives a practically constant density along a 

line of force for all lines· ( >-. ) up to A = '=- 0 
0 

The thermal particles which make up 

the background medium are probably supplied where 

ionization is taking place, i.e. in the ionosphere. 

Accordingly we consider an isotropic sou.rce at L = ~ 

The distribution of pitch angles is given (as in Equ. 5.2)by 

o( N>. ( '·h) - N>. -sin 'f>,. cl 'f>. (5.4) 

We relabel these same particles by the pivch angles 

('f0 ) they would have on reaching the equatorial 

plane, where 



t 

•-

:: 

Differentiating: 

2. 5 ,·~ ~ Cos 4' ol c.f,,.. 
>, >- ,. 

::: 

Hence 

Relabelling Equ.(5.4 ) and substituting: 
. I 

=- N>-. ~>- s,·11 fo c.os 1- (,- f1>- sr""',.trori. ~ 'f ... 
- ( 5"·'-) 

From Equ.(5.1) we have: 

Integrating from f
0 

·~ 0 +o 'f o :- Yo· l.o..J ~ -«.lr"-4. 

: I/~.,. ( h-e\.\.c~ . c.os -iJ: = (,- ,/'1,.i ): 

N .. 
( i/: 
) $ ;f'\ ~o J lfo 

0 

N). 
= f,. C.e>S A 

. ' 
[I~ (t- 1/1).ri"] 

N). 
;;: et,>- (..O~ ~ 5 c-') . 1,. 

Hence 

• i. .. T,s,"' '1"o 
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• 

We can now find Nat any point"{" as in the 

previous argu~ent by replacing the pitch distrib

ution given in Equ.(5.2) by that in Equ.(5.8) 

except that the upper limit is now given by 

sin z ,Jr;. = , / 1 >- • 

t...Ja N 
No 

~ !q,.) 
' 0 p <-o S ~ [ ( l - I S 1 ~'- f,. / ] Y. 

where s({) 
~(~JI r( ,J =- N ~ cp c..o~ ~ 

=- I -<! - YJ t and use has been 

made of·Equ. (5.5) 

An approximation can be obtained by noting 

-_s(~) X "i:. ~ + i i'-

Hence for 1lr :>':> t etll\J 

N ~ N~ 1 f c..o~ .f 

This approximation is good to within about 10% 

It is easy to generalise these 

expressions fo~ the case of injection at any 

point -l = L. The argument from equation (5.4) 

to equation (5.8a) applies if the subscripts A 
are replaced by subscripts L. However the 

limit of integration 1: at the point ~,A depends 

on whether this point is on the earth side or 

the other side of the injection point L, X • 

All the injected particles can reach points at ~ <L, 



' 

, but some cannot reach points for,{ > L • 

Thus f is given by: 
0 

Substituting in equation (5.8a), where subscript 

A is replaced by subscript I,: 

N == NO c/,_ ~o s 1 · ~ ( ~ J / f ( t ) 
:: N

0 
<{, C,os l 

A discontinuity in high order derivatives occurs 

in N'.Ct) because the injections itself is a 

discontinuity. If a number of injection points 

or a smooth distribution of injection exists 

then the resulting density distribution would 

be a summation-or integration of density distrib

utions as given in equation (5.9a). 

The distributions derived have been 

expressed~n terms of N
0 

since for the thermal 

particles, this quantity (as a function of R
0 

or A) 

is the one most readily found from whistler and 

pulsation studies. 

distribution is derivable if we assume a distribution 

of injection as a function of~ .we take this to 

be equal to N~ , the electron density in the 

upper ionosphere. A simplified model of the 



I 

variation of this electron density with geomag

netic latitude is: 

where Ni: is the density above the equatore( >-. = 0 ) 

Substituting in equation (5. 7) 

N1: I 

No.· ::. - 5 ( ,J 
</>1o. 

== Ni; I a. <P>. 1 ~ 
Or in terms of 'Ro ( "R., > l·Z.S"): 

No ~ 
N.e: ........ c 'R 1 ( 4 - 3 / 'R 0 ) .. 

Substitution of these expressions for N0 into 

equation ( 5 .10), we get N for any point -t, >.. : 

N- ti 4 
-" • ~ • CO'S .R., 
~ ,~ 4-,. N 

Or in terms of 1., R • • 

N 
Nr: • 

<f l,. C:..0"!> I. 
~ 

?; i-~ a R' 4- - :p: . U>S 

Transposing we get the equation of an isopyc 

(surface of constant N) in a form suitable for 

computation: 

5.3 Assumptions. The main purpose of this 

chapter is the derivation of the electron density 

distribution along a field line as given in 



' 

equations (5.9) and (5.10). The derivation 

is valid provided (i) that the geomagnetic field 

is approximately dipole, (ii) that collisions 

and (iii) gravitational forces can be neglected, 

and (iv) that the electrons (and protons) are 

supplied mainly from near the earth's surface 

We will consider each of these as

sumptions separately. 

Recent data60 from the space probe 

Pioneer Vindicates that the field extends out 

to about 14 earth• s radii. Vastine and Sibley61 

find that the field lines connecting the auroral 

zones (R .. ~ 6) are not seriously distorted by 

solar streams, even during auroral displays. 

Thus the magnetic field is probably a dipole 

one out to about 10 radii. 

As pointed out in section 5.1, 

collisions in the region of highest collision 

frequency, the source regions, are effectively 

taken into account by the theory. In an exosphere 

of protons and elect.rons only collisions of 

electrons with protons are important since elastic 

collisions betwwea1like particles involve only 



velocity exchange and the much heavier protons 

arepot greatly affected~y collisions with electrons. 

Assuming a temperature of about 101000°K in the 

source regions. the thermal velocity of an electron 

would be around 108 cm/sec. The time taken for 

one trip along even a very long field line such 

as ~ =70° would be about 100sec. The effective 

average density N given by 

Ns = JNd!> 

along this line ia about 80 cm-3 so that at this 
IS 

temperature the effective col~ion frequency will 

be about 2 ~ 10-4 sec-1 • Thus the probability 

of an electron suffering a collision during a 

single trip .would be about 1 in 50. 

Gravitational forces can also be 
')( 

neglected if the moo.mum gravitational potential 

energy isfrnuch less than the kinetic energy of 

the particles. This condition is met for temp

eratures in the source regions of about 2°K for 

electrons and about 4000°K for protons. Thus 

the temperatures of 10.oooK assumed above would 

be adequate. 

When this chapter was first pre

pared (1961} there was some controversy about 



the temperature of the souree regions. In 1959 

Chapman62 suggested that the temperature of the 

exosphere would range from 30,000°K at heights 

around 1000 km. to about 200,000°K where the exo

sphere merges into interplanetary space. On 

the other hand satellite drag data63 give temp

eratures of 1000-1500°K at heights around 400 - 700 
0 

km. Although the latter temperatures refer to 

the neutral particle gas which predominates at 

theselevels, Johnson64 pointed out (in 1960) that 

the electron temperatures would be the same. 

However the situation has since changed. Direct 

electron temperatures measurements65 using the 

"dumb-bell" electrostatic probe installed in 

rockets87 , show that electron temperatures are 

about twice as high as neutral particle temperatures 

at heights up to about 300 km. Electron temp-
. 88 

eratures deduced from nose whistler attenuation 

are of the order of 250,000°k at about 4-4.5 

earth's radii. Recent theoretical considerations89 

show that electron temperatures in the ionosphere 

may exceed neutral particle ~emperatures by a 

factor of three or more. Thus in the source 

regions (height of about lOOOlq:n) the electron 

temperature may well be of the order of (or more 

than) 10,000°K, but direct measurements at these 



' 

heights have yet to be reported. 

Several complications arise if the 

source region temperature is low. 

collision frequencies would be some twenty times 

greater than those for 10,000°K. The probability 

of an electron suffering a collision during a 

single trip would be then about one in two or 

three. Collisions would t:end to randomise the 

electron pitch distributions. Thus we might 

~xpect that the electron density distrbutions 

along a field line would consequently fall off 

less rapidly than as given by equations (5.9) 

and ( 5.10}. On the other hand the much heavier 

protons will be little affected by collisions 

-and since the qonductivity of the exosphere is 

very high the electron density must be everywhere 

equal to the proton density. The protons, how-

ever, will now be appreiably affected by gravitation-

al forces. If the exosphere rotates with ;he 

earth these will be cancelled out by geocentrifugal 

forces at around 6 earth's radii (in the equ.at

orial plane). 

Johnson66 has shown that the electrons 

etc. making up the exosphere must be of tellurio 



6 (terrestrial) rather than solar o~igin. Hence 

the ultimate source must be the ionosphere where 

appreciable ionization is taking place. Equations 

(5.9) and (5.10) are derived on the basis of 

injection at .{ == >-- , that is, at the earth• s 

surface. However even if the injection level 

is quite high, equation (5.9a) shows that the 

approximation (5.10) is unaltered. 

5.4 Computed Distributions. The distributions 

along the field lines >-- = 40° and A ~ 60° were 

computed from equation (5.9) using values of 

N
0 

of 10,000 cm-3 and 100 cm- 3 respectively taken 

from the Allcock- Obayashi curve in Figure 35. 

These are shown in Figure 34 together with dis

tributions computed from this experimental curve 
k 

for a sp~rically symmetrical distribution. 

The dashed portions of the curves· correspond to 

extrapolations into regions within the upper 

ionosphere (within 1000 km of the earth's surface). 

The fact that the discrepancies between the two 

types of-distributions change sign between\ =40° 

and~= 60° suggests that the spherical symmetry 

distribution may be a reasonable approximation 

within this range of A. 
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The electron density in the equatorial plane 

(N
0

) computed from equation (4.11) as function 

of radial distance (R
0

) is shown in Figures 35. 

Also shown is Dungey•s67 theoretical distribution 

N o<.-Q.'1Cp(J.·$'/R) , a composite experimental curve 

by Allcock68 (from whistler data) and Obayash169 

(pulsations), and two curves by Smith43 from 

nose whistler data. These have been scaled 

to the Allcock- Obayashi curve to agree at R = 2. 
. 0 

Smith's nose whistler data (published after this 

work was done) is considered the most accurat'e. 

Obayashi's work has since been q.uestioned. 

The two curves by Smith aorrespond to two periods 

of observation some six m<J11ths apart. For agree-

ment with Allcock's data at ft
0 

= 2, we require 

NE = 2 ,x 105 cm-3 in equation ( 5 .• 11). Very good 

agreement with Smith's da~a at all points is 

N I 't -~ 
reached for E = '° x 1o CM • Both of these values 

of NE are consistent with experimental measure

ments70 of the nonn maximum density of the iono

sphere (Nmax) at ~he equator of 20 ,x 105 cm-3 and 

values71of N/Nmax of about 0.2 at around 800 km 

(source region?) found by satellite experiments. 

Values of electron density (N) were 

c_omputed for a large number of points ( >-, -e ) 

I 



t 

, 

for field lines up to~= 80° from values of N taken 
0 

from the experimental N
0

(R
0

) Allcock-Obayashi curve. 

For~~ 65° values of effective N
0 

were obtained by 

extrapolation. Resulting contours of electron 

density or isopycs are shown in a plane containing 

the geomagnetic axis in Figure 36. The field line 

),._ = 70° is shown for reference. This suggetts 

·considerable extensions of electron density in the 

direction of the axis. 

After this woPk wao aane (1960) Obay:aohi's 

aatawas shG:wt1. tg be qitestionable aata was published. 

Since Smith's data43 fits-equation (5 .• 11) so well 

the assumptions involved in the derivation of (5.11) 

and ( 5_ .12) must; be reasonable. Cont:ours were then 

calculated from equation (5.12) for NE= 6x104 cm-3 

as shown in Figure 37. The anomalous features in 

Figure-36 due to use of Obayashi's data disappear. 

The polar dip shown in Figure 37 should not be taken 

too seriously since N> at the poles is not zero. In 

any case this type of treatment cannot be applied at 

very high latitudes as the magnetic field will not 

be dipole. The curve labelled "Ii 11· in Figure 37 

is one of constant magnetic field strength or gyro 

f_requency and is shown here for comparison. 
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The process of calculating, a density 

distribution from a source distribution can be 

reversed. Thus some idea of the injection points 

can be obtained for a given density distribution. 

This was done for published72 count rate contours 

of the outer Van Allen belts. It was asswned 

that the count rate would be directly proport-

ional to density. Count rates as a function 

of ( ..(, A ) taken from contours · are shown as the 

solid curves in Figure 38. The calculated curves 

(dashed) were found in the following way. It was 

assumed that the outer Van Allen belts are filled 

from isotropic point sources (one for each field 

line) in a short time at time t = O. After 

a time int·erval t, long compared with this filling 

time, the original density distribution N(O) 

calculated from equation (5.9a) will have decayed 

through collisions with neutral particles to N, 

where 
L'l -(.)'C" N = N ( 0 ) '" \ 

where p is proportional to the neutral particle 

density as given by Singer73 • 

The injection point;s for calculated 

density distributions which give the best fit 
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are shown by the small circles in figure 38. 

The agreement is not close. The .. measured" 

densities (count rates) decrease too rapidly 

towards the equatorial plane for ~ = 65° and 

No injection distribution could 

produce this effect. However it appears that 

the experimental data is not sufficiently accurate 

to draw any conclusions from this. 

5.5 "Scale frequency" of the exosphere. 

A further approximation 

or N o< B. Since N o..: f 

and B ~ h'!, where p . and h are the plasma and 

gyro frequencies, this can be expressed as: 

p 2 = ah. (5.13) 

The constant of proportionality, a, has the dim

ensions of frequency and so might be called the 

"scale frequency" of the exosphere. It is typ-

1. 

ically around 1 Mc/s (as deduced from Smith's work43 >• 

To the extent that the "gyro-frequency 

model" (N-:. B) fits the real exosphere, the 

scale frequency is constant. However for any 

other model of the exosphere the scale frequency 

can be considered a varying parameter defined 



It 

by (5.13). Thus (5.9) becomes: 

a_o cl CO">~. ~ (~J [1 5 ( tJ1 ~/ 

which for '1 ~ :::o-:::. I and 1>- ::::..). 1 , becomes: 

a_ =. qo '1 c.cs~ - Clo 

Since these equations and Smith's 

data43 show that the saale frequehcy is at least 

quasi-constant than variations in space and time 

could .be s:ensi tively expressed by it. Scale 

frequencies can be deduced from whistler measure

lllentt:3 of nose t·rcquency ( fn) and time delay at 

this frequency (tn). 

It has been shown90 that for a wide 

range of ·exospheric models the nose frequency 

d~spersion (D = t f½) is related to the "low n n n 

frequency" (f- 0) dispersion, D(O), by: 

Dn = 1.456 D(O) 

where J>(o) = t. +l = ~\ ). :, els 
,.....(,,,, 

To the extent that the scale frequency is constant 

along a field line: 
I 

]) (o) = o.i s{c. 

wheres is the half length of a field line. 

Thus we have 
a. = ti ( +~) +.,.,,. +..._s-/3 (S-· /~ a.') 

( 

( 1/l ) _.,_ 
i.....,Ltv~ N f~) = ( 1-4-S-<.. +-~ s{c. (s-.,-,. h) 

Since both s and f n are fundtions of la.ti tude >-- , 
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• 
thens can be expressed in terms of fn. Thus 

~ 

N is a function of fn on1y. In this particular 

form, N is a slowly varying function. A nomo-

gram based on (5.14) and given in 6hapter 9 (see 
" n 

figure 53) enables quick evaluation of a f@-m 



6. THEORY OF GENERATION OF CONTINUOUS V. L. F. 

NOISE ("HISS") FROM THE EXOSPHERE. 

6.1. Introduction. 

As discussed in Chapter 4 the TWT process 

was proposed by Gallet and Helliwe1152 to account 

for the frequency time characteristics of the 

discrete emissions. However, as we will see, this 

process can give qualitative agreement with only 

one or two types of discrete emissions: "quasi

constarit tonesi• and those 0 hooks" which are pre-

ceded by a quasi-constant tone. Furthermore, this 

process is inefficient for the production of rapidly 

varying tones. On the other hand, it is well 

suited for the production of hiss. In this 

chapter, by taking into account the spiral motion 

of electrons travelling in the magnetic field, the 

interaction distance for which amplification at any 

frequency can occur, and the slowing down of the 

stream electrons by the wave amplification, it is 

shown that all the important characteristics of 

hiss can be produced by the TWT process. 

Gallet and Helliwell made the simplify

ing assumption that both the electrons of the stream 

and the amplified wave travelled exactly along the 



direction of the magnetic field. Since their work 

it has been established by several workers that field 

aligned columns of ionisation occur in the exosphere43 

and these produce a strong wave guide action in the 

very low frequency range 35 • Thus the second assump.7'!-

tion is well justified. The ~-irst asswnption requires 

modification. In general the electrons will spiral 

down the field lines. The pitch at any position 

is determined as in chapter~- For the low energy 

particles required for this process (at most a few 

k.e.v.) the radii of gyration will be much smaller 

than the extent of the wave front. Thus it is the 

compou~~of particle ·velocity down the field line or 

"guiding centre" velocity which must be equated to 

the wave phase velocity. 

The analogy of this ,rocess with the trav

elling wave tube is perhaps closer than envisaged 

by Gallet and Helliwell. A longitudinal magnetic 

field is often introduced into travelling wave tubes 

to focus the electron beams, and it is the guiding 

centre velocity of the electrons which determines 

the amplification. As the case of the laboratory 

TWT a (signal) longitudinal electric field is required 

for interaction with the stream. As pointed out 

by Gallet and Helliwell a substantial longitudinal 

component of electric field will exist in the 

loo 
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exospheric TWT. It is the phase velocity of this 

component which is important, but for simplicity 

we will assume that this is c/n, where n is the re

fractive index of the medium for strict longitudinal 

propagation in the extraordinary mode below the gyrm 

frequency ("whistler mode"). Thus for guiding 

centre velocity . (3 d~ the condition for amplification 

is 

n(?,d=1 

In addition to this we assume that, as 

in the case of the laboratory TWT, the amplification 

· in decibels or nepers is proportional to the distance 

in wavelengths along the field line for which 

amplification is possible at any on~ frequency • 

In the treatment given below the physical processes· 

of amplification are no-t; cosidered further. 

6.2. Amplified frequencies·. 

Replacing ·r-, by f3 d in the necessary cond

ition for' amplification to occur, we find t·he ampli

fied frequencies. 

to1 



,. 
4 This is essentially the_expression derived by 

Qallet and Helliwell as given in chapter '4-. If a 

model of the exosphere is assumed this expression 

can be put in a form where, for a given line of force, 

the latitude angle co-ordinate is the only variable. 

To do this we assume that at least.~long the lines 

of force considered here the magnetic field is di

pole and the electron density varies as derived in 

chapter Sf. 

· · Thus: 

h = 1ho 

2 2 
1 ~ cost ' for R > 1.25 p = Po 

f~ = ~2 (1 - 1 sin2'f' o) 

Substitution of these expressions ·we find 

COB 
7 ~ ( 1 - i sin

2 'I-' 0) ~ 1 
••• {6.l) 

It _will be seen later that the frequency 

given by the minus sign is the more interesting. 

This can be put in a form containing relatively slow

ly varying functions which is more suitable for com-

putation. We define: 

4~2p~ 

h2 
0 

z = a cos7 i (1 - 1 sin
2 \.f

0
) 

I oe., 



\J 
Then: 

= ( 1 - 1 sin 2 t o ) 

••• (6.2) 

Frequencies as a function of the latitude angle~ 

have been computed for particles of various speeds 

and pitch angles travelling along the line of force 

which terminates at geomagnetic latitude 50°. A 

smooth join to an ionosphere similar to that used 

by Gallet and Helliwe1152 has been made at a height 

of 2000 km above the surface of the earth. The 

results of this are shown in Figure 39. Except 

for the effect of the ionosphere the shape of these 

curves would be very similar for lines of force term

inating at other latitudes. Only a change in fre

quency scale is required. The important parameter 
Ve 

affecting the shape is a. It is seen that in many 

cases the amplified frequency is fairly constant 

over great distances. This follows from (6.2), 

for¢ cost stays within 15 per cent of unity for 

f < 60°, 'V rapidly approaches unity for small 

values of x, and the term containing the pitch angle 

is fairly constant except near the mirror points. 

~ 
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Fig.39. Frequencies amplified by streams travel
ing along the field line that _terminates at geo
magnetic latitude 50°. These are plotted against 
the latitude coordinate angle l. The frequencies 
given by the negative sign in(6.J}are shown by the 
solid curves for several initial pitch angles ,J.,o. 
Those for the positive sign are shown by broken 
curves. {a) Stream of 0.25 kev electrons. The shape 
of these curves is typical of g « 1. The upper 
frequency U+) approximates the gyrofrequency at 
all points and is thus well above the frequency 
scale shown here. (b) 2.5 kev electrons .. This is 
typical of the 'resonance' condition for small pitch 
angles:~ ~ 0.6. (c) 5 kev electrons. This is typical 
of g > 1. The 'noses' where the two branches meet 
occur at half the gyrofrequency • 
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Of even greater interest are those regions for 

which variation of these terms nearly cancels 

out producing very nearly constant frequencies 

over great distances. At these frequencies 

amplification will be great. We will consider 

this in greater detail. 

6.3 Interaction distance. For appreciable 

interaction at any~ frequency we require 

not only that the wave phase and particle 

guiding centre velocities be equal, but that 

this condition should hold effectively over 

some appreciable distances. 

Suppose that initially (s = 0) 

the condition n ~ d = 1 holds exactly at some 

frequency but further on due to changes in the 

guiding centre velocity of .the medium the 

particle stream slowly overtakes the wave. 

The stream (guiding centre) velocity relative 

to the wave is thus: 

(05' 



In time dt 

d( As) =bv.dt, ds C dt = ri• 

Therefore d(~ s) = (n ~ d - 1) ds 

Now (n~d-1) =( (n fa>' • ds 

where, • ?) 
(n f d) = di (n ~ d) f const. 

Hence As = ): ~: • 
(n~d) • ds. ds 

curves defined by (6.1) the condition = 1 

holds at all points - changes in the medium or 

stream velocity being exactly balanced by changes 

in frequency f. 

Thus 

Hence 

Now 

Therefore 6 
- ds (n ~ d )f varying = 

lob 

½P (9 d [ f ( h - f) ] -½ • ( h • * -2f • *) 
:t:( h - f.) 



Hence 

Since ¢. s must be small ( at least < ~ ) throughout 

the interaction distance s, thens is given by: 

>,, I~ff I rsrs I t-i-at:' Jt ~ > As -= 
0 0

_(n.~.,1) de. c.(s = ft },,t ~ · t.-.t , ;[-; )ch els 

* where~ is the wave length. 

This shows that amplification will not 

be appreciable at the frequency given by the plus 

sign (f+) in (6.1) for two reasons. Firstly because 
J. (: . 
~ is usually large (Figure 39) and secondly because 

(h - f) is generaliy quite small. At the points 

where the two curves join (Figure 39c) h - 2f is 

zero but also 1~ is infinite. Consequently the 

high frequency branch will not be considered further. 

Thus considering only the low frequency 

branch, we differentiate (6.1} with respect to -l: 

~ot 
2. 1 -

'/. - [ 7~ cos6 .{ (-sin l )(1 - 1 sin2 '/J 
0

) · 

+ .!. cos7.{ (- ~i • sin2 'f o) J 1 



= ~ • ~ - ¥· [ r• -~ 008 
1 -t l 1tan -t. 

~ sin2 ~ o ( ~ 1:l 
I~ 

Now~ oH. 

I d+ 
Thus~ cll - .;. '.) 6 + - .. , l 

Making the V substitution: 

( (,. 4-) 

-7tan ..f) J 

~his expression is shown in Figure 40 as Q - v - ~ 

for several values of '-/1
0 

and~• Note that for 

'f 
O 

small and ~ -v 0.6 the function Q is close to 

zero for a large range of ..l • 

From the line of force equati.ons for a dipole field 
o{~ 
JI = R

0 
ep cos ..t (6.5) 

The resulting expression containing scan be simplified 

by noting that Cfoos-l/Vl for -l <! 60° and in the region 

of interest (high amplification) the term 

/og 
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Fractional rate of change of amplified frequency (Q) as a function of the 

latitude angle coordinate (l). Amplification will be large when Q stays 

close to zero for an appreciable range of (l), as in the case !!. ~ 0.6. 
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1'"ig. 41., Calculation of s/'A. Equation 6 is plotted 
for tJlree values of a near 0.6 for ,f,o = O, and for 
g « 1 for ,f,o = 20°.-

Fig.4:2. l,nteraction parameter s/>.. for stream 
particles of small pitch guided along the field line 
terminating at geomagnetic latitude 60°. At other 
latitudes frequencies will scale so that maximum 
s/>.. occurs at the frequency given by the dashed 
curve. 
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is also dlose to unity. 

a.nd (6.5) we have 

Thus from (6.3), (6.4), 

We assume that, as in the TWT process, 

the amplification (in db. or nepers) is proportional 

to the interaction distance measured in wavelengths, 

s/ >-... • In those cases for which s is sufficiently 

small, The integration range 12 - ~ is also small 

so that over this range the integral Qin (6.6) 

will be approximately constant. Thus 

Then, since 

= .1. in the limiting case ( As = t ) 
'Ro 

A 
_.£_ ~el C ----= n.f = f 

(~)~ 2f ~
0 

<f> cos l (b·7) ,,..._, - . - (3..( C 9 
However in the more interesting cases 

where s is large (6.6) must be integrated. 6urve.s 

giving 2 A s/R
0 

as a function of -l are shown in Fig. 

41 for some of the cases which give relatively large 

values of s. For a given curve the values/A is 

found by selecting a range of~ which has a range of 

Ito 
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2 .6 s/R
0 

equal to ">-./R
0

• This range of l is then 

s/R
0 

as shown in Figure 41. Itis seen that for 

very small pitch angles the highest values of s/~ 

are found for !!;~6.6. For larger pitch angles these 

are found at lower values of!!;• No particles of 

pitch angleslp much greater than 20° have large 
0 I 

s/>-. values. 

The parameters/A as a function of 

frequency for particles of very small pitch angles 

travelling along the line of force terminating at 

geomagnetic latitude 60° is shown in Figure 42. 

Particles of greater pitch angle will have as/A 

curve showing a smaller and broader maximum occuring 

at lower frequencies • For other lines of force 

.the essential change in the s/A curve is the fre

quency eealet the maximum occuring (from(6.2)) at: 

fc' ~ ¼ .!. h
0 

~ 0.15.; h
0 

This relation is also shown in Figu~e 42. 

The theory derived so far shows that 

'provided a particle strem is confined to a narrow 

tube of force and provided this s~ream is •weak" 

so that very high amplification is•required, a nar

row band of noise(~hissn) can be produced even though 

the stream contains a wide spectrum of particle 

velocities and pitch angles. This occurs because. 
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only a very narrow range of particle~ velocities 

~ and pitches can give the necessary amplification. 

Thus we have explained the observed occurrence 

of narrow band, "quiet", isolated bursts. The 

theory further predicts that the frequency at which 

these bursts occur is a function of the terminating 

.latitude of the line of force. There is not 

sufficient experimental evidence as yet to prove 

this one way or the other, though those observations 

discussed in Section 2.4 seem to indicate that 

lower frequencies occur at higher latitudes as 

predicted. 

6.4. Energy Loss: On the other hand, if the 

stream is "strong" so that a high rate of ampli

fication occurs, considerable energy will be trans

ferred from the stream particles to the wave within 

distances appreciably less than the "no-loss" in-

teraction distances calculated above. The stream 

particles will thus be slowed down by the wave 

and synchronism will be lost after some distance 

which is the effective interaction distance. 

All !no-loss" interaction distances greater than 

this will be limited by this effective value so 

that a wide band of frequencies will be amplified 

by roughly the same amount. 



This process is closely analogous to 

a sensitive narrow band amplifier JIDa.ving a fre-

quency response as in Figure 42. For a very low 

level input of very wide band noise a narrow band 

output is obtained. However, for progressively 

higher levels of noise the amplifier reaches the 

overload condition. From that point on, higher 

levels of input noise cannot produce a El.igher 

output level but only a wider band of output noise. 

We consider this process in more detail. 

We assume that the amplification (in 

nepers) is proportional to s/>-. • 

fied power is 

W! = 
"> 

b exp ( o( ~ ) 

Thus the ampli-

(6.8) 

where b. and .(:I( are constants. The constant "b" 

" is thus the power before amlification or at least 

that initially produced for,s very small. We 

will not consider its precise physical significance. 

If we put bin the form of intensity ( wm-2 (c/s)-1 ) 

then W will also be in this form. The constant 

controlling the• amplification rate is probably 

strongly dependent on the stability or density 

fluctuation of the particle stream. 

The kinetic power of the particle 

stream K can be expressed as 
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K = k f2 
where k is constant during the amplification pro-

ce$s. The power gained by the wave· is equal to 

the power lost by the stream. 

LlK = ll W 

We assume that AK/K is small, though 

may be very large. 

Thus 

hW/b 

(6.9) 

The velocity ll ~ • c is the velocity of the wave 

relative to the stream •. After the stream has 

travelled a distances this finite re&ltive veloc~ty 

• will have caused the stream to lag behind the 

wave by distance fl s. We again use the criterion 

that when ..as = ">-./2, amplification ceases. 

Now 
. . 

Substituting from (6.9) and assuming 

That the change in K is small over the integration 
s 

4~ = ei..'K. f _; (-e.«;;_,)-s} 

We are interested in cases where the amplification 

is appreciable, so that 
s s 

exp (8' :>- ) ">"> ~ -=>> 

Thus b ~ s 
A s ~ ~ K . a exp ( o< ~ ) 

Using the criterion for maximum As we find the 



maximum power attainable is thus 

W = o< K m ( 6.10) 

Thus amplification continues until the wave power 

reaches some :fraction d.. of the st·ream power. 

Amplification then ceases at this frequency because 

the particles are no longer synchronised with the 

wave. 

The kinetic power K used above refers 

only to those particles capable of producing some 

amplification. We seek it in the form of intensity: 

watts per square meter per unit frequency interval 

of the amplified band. From (6.2), neglecting 

terms usualy close to unity 

2 2 / 
f ~ f Po ho ., 

Nose whistler data43 show that p~ /h
0 

is effectively 

constant in the exosphere and is approximately 1 mc/st 

For electrons f 2 denotes an energy E =, 25:00 2 k.e.v. 

so that 

:ft'~ 4E x 103 c/s (6.11) 

Mcllwain49 has measured the flux and 

energy spectrum of an electron stream which was 

observed to produce a quiescent auroral glow·._ 

We will assume this to be typical of streams pro-

ducing our process. He :found that the partic+~: <,~ 

flux could be expressed as (E in k.e.v.) 



J (> E) = 1.5 x- lOlO exp(-E/5) -1 -2 sec cm 

(6.12) 

The energy flux.· in watts per square met·er per 

unit energy interval (k.e.v.) is then 
dT -3 

E cf£ = 4.8 x: 10 E exp(-E/5) 

From (6.11) 

= 2.5 x 10-4 k.e.v. per (c/s) 

So from this and (6.11) we find K for electrons 

(o.5 k.e.v.)* producing amplification around 2 kc/s: 

K = 6 x 10-7 wm-2 (c/s)-1 

It should be noted that all the particles 

of such a stream must have had the small initial 

pitch angles ( t
0

) required for appreciable 

amplification, otherwise they would not. have been 

able to get to within a. few hundred kilometers 

of the earth where the above measurements 49 were 

made. We have expressed K as an intensity also. 

This introduces an apparent difficulty because 

all such intensities will increase towards the 

earth. ~his occurs because both the stream and 

the amplified wave are confined to a tapering 

* this involves considerable extrapolation as 

Mcllwain's expressio~ (6.12) was only observed 

to apply for the range 3 to 30 k.e.v. 

1/b 
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magnetic tube of force. We avoid this difficulty 

by referring all intensities to the values they 

would have near the earth's surface. 

An estimate of the initial intensity 
' bis required. As will be pointed out later a 

rough order of magnitude estimate will suffice. 

Suppose, then, that this is produced by the ·-

Cerenkov process. The specific power per electron 

(Marsha1147 ) is given by 

w = (3 cf x 10-45 W( c/s )-1 

For frequencies around 2 kc/sand 

electrons which produce amplification at these 

( ) -33 frequencies o.5 k.e.v. , w = 3 x 10 • We 

suppose that the stream density is uniform init

ially so that radiation from a large mumber of 

electrons will add incoher~ntly. We require b 

in the form of intensity referred to the earth's 

surface so we take a tube of force having a cross

section area of one square meter at the earth's 

surface. From (6.12) the stream density near the 

earth's surface for 0.5 k.e.v. electrons is about 

Throughout the length' of the tube the 

linear density is thus approximately 107 electrons 

per meter. If 2 kc/s 6erenkov radiation can be 

produced over a distance of around 10,000 km, the 

total number of electrons involved is 1014 • Thus 
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We consider var,mus streams all des

cribed by (6.12} but having d.ifferent values of 

the parameter cl:.. We assume that this is possible, 

that is, that ot:. is influenced by some factors not 

described by [6.12). We will not consider its 

precise physical significane~ though it is reason

able to suppose that streams occurring during 

disturbed conditions might have larger density 

fluctuations or less stability leading to higher 

values of rA.. 

index. 

In which case cl!. would be a disturbance 

If we assume a value for cl:. , we find 

for s/>-. {given in Figure 42) greater than a 
ti 

critical value, the noise intensity is the over-

load" value given by (6.10}. · Fors/>-- lessthan 

critical the intensity is given by (6.8}. Thus 

we have a plateau region of maximum intensity 

with quite steep (exponential} sides. At the 

critical value both (6.8} and (6.10} apply so that 
~ J_ o<:l< 

( >-- >crit. = c1:. loge( b} (6.l3) 

The two frequencies defining the plateau region are 

those for which s/A is critical. These frequencies 

can be read off the curve in Figure 42. 

The interesting characteristics of 

noise are the peak intensity and the frequency 

119 



range. The important parameter is~. The 

peak intensity is independent of b1 !hough this enters 

into calculation of critical. e/A and thus frequency 

range. However for strong amplification, say 
s 

a()\~ 20, 8:ll error of even three orders of magnitude 

in estimation of b will change critical s/>-,. by 

only 35 per cent. In Table 2 estimates of these 

Table 2 Peak intensity (at 2 kc/s for wid~ band 

hiss), frequency range and bandwidth of hiss pro

duced. by electron streams of flux J( > E) = 1.5 x:: 1010 

( :/) · -1 -2 ( ) exp -E 5 electrons sec cm E in k.e.v., and 

of various d:. •· 

Disturb. Peak Crit. s/.\ Frequency Bandwidth 
Index. Intensity: (xlo-3 ) R~e* (kc/s) 

(oC x· 103 ) ( "(,/.,,;~(c/i)"'x,~o) (kc s) 

1 6) 21 2.6 0.15 

2 12 11 2.6 0.20 

5; 30 4.6 1.1 - 3.4 2.3 

10 60 2.4 0.3 - 4.3 4.0 

20 120 l.2 0.1 - 5,.2 5:.1 

5,0 300 0.5) 0.1 - 1.0 6.9 

100 600 0.26 0.1 -(100) 100 

* The first two entries are centre frequencies. 

characteristics are given for several values of .J:.. 
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These have been chosen to show the bandwidth charact-

eristics. The values of peak intensity then 

follow from (6.10). 

b·~ Discl'tssion. The noise characteristics as derived 

from this theory and listed in Table 2 agree well 

with those observed. A large range of:bandwidths 

is possible. It is seen that there is a range of 
~ 

c( , probably corresponding to qiet magnetic cond-

itions, which produces narrow band bursts. This is 

followed by a transition region for which the band-_ 

width increases rapidly and then tapers off. This 

is typical of the observed behaviour during magnetic 

storms28 • Finally for large.eC (severe magnetic 

disturbances) very wide band bursts are predicted 

as observed28 (Chapter 3). Short streams some 1000 

km long in the direction of the field, having high 

values ofaC and a narrow spectrum of velocities, 

would amj)~ify the frequencies alomg ane of the 

curves in Figure 39 in sequence. These might 

produce the "-quasi constant tones" and perhaps the 

TWT "hooks" as proposed by Gallet and Helli~e1152 • 

" However the latter ("hooks) would occur in regions of 

.rapid frequency change and so require very short 

streams a1id very high oC.. values for appreciable 

amplification. 

The predicted peak intensities in Tal:ie2 
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are somewhat greater than those deduced from observ

ations (around 10-lOWm-2(c/s)-1 ) after correction 

for propagation losses in the ionosphere and 

earth-ionosphere wave :.guide ( Chapter ~. However 

the errors involved in the propagation i'oss correct

ion could easily account for thi~ discrepancy, so 

that quantitative agreement is probably quite 

good. 

Narrow band noise at a given latitude 

a.t frequencies other than those given in Figure 42 

(dashed curve) can be produce4 by narrow, energy 

(velocity) or pitch distributions of electrons i:q. 

the stream. Mcllwain49 found that a stream which 

produced a strong visible aurora consisted of 

practically monoenergetic electrons. In this way 

more than one narrow band can be produced as is 

sometimes observed (Figure 8). Multiple narrow 

bands can also be produced if several streams 

occur in slightly different latitudes simultaneously. 

Thus, as seen from Figure 42 (dashe~ curve), centre 

frequenciBS differing ·by a factor of two can be 

produced by streams less than 5° of latitude {-500km.) 

apart. In the same way the finite width of streams 

would set a limit to the narrowness of the amplified 

band. However, satellite measurements 41 at a 

· height of a few hundred kilometres show that some 

f 2. I 
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streams are as narrow as 25 km (traversed by the 

satellite in 3 seconds) .• 

It may appear to the reader that this 

theory rests on the assumption that detailed ex

pressions can be extracted from a theoretical 

model which might not be truly representative of 

the eeal exosphere. However, provided, the electron 

density along the field line varies smoothly in~ 

manner not greatly different from the model used, 

the essential qualitative results of this theory 

should still hold. Similarly the qualitative 

results may not be greatly affected should sub

sequent study of the exospheric TWT mechanism 

require some modification to the amplification 

condition n f d = 1. 

A very different theory, based on the 

process to be discussed in the next chapter, is 

presented in Chapter 10. This new theory also 

explaines all the features discussed in this section. 

However new experiments (proposed in Chapter 10) 

are needed to find out whether this new process or 

the one (TWT) presented above (or both) actually 

produces the hiss we obsieve. 

I Z 2. 
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' 7 • DOPPLER SHIFTED CYCIDTROB RADIATION FROJI ELECTRONS 1 

A 'BIEORr OF DISCRETE* V .L.F. EJIISSIONS FRO)[ 'l'BE 

EXOSPHERE. 

7.1 Introduction. As mentioned 1n Chapter 4, eleotrons whioh apiral 

!!!Z from the observer will produce a. downward doppler shift et the 

electron gyro frequency. Further, ainoe electrons are mu.oh better 

radiaters than protons, the intensity et the radiation shwld be 

easily observable without presupposing enormous rmmbers of particles 
. 

radiating oeherently, as is required fer protons. 

7.2· Theoi,:. Suppose an electron (or rather a small bunch et electrons) 

ia travelling in a hel.1% about a line of force of the earth's 

magnetio field. Suppose it is travelling .!!!it from the observer• s 

hemisphere with velocity component along the llie of feroe of (340: 
Thus the rotating electron (or bunch) is an esoillator of frequency 

h moving a"flBY' trom the ebserver at velocity ~ de 1n a medium fer 

which the observed trequenc7 t travels at velocity o/n: 

'l'hus 

t h - 1 + ·(!'i1 
where 

D2 -;::: 
pa. 

t {h-t) 
n2 >> 1 

'l'hent using the "soale trequen07" a, defined 1n seotion 5.5, we 

have 1 

• This ohapter is only oencerned with the discrete emission■, but it 

will be sho1111 later ( Chapter 10) that this process can alse explain 

the detailed f'&atures of chorus and hiss. 
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This is difficult to evaluate aJ.sebraioall,y except tor t << h 

when 
h2 t ,...,, 

~ a·~d2 

However ( 5• 1) can be put in the tom 
,· 

(7.2) 

.. 2 
(1-·tfs)3 • af->a. (7.3) 

t/h - .. ·-:-r 
A plet Gt a ~ 4

2/b versus tfa enables t te be found, stvan. (?> 4
2 

and· h~ This shown in ,11gure 43~ The approximation ( 7 :2) is seen 
.. 

2 . 
to be valid only for a(\ /h > 20. 

0 

Values of t have been fund. from Figure 43 tor 

electrons of energies 5, 10, 25 and 50 k.e.v. travelling along the 
o· line of force terminating at geema.gnetic latitude 60. ib.e position 

of a point on this field line is determined b7 the latitude angle f ~ 

'l'he emitted frequency as a function of latitude angle is shown in 

Figure 44. ~ helical pitch ( 4' •) ot all these electrons is 20° 

in the equatorial plan~, so that mirror points occur in each 

hell'lisphere at ,f, o 41° ~ '!he parameter ~d. :i.s calculated tor 

invariance of magnetic moment (as 1n Ob.apter 5) • 

~ d2 • ~ 2( 1 - 1 sin2 \f •) 
Suppose these electrons make one trip from the 

mirror point in the observer's hemisphere to the mirror point in 

the opposite hemisphere. We require to find how frequenc7 would 

V8rJ" with time as observed on the earth's surface at the base of 

this line ot force. Such frequency-time curves can be found by 

smnm:tng the time '1$181' due to the finite velocity of the electron 

'( t
9

) and that due to the finite group velecity of the wav-e ( tg>: 
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Fig.(13, Graph of equation 3 for finding emitted 
frequency. 
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Fig. 45. Frequency time (dispersion) curves for the electrons considered in Fig. 44. 

These should be compared with the observed spectrograms in Fig. 6. 
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where 

and t -e - 1' fc 

( h3/2 
) (h _ t)372 • els + D(io;.gsphere) 

l 4s 

The two parts of the first ( t
8

) intepl cerrespend 

to e:mspherio and ionespheric clel.ays respectively. Smith43 gives a 

value of 5 aeJ for the iomapheric "dispenion" D, oaloulated for a 

simple one layer parabolic medel of the ionosphere. For a• constant 

as used here, the enspherio integral becomee43 an elliptic function~ 
43 

However Smith found that the calculated frequenc?-time shape of a 

nese whistler is almost independent cf the exespherio model used. 

Censequ.ently we wi.11 uee the quasi-censtant eleotren d~ medel, 

e.lso given by Smit1i43, which gives an algebraic solution. If the 

integration is taken from the level h • h
0 

(equatorial plane) to 

h • h, the exospherio delay is then · . 

t ( ) 3.02 e.i · 1 -- h lh •· c•.1_#A.)1 g 8lCe • ~. 1,3 • t1· .1.1.u 
t1' h

8 
1 1 • tfh9 

(7.4) 

in• seconds where a is in Jl.c/s and f; h 1n ko/e~ . 
The seoond integral ( t

8
} cannot be solved directq. 

However, except near the mirrorpo1nts, the integrand is slowly 

varying. In this region a graphical method (planimeter) is adequate. 

As the mirror points are approaohed the integrand goes to infinity. 

In thia region an approximation74 ean be used• 

t ..- 2o fa 1' cea 1m ~ oe# ~ (ces i - ooa l )½ (7.5} 
• p;·J3·.1nt.m. m m 

l2b 



where ./, is ths latitude angle of the mirror points and t is the 
m : • 

time taken tor th~ elect~n to travel· from £ to f m: 

In eaoh oa.se integration is carried out over.the 

appropriate paths. The resultin8 frequano,r-·Hme curves are shown 1n 

Figure 45. The time t • 0 is defined as ·that ipstant the electron 

passes through the equatorial plane towards the observer's hemisphere. 

It could thus be ~e ~ime ot tn4ecti<>n into the -line of f'orce. Note 

"t_hat. for the 5 k,e.-, •. electron -the time scale starts one second after 

this. 
' . 

7.3 Speotn. •. The frequency-time curves in figure 45 show good 

agreement with the observed .hooks in •FigQre 6 •. If the electron bunch 

only makes half of the mirror to mirre:r trip, which might happen if 

the source ot the "fm;loh (prcbal;,l,y ne~r the equatorial l)la-l>.e) is also 

a sink, then oJlly half of the full hooks will be observed. If this 

half trlp \"las oon:fined to the obaener's hemisphere only the falling 

part.( "falling tone") woU:ld be observed. !hie might be mistaken for 

a whistler in some oircv.mstancss. Tri~a confined t~ the opposite 

hemiephere would give rise· to the other halfl "risers" (f and g 1n 

Figure 6) and "pseudo noseB"• 

On the other hand, at timest several complete tripa 

might take place before the bunob is lost. Thia would give rise te 

a series of hooks o:r similar shape sepa:rated in time tur:the perl.od 

c,f oaoillation cf the bunch beween mirrors. Jlor the faster 

particl~s in Fig-Ill's 45 this is indi0ated by the curved dashed lines. 

The otoillntion periods are given in Table 3, An observer in the 

opposite hemisphere near the conjugate point ·would observe the same 

I 2. 1 
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Table:;. 

tirror oscillation periods of the electrons considered in Figure 44• 

En.era Period 
(k.e.v.) (sec.) 

. 5. 2.56 

10 1-.82 

25 1.28 

'50 o.e1 

series of hoeks, but since radiation is observed on:1¥ when the btmoh 

is travelling .!!!it from this observer he will observe this series 

shifted in time by half a peri0d. 'l'hus a northward going bunch sends 

a hook to the southern observer then when returning on its southward 

trip sends a hook to the northern observer. 'l'his conjugate point 

t$st of the theor., was suggested to the writer by Professor G.R.A. 

Ellis. 

The cases described above are illustrated in Figure 

46. A bunch will tend to be scattered by turbulent magnetic fields 

in the source region (probably near the equatorial plane) and be 

absorbed by collisions near the mirror points. Thus we would expect 

the relative frequency of occurrence of the various types of 

emission to decrease with the number of mirrors and source region 

transits required for each type. Thus "risers• which are required 

to survive no such hazards should. be the most common. In Table 4 

the number of hazards for each type (as listed in Figure 46) is 

compared with the obsened relative frequency of occurrence (from 

/ 2. 9 
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(A) ~ t__ 
(8) ~ .r 
(C) 

(D) 

Fig. 46. Types of discrete emission which can be produced by this 
process. (A) Bunch injected at midpoint (equatorial plane), mirrored 
in ob.server's hemisphere and scattered at midpoint ("falling tone" or 
"pseudo whistlers"). (B) Bunch injected at midpoint and either 
absorbed near the mirror in the opposite hemisphere or mirrored, and 
scattered at the midpoint ("riser" for.slow bunch, "pseudo nose" for 
fast). (C) Bunch injected at midpoint, mirrored in observer's hemi
sphere, survived one transit through midpoint to pass into opposite 
hemisphere ("hook"). (D) Medium speed bunch injected at midpoint, 
mirrored in southern hemisphere, then northern, southern, northern and 
finally scattered at the midpoint. In the northern hemisphere a "riser,, 
a "hook" and a "falling tone" are observed; in the southern, two 
"hooks". Synchronised spectrograms from conjugate points would 
look like this. 

I a 't 
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llcIJines15 ,) ~ !lased fono.s seem to be relatively rare. This is 

probably beoanse le~ pa.rtiole speede occur more frequently than 

high. The observed order o~ abundance is otherwise as expected. 

'table 4• 

Hazards· and Relative Occurrence 

Class and 
, 

Bazarte· 
Types llirrore ~~e region 

( see Fig. 4') Transits 

(B) "risers"· ,' 0 o· 
"P• noses" 

(A) 11f'alllng tones" 1 0 

(C) "hooks" 1 1 

( D) Mui tip le forms 2 1 
er more or more 

• from Mclrmae75 

O'bservecl • 
Relative 
Abundance 

178 
1 

21 

15 

-

7.4 Intensity Estimates. One of the advantages claimea55 for this 

type ot theory is that quantitative estimates of intensity can be 

made. If we assume that eaoh electron radiates independently (i.e. 

incoherently) then the calculated intensity trom reasonable numbers 

of eleotrens will be some orders of masnS, tude too low. On the other 

hand if sma.11 bunches of electrons radiated coherently the radiated 

power from the bunch would b0 preport1onal to the square of the 

number of. the eleQtrons in the btmoh. For reasonable densities of 

the radiating eleotrons49 , 76 bunch eimes of the order of a few tens 

of metres would suffice. 

However, wi. thout independent knewledse of suoh 

bunching effeots, detailed estimates of intensity are pointless. 
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Suffice te say that on the simple theor;y of oyoletron radiation :trem 

charged particles in a vaoC't1UDl the radiated powG>r is inversely pro

portional to the square of the particle mass. '!'hue radiation from 

electrons would be some three million times that :from protens, other 

factors being the same. 

7.5 Cenolusions. The qualitative frequency-time form of 1Daz>¥ eD>► 

pherio discrete emissions is explained by this theory. l'urlher it 

does not require ionospheric ef'feots to explain psrt of this form as 

does the '1'W'1 type mechanism. In addition to explainiJle ohara.cteris

tioe already observed it predicts further points which would provide 

a test tor the theory. Since radiation is only produced trom 

electrons travelling,!£ from the observer local precipitation 

effects (811rera, a'bserption, X rays) will tend to occur in the hemi.

sphere opposite to that from which the radiation is observed. Obse1'

va·~ion of more than one similar hook produoed by bunches making mere 

than one trip would show firstly that the hooks ~era generated in a 

region where mirroring is possible (exosphere) and secondly give an 

independent measure of partiole velocity to check tha theor--.1. Simu

ltaneous observation.a a·b both ends of a line of force (conjuga.t& 

point experiment) would be useful for ohacldng this. 

131 



8. TmTS OF THE OTCIDTROB 'BIEORY. 

8.1 Spectregram matching. It was shown in Chapter 7 that the 

4oppler shifted cyoletr~n radiation from receding electrens weuld 

give t)?.e c,bserved freqWIID,oy-t~e shapes of discrete V.L.f. emissions, 
. . ... . . . 

A mere e:moting test et this theory weuld be to take a well defined 

an<?- oemplioated hoGk as ebsened en a trequeno,r-'time spectrogram 

and attempt to match it in shape and scale with ene calculated 

according. to. the theory. ' Such a hook is shown in Figure 47. This 

was obse-rveaJ' at Seattle .on September 23, 1957• It also appears in 

Figure 6( A). 

It will be sho,rn in the next chapter 'that four 

parameters ( two frequencies and two times) scaled from the observed 

hoek is sufficient to allew oal.Qu.1",tion ef electren energ:r &), 
in1 tial h,elloal pi toh angle ( 'f •) ; pemagnetic field tiu et 

eo~ence ( A ) and scale frequency (a). Thus tor the hook in 

Figure 47 the leoation ef three points in the :f':requeno3'-time plane 

umambiguoualy requires E • 150 k~e.v., + • • 68.(/', A• 61 .4• and 

a• 527 kc/s. To test the theory, 25 peints were calculated from 

first principles ( Chapter 7) using this intermation ~d assuming a 

dipole maenetic field e,nd an exoaphere of constant ( along a field 

Une) scale frequency~ The OU1"V'e theUB)l these pc,ints is shown . 
vertically above the observed ho~k in Figure 47. Cemparison shows 

excellent agrement. 

8.2 S,mrnetrz of !mission. ~e et the features 0f the theory is 

that the sequence of emitted frequencies is spatioally symmetric 
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Kc 
8 

0 

Kc· 

Fig. 47 Ho~k recorded at Seattle on 23rd Sept. 1957 at 2035: 28 U.T. (after Helliwell 

and Carpenter 9
). Above this is the hook calculated from the thMry for F' = 

150 k.e.v., ¢
0 

= 68.6°, ,\ = 61.4° and a =· 527 kc/s. Superimposed "'l 

the observed hook is drawn a computed nose whistler originating from a hypo

thetical impulse at the equatorial plane at the instant shown by the aero,, 

Note that this computed curve is in the centre of the hook at all frequencie.,.;. 

SE I OCT 61 1250 UT 
A, B, C, B, A, c, 

a-~t i°t.t·w,~~·t:ft :- ---~-I :i~~1~f:t1~Jl'lt,,~ii i- :r·HN~ :1 ! ; ,. " 

4t~JiJ~,·~~~1~;·~ 
0 

~T, J.A 
1--1.0 SEC---i 

Fig. 48 "Hooks, (A 1 , A 2 A
3

) and whistlers (8 1 , 8 2 and C 1 , C
2
) echoing in the 

whistler mode over the same path". (Figure with caption after Brice 9 2). 

i;; The notation used here is Brice's, not that used in Chapter 9. 
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abeut the equaterial plane {preyidecl that this is a t!IJBl!let1'7 plane 

fer the magnetic field and eleotnn density distribution). '!hue the 

trequency eilDi. tted at the point ( · >-- , ~ ') ·1s the same as that at 

the peint ( X ; - _.e. · ) • Thie wa~ illastrated in 11.gure 44. As 

will be shown in the next chapter (equation 9.9), one oonsequen~ 

ef this symmet17 feature is that the ebserved h-equeno~time 

distribution ot a hoek should be aymmetrioall3 spaoad (in time) 

abeut a halt-dispersed nese whistler. · In Gther words, at an;y

frequency the mid-point in time between the two branches of a hook 

should lie on a curve oorresponding to the whistler mode dispersien 

et a b_ypethetioal wide band impulse erlginating at the top ef the 

field line at the instant of generation of the iewest frequency. 

This is alse the instant at which the emitting electron bunch 

passes threugh this point • 

Oensicler the heok sh0wn in li'igure 47• SUpel"-impesed 

on this ie drawn the nese whistler originating from a hn>eth&tical 

impulse at the top et the field 1~ at the instant shown by the 

arl"'U• The trequeno1""'t1me eh.ape 0f this nose whistler was oal01:11ated 

from a f"unetic,n given by Smith and Carpentei-9° whioh, they have 

shown, accurately represents this shape. !he :frequeno,-time sea.le 

adepted o&rrespmii!I to a neae trequene;y (tn) •f 4.60 k.e/a (latitude 

et end pcint 61.4•) and a sh.en whistler delay time ( '\) at this 

frequency ef 1.64 seCf>nds. This(f~• tn) 1• typioal of ucleratel.7 

disturbad·oonditions (Carpenter91) when generation of hooks is likel.7. 

Careful. measurement of Fig. 47 shows that this curve is acouratel.7 

in the eentre ot the hoek at all frequenoiaa a.a predicted. 
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A <litterent test of the symmetry feature was proposed bJ" 

Brioe92 ~ He considered whi■tler made reflections of hooks measured 

at the m1n:iunun frequency f. and some ether trequeaoy t 1• By denoting 
. . e . . , , 

the propagation times tei: these twG trequenoies from the t~p ef the 

path (equaterlal p~e) to the ebserver by <[ • ancl t" 1 respeotiTely, 
0 . 

Brice ahewe4 ( uaip,g Brice• s net&tion) •· 

{8.1) · · 
. . 

are the times between the ebaenation ot the first 

appearance 0~ f 1 and'• arid G,t t• and the seoend appea;rano• et t1 

reapeot1v•;ll'• !heae time1J rete;- to the "ze:re order" e:r ncm-retleoted 
. . , . I 

heok. Th• times 1.'1 ant 'R1 a.re the oo:rresponcling times tor the 

"first erder" et> enoe reflected heek. These cletiniticms are 

illust:ratei in Figure 48. lie generalised (8,1) for an •n• hep ech~ 1 

' . i t t 

'ln - To a n (!I• - !le ) • '• ... ~ (8.2) 

From this he deriveC,. his testing ~eters • 

t 
n (f - T ) 

• e 

If the hook' and echoes are ebeened at only one station, an ambiguity 

ahte (as Bri~e· pointed out) because one 110uld not know* whether the 

first hofk observed was the sere •rd.er or nea-reflected hook or the 

tint' order •:r elice reflected hllok-- In t~o latter oase the nen

refleoted he.it would only be ebaenable at the conjugate point. In 

which case the 'testing parameter beeomes I 

• As explained in the next oh&:pter (Section 9.5) this ambiguity etm be 

removed it the true ne■e frequ~y is measurable - not the ease in 

figure 48. 
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n- 1 • 'l - '1 •Ji- 1 !I '1 ~ '-'1 
1 

3. '-'n'•·'-'1 .J '1---~ -

lrice oonaidered the series et hooks shown 1n figure 48 

as weli as three other series obsenecl limultanec,u14" at o~t~. 

stations (epectregrams et these were not given). He used the intez

pretation &PJNpria'te te (8~3) ter a11.theae because~ oon~te enea 

indicated. this. His ~~ated re1SUlts92 ~ reproduced in Table 5_~ 

kc/e 

,., 

. 
4.5 

;.o 

4.4 

t •• 

5.1 

3.8 

3.8 

3.8 

n 

sec. 

() .39 

2 .57 

4 .1, 

0 .1, 
' .22 

<) .35 

1 .42 

0 .17 

1 .22 

TABLE 5. 

' ' ' 'n n(! • T ) n(T
0 

.. t
0

. ) 
. 0 0 
~ - ., i - ' n • '• '• 

sec. 

.05 

-.14 3.8 3.6 

-.31 3.8 3.8 

.03 

-.03 2.2 2.2 

.02 

-.ft 4.7 3.7 

.• 02 

-.03 3.0 3.0 

As can be seen in Table 5 Brice's testing parameter 1a et 

the erder ot three and quite significantly net u,rit't. BricJa cenolu4ed 



that the theo17 therefore oannet ex_plain '"1,ese hooks. 

•ow, using Brice's notation, it oan easily be shown ft9m 

(8.2) that tor 81Jlllll&trioal generation the the01"7 predicts• 

\ - 'n' • (2n + 1) ('?8 - ir.') (8~5) 

It these difference times are ca1culated from his 'l'able ; 1 t will be. 

seen that they are clearl,- not in.the predicted ratie 1 a 5 a 9 for 

the first sequence and 1 1 3 tor the other three. 
' ,, 

On ·;he ether hand it is rather strildng that these raties 

are none the less in a leg1ca1 order, 'l'hey are quite close ·te 3 1 7 
' . 

1 11 tor the first sequence ancl 3 1 5 fer the other t~ee, '111.a 

SU888&ts that in each sequence the first trace observed by Brice was 

n0t the nre erder or nen-retleoted heak but the first erder or onoe 

refieoted heek. In which case each of Brice• a tablllated values of n 

• <=> • sheulcl be increased bi' one~- lfe'Jw we can :resolve. this by measuring the 

tillles betwe8Jl any two traces in a sequence at f1, and t•• 'l'hese are 

the pnpagation times fer the appNpr.late number ef comp1ete 

hemisphere to hemisphere hops. 'lhus using the first ani third et the 

traces in Pig~ 48 we fin4 8 'C • • 4~ 10 seo. ~4 8 Tt • 3~ 12 seo. 

ftus f1'0l!l (a.,), '• - T9

1 
~ .2( '"C • - . T1). •~095 sec. tis ie 

apJnx1matei,. 0'19 third ot the value tabulated. by him. C(;>nsequ~:t:1¥ 

tor the first sequence at least we ha.ve•clearly demonstrated that the 

tirst trace •bserved is the first order or onol:l renected hook. Thus 

for this sequence Brice's tabulated values of. ;a ehould be inorea::,ed 

by ene and his testing parameters should.be calculated from equation 

(8.4)., rue'·•• elwwn in· Table 6. 
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n 

' .. 
o· 

1 

3 

5 

0 

1 

2 

0 

1 

2 

0 

1 

2 

seo. 
' i : \I' 

. '. 

' , n 
'I ' 

sec. . 
',•, 

(n!i)t observed) 
. . . ,. ( 

' .39 
f. 

.05 

.57 ~,14 

.75 
' 

-~31 

(n~t obsel"'led) 

• 16 •, ' 
.03 

.22 -.03 

(net obse~) 

,._35 .02 

,.42 -.07 

(not observed) 

.17 • 02 

.22 41!',()3 

TABLE·6. 

Preclioted 
illl lti I I 
"'n "".'"&n ! • 'I ' n. ~ 

see. ratios 

.095 
' '' 

~34 

.71 ,, ' 

1,06 

• 
.13..' 

.25 

* 
.)3 

.49 

• 
.15 

. ' 

.25 

. ' , . 

. ' .. 

\) 

1 

3 

' 11 

1 

3 

' 
1 

3 

5 

f 

3 

5 

·;.3 1.a 
1,3 1,3 

1.0 

• thes~ missing values oould be ebtaiiled from the original apeotn

grams •. 

Without having recourse to the origJ.nal spectrograms tor 

the other three sequences we oannet here make similar statemanta 

about these other tm;-ee. Brice's statemnt92 that "this ambiguity is 
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removed if the hook and eoho are ooservea. a,; oonJuga-..e 1Hcn:&.uUD-- ~a 

not strictly tl'lle. Although the zero order signals must have been 

reflected somewhere near one of the conjugate stations they could have 

been missing from the spectrograms or at least not recognised as such 

for a variety of reasons. 

However we can sa.,v that Brice's first se•qumce unambig

uously demonstrates the symmetry aspect of the theory in beth the 
t 

predictions that the T - T ratios should be close to 1 1 3 I 7 a 11 n n 
(from equ~ 8.5) and that his testing parameter should be close to 

unity. The other three sequences fit the theory if the same inter

pretation of n applies to these alao {Table 6.) Furthermore this can 

easily be checked from the spectrograms as shown above for the first 

sequence. It should be neted that the remaining discrepancies in 

' Tn • Tn and his testing parameter values are easily accounted for by 
i 

errors in scaling the times Tn and 9n of about.01 to .02 sec. This 

is quite rea&onable s1noe the widths of the traces are some .05 to 

.1 sec. as seen in Fig. 48. 

8.3 Re-9nerated Hooks. It was predicted in Section 7.3 that a 

bunch of eleotrens which makes several complete hemisphere to 

hemisphere tripe between magnetic mirror points will generate a new 

hook on each trip. This would, give rise to a series of similar hooks 

separated by the bounce period a,f the electrons. It is readil.7 

distirl8Uished from whistler mode echoes of a single hook since 

sucoessive hooks are not progressively more dispersed aooording to 

their order in the sequence. Since the observable radiation is un

idirectional the hooks are received in opposite hemispheres alternately, 
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that is the sequence observed in one hemisphere is displaced hall' a 

bounce peried from that observed in the other. This effect distin

guishes the predicted emission from some other effect suoh as penodio 

injection of electrons. 

Observation of this predicted emission showing a bounce 

period consistent w1 th E, 't 
O

, and A scaled from the shape •uld be 

a crucial test of the theory both qualitatively and quantitati~l.y• 

A sequence which was probably of this type is shown 1n 

Figure 49 {with original caption 77) , The two spectrograms were 

observed at approximately conJugate stations and the times were 

accurately synchronised. This was interpretea77 as a sequence of six 

noise bursts in the 5-6 ko/sfre(Flenoy region observed at both Knob 

Lake, Canada (688H, geomagnetic) and at Byrd Station, Antarctica 

(70°s, gee.magnetic), the sequence beginning at Knob Lake o.8 ± 0.1 

sea. before it began at Byrd. 

However, olese inspection of Fig. 49 indicates that in 

each case the sequence is not six separate bursts but a pair of 

bursts seen three times. In support of this it will be noticed that 

the shapes and separation of the two bursts in each pair are similar 

and in each case the first burst ooours at a slightly higher trequenoy 

than the second. -Furthermore the time separation between ~uooeeaive 

pairs {using the time scaie provided) is 1.6 ,t 0~1 seo. which is just 

twice the delay between Knob Lake and Byrd. '?hue at intervals ot o.8 

sec. this pair of bursts appeared alternately at Knob Lake and Byrd. 

Since only a narrow frequency band was observed the 

progressive dispersion criterion cannot be applied. However, as 

140 
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_TIIIE MAIIKS AT 8 -

- LAKE I.OCAI. STANOAIID 

TIME MAfttCS AT 18 llcJI. 
, - FROM N.I.A. 

- o Kc,., 

.J'la. L Sh banta of nolle In the H kc.p.a. frequency region apl)e&lina at Knob !Me 
(above), and at Byrd Station about 0·8 eec. later (belowf 

fig. 49 Re-generated bursts or echoes? (After Lokken et al. 77 ) 

to t 1 
. -' .. _):·~ ~-::--: . ~;--.:~.: .,. . . ... . 

Fig, 50 

fO t1 ♦ 2 

Four trains of re-geot.a·ated hooks observed in Alaska (after Gallet6 ). 

The first hook of each train in marked "O". Progress ive dispersion 

(as in Figure 48) is clearly absent. 
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pointed out in this paper77 whistler observations in these latitudes 

show 5 ko/s propagation times between 1.5 and 2.5 seo. for a single 

hemisphere to hemisphere trip, i.e. two or three times the observed 

reourrence period. On the other hand the complete oscillation period 

of 1.6 sec. would correspond to 60 k.e.v._ electrons (for f 
O 

• 208
) 

if the guiding field line was that conneoting the two observing 

stations or 15 k.e.v. (see Table 4) it the guiding field line was 
. . ! 

typical of those ( \ rv fl)O) preduoing nose whistlers observed at 

Byra43• These eleotl"On ~ergies are of the order of those used in 

Chapter 7 and those measured in the next chapter ( Ta'ble 8). 

The above was published in a letter to Nature93• In rep1y93 

Helliwell agreed with the interpretation that the phenomenon was a 

pair of bursts seen three times but pointed out that oooasionally 

whistler delay ~imee oan be sufficiently small during severe maBfletio 

storms sc that in this case the echo possibility oar.r.et be ruled out. 

In any oaae this is not the o:n.1oia.l t$St we would like as the full 

f:!hflpe of a hoCi)k doss net appear so that independent ( of the bounce 

period) estimates of E, 'f 
0 

and A cannot be made. 

Later a. much better example (four trains of re-generated 

hooks) vm,s notioed in a sequence of spectrograms published b:, 

Gallet6• This is shown in Figure 50. In each of these there is a 

striking lack of prog.ressive dispersion despite the considerable 

frequency extent of the hooks and the relatively large number of 

separate hooks (eix, :t.n one sequence). Ga.11et6 remarked on this at 

the, time. Table 7 shows E, ~CD' A deduced from the eh&pe of one 

of 

{lfL 
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TABLE J• Comparison of observed recurrence period with 
that calculated· from E, . 'f 

O
, )._ deduced frsm 

the frequencr-time shape. 

S<,quenoe Numb'lr of lik\ergy Helical Geomag. Calculated Obser-
Be. hooks in E. Pitch Latitude Period ved Per-

each •equ- (k.s.v.) 4'. >-- (sec.) ied. 
enoe. (sec.) 

1 3 14 70v, 59° 1.2 1.6 

2 ' 8 62° 59
8 1.7 1.,. 

3 2 15 72° 59° 1.1 1.6 

4 3. 5 •• 59° 2.1 1.6 

the ho9ka for ea.ch sequence. The expected bounce periods oalculatecl 

from E, l / 1 , and ~ and the observed periods ( as measured by Gallet) To 
. : 6 

are shown. The S)ectrograms (Figure 50) Ila published are rather small 

and la.ok oo:ntra.st for accurate aoaling so that the probable erJ."Gr in 

the oaloalated ~eriods is rather large. However the general agreement 

is qtd te good. 

8.4 Ccnclu!ion~. We .have seen that the electron c1olotron the017 gives 

exoellont agreinent with the detailed frequency-time charaoteriatios of 

observed disore·te emiesiona. Two quite clif:ferent teats of the s,nmetry 

aspect of the theory give agreement limited only bJ' scaling errors. 

!l!n addition the predicted periodio emission (re-generated hooks) ia 

shown to ocour and with par:loda reasonably ol~se to those predicted. 

Verifioe.tion et th8 theory juatifiea the use ef spectrograms of 

emisaio11s for finding ini'omation about the elootrons WU.oh produce 

them. A method of doing this is given in the next chapter. 
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9 • JIE'l'IIOD OF JIEASUBDlm'.l' OF ELECTRON EJIERGIES 
ARD OTHER DATA FRON: SPECTROGRMIS OF v.r..p, 
EIISSIOIS. 

9. l htrochiftion. the parameters which attect the trequenc~ 

time shape, scale and position of the complete trBNWerse emiesion 

( "hook'") as observed on the earth area the energy (B) and helical 

pitch ( 'f ) et the emitting electrons, the terminal eeemasnetio 

latitude ( A ) ot the field line which guides them, the inatant · 

(it
0

) of their passing through the top ot this field line, and the 

"scale fltequeno7" (a) of the electron density of the medium. If 
·, 

these are suitably ohosen a theoretical trequanor-time trace can be 

calculated to give an effectively en.ct fit to an;' observed hook. 

'l'his has been demonstrated with a relatiYely complex hook. The 

observed trace contains the effects of these parameters so that it 

Dl87 be possible to deduce '"1ese parameters from the observed trace. 

It will be shown here that the ,oaling of only two 
~ . 

frequencies ( fn and :t 
O

) and two times ( If and ,r) is sufficient :tor 

complete and unambiguous evaluation of the parameters cited above. 

9.2 Pin.argy;. The general expression (51) ftr the doppler shifted 

cycloff'On h"equency from an electron spiraling along a field line 

iBI 

t • h.[ 0 ( J ·:l ~ 4 J1 COB 0~ -
1 

( '. 1) 

where h. is the local. jgro frequency, 'o is the relativistic 

2 -1/2 oorreetion ( 1 -(3 )~ , n ie the refraotive index of the medium 

at the b'equency t, rd 1s ~he longitudinal component of velocity 1n 
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uni ts of the velooi ty of JJ.sht, ancl O la the qle between the 

field and the direction ot emission. 

The minus sign 1n (9.1) refers to forward doppler 

shift and so need not be considered. here, The angle O 1n (9~1) 

also appears in the general Appleton-Hartree expression tor the 

refractive index. For the terrestrial oase of baokward d.oppler 

shifted emission the general expression tor f obtained.by aubati.

tuting this ntraotive ind.ex 11 (~) into (9,1) is toma94 to be 

almost independent of 0, It it were otherwise we would not expect 

auch narrow band V.L.r. maisaions as are observed. ConsequentlJ' we 

consider onq the oase O • o. 

Jlak1ng the appropriate substitutions as 1n Section 7.2, 

we havea 

(h - f) (h/~ -t)2 
• a r: hf 

• a0 2 hf (1- 1 m,.2 r G!) (~~2) 

!'his more seneral expresaion reduces to that obtained 

previousq (equ. 7~1) tor 't • 1~ 

At the equatorial plan ( l • 0) we haves 

2 2 2 
{h0 - t 0 ) (h/ 't - f 9 ) .. • a r oos t O h0~ 0 (,.3) 

Kaking the au~stitution x • h/t
0 

and ~ 2 
• C '6 2-1)/ c' 2 we set 

· ~ 2-1 ~ t 0 • (x-1)
3 

• [ z/y -1]. 2 
(9~4) 

. -(} 2 a oos2tr. Z . X - 1 

The ld.natio energy of an eleetron is gi'Yen by 

As we 'rill n,n4 later near]T all amilieions are produced by eleotrona 
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of·eaergies for which relativistic effect■ are very mall 

( '?f ~ 1) ~ »'er these we can wr1 te 

z1 • 250 ~ 2 ,;. 250 f• (~ - 1)3/,. k.e.v~ (9,6) 

a ·coa2 ty 
0 

Jrom. (9~4) ~ (9.5) ant (9.6) ... ~ 

•
1 
.• B (1 .h ,0-3> r= = n2 

(?,1) 

hom. (9;6) •• weul~ -gtllerally 8l:pf)Ot high energies to be l\SSOC1ate4 

:-1th larp valu$s ot . .-x., In which caae the term oontd.711:ag·x is 

oleee to unity ancl,(9.7) is 1n a convenient tom tor appi,illg 

relativistic corrections to a aemogram energy scale. 'fh1a 1s ehown 
. 

in figure 54. . 

Of the quantities 1D (9.6) required for evaluation of 

the electron energy only :t
0 

is measaral;,le in an obvious manner from 

apeotrograms of complete emissions ("hooks~)• This is the 'm1n1mwn 

or cusp frequency of .~e hook (for ~~ 1). We now consider meth<,da 

of ~~~ing the other. ~ters •. 

9.3· latitude A and parameter x. ~ppose. we assume that the energy 
. ,. . ' . . . 

. . . "' 

lost (radiated) by the bunch dJiring one hemisphere te hemisphere. 

traverse is negligible. ihen _the observed emisaion frequencies will 
~ . 

lae syraetrio w1 th respect to the pomagnetic equatorial plane. 'DI.at 

is, th.e h'equenc~ pnduced by the bunch at latitude angle ,l 1D the 

northern hemisphere will be the same as that produced when this bunch 

is at the-same latitude angle in the aouthern hemi■phere. 

Consider the hook in F1BU1"8 51 as obarve4 in the northtrn 

hemisphere. We require the times , 1 and i:2 tor some frequency f. 
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Fig, 51 A hook and the path of the electron bunch which generated it. Definitions, 

I 
I 
I - _, __ 
I 
I 

' \ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

~-----r.-------t n 

Fig 52 Method of scaling the nose freque~cy and difference time at this frequency. 

The midpoint locus (broken curve) has the shape of a nose whistler. 



these t1me1, which define the shape of th.a h.Qolt, a:re made up of 

group propagation times ( 'er) of waYes ot frequency t and f 9 an4 

electron bunch 'traYel times ( t 9). We can speally a point on a 

giv:~n line of force '197 the ~o frequet107 at that point. Suppose 

that, at th~ two points (on~ 1n each hemisphere) where tb.• 

frElquency tis produced; the g:/7:0 frequency is h, 'l'he equatorial 

plane is then denoted by h
0 

and the earth' a aurtaoe by h >- • 

Propagation times aleng the surtaoe of the earth to the obserYer 

do not involve dispersion and so de not change the shape ot.the 

hook. 

Consequent]¥ the time t 1 is the time taken tor the 

eleotron bunch to travel from the point 1, 1n the northern hemi

sphere where frequeno7 f is preduoed to the ~torial plsz,. (h
0

) 

plus the clifferenoe between the propagation times tex• frequenoy f
0 

to travel from the equ$torial plan (h
0

) te the ,arth's surface 

(h >- lf) in the northern hemisphere and. that for f'.requene1 t to 

travel .:from point 11s 'tG h ).. •• Jutting th1$ 1n S31Db0Uo tom• . 

t
1
·. • 't (h...➔ h ) ·♦ t . (~ ~ h_'~ h "'.,) ,;. t. (t, L--9> h -. ~\ . 

e ,,r 8 B O I r- a g 7!J "" ir:. 
In a simiiar wiq we find• '.. '.,l,. · · '· \· .. -·· :'.·::::_"• .. · 

f 2 • · •• (h.~h9 ) + t
8 

(t, ii
8

-:e. h >-•) - \i ·(t
0

, b0__. h .,...) · · · · 
• t

9
.(h

0
~h

8
). + t

8 
(t, h

8
-==-h~) + i~· (t,'h~_:_ .. ) 

+ t 8 (t, hi,-» h >-1') • t
8 

(f0 , h9~ !l .,._B_) 

We can drop_ 1he I', S subscripts it we aln_ya refer to the shortest 
.+ .. 

distance. faking the sum and ditference times T and 'l n finda 

rt+'• f1 ♦ l'a • 2 t
8 

(h
0 
~Al)+ 2 t

6 
(f, h

0
~h) (9.8) 
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,r • '11 - '1'2 • 2 _ t
8 

(t
0

, h
0 
~ h >J - 2 tg (t, !19 _,,. h>..) (9.9) 

We 1'111 discuss (9~8) later. Consider now the differede time,

glven by (9.9). 'l'his contains on1¥ wave propagation times. 7uriher 

more, it we consider ,r· as a function of frequeno7 t then (9.9) 1• 

the general (nose) equation of a "sho~" whistler centred on the 

time (T- ~· 0) ·tor whioh f ~ t•! ~e .. trequeno7 for which ,:- 1• 
'• .. 

max1mmn is then the nose trequeno;r··fa ot the equivalent nose whistler~ 

Jle~ent of tn ~fines the Une of force 1n which the hoek 1• 

producecl and along w~c,h the electron bunoh is guided. A .function 

given by Smith43 enables h• •d A to be toun4 from fn~ 

A simple ~t accurate way of measuring tn 1s lb.own in. 

Figure .52. 'lbe frequency-time shape of the hook is traced on 

transparent paper. '.l'his tracing is turned over on to the original 

hook so that the frequency scales eti11 correspond. Jy moV'inB the 

tracing in the time dii'ection a i,osi tion will be to~ where the 

desoendin& part of the traced hook just touches the asoenaing part 

of the original heok and vice versa. The trequene7 at which this 

occurs :ls then th~ "true" noaa frequency t11• N'Qt, that this is 

•lways higher than the pseudo nose which sometimes appeare on the 

asc;,ending pan of the hook ( ftgure ~). 

'Jhe neae h'equeno7 differenoe time ( 'In-) ean be foQcl at 

the same time as sho,rn 1n Pigure 52. W• have shown that '1' ... (:t) 

4-tines the exact shape of a whistler -4 ao ahow.d proVid.e ~l•ct%'0n 

~tr information. Smith and Carpenter90 have shown that 1f the 

time delqa ( t) and frequencies (f) ot whist1ers are nomaliae4 '$• 
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nen valu.ea (ta ancl t
8

) thea the nsultiDg eun-•s ot t/1n versu,is 

t/ta all oieseq fit a single "'-1T~sa1 whistler ilE!Pel"1'1U 

timoticm" whiu. they have oaleulate4. Our ,n- is then - .. 

If - t - t n o .n 

! ... / t • S (t /t ) - 1 
B ll O ll 

where t
0 

ia the short wble•r time delay at trequeno7 t
8

, and S 

is the Sm1 th-Carpenter cllsperaion function, 'l'he deuble aided Ni.le 

ahown 1n fteare 53 which has been fonstructed from this f\motion 

allen oalcalation of 1; • J'ote that we can also tind the time i t D . ·· 0 

which 1111 the time between the instant the electron banoh passes 

throush the equatorial plane ( where frequenc7 t • is emi ttff) to the 

instant of reoeption on the earth c,f the cusp or mt»imum frequenc7 

of th& hook. 

lt is interesting to cona14er here an alternative_ 

method of finding tn and f
1
t· which illustrates same of the pointe 

made above. The mici poin,t ot a Une drawn ti-om some :trequeno7 t 

In •• branch of the hoek to the same frequency on the other branch 

is given 'b7 

' -i'l♦ - ti" 1 . 

!Jm.s the lecu1 of the mid point !s the whistler which would be 

observed if a 'ride baud impulse ooourred at the instant the electron 

bmloh passed throush the equatorial plane. This "half' whistler" is 

shown in .figure 52. This al te:mat1 ve method is uaetul for finding 

tn when the hook does not extend to this frequenc,7 b7 u1ing tke Smith

Carpenter teolm1ques, particularly if the scale frequeno7 ( Uscussed 

l>elow) is known trom other data. 
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1'laT1ng found tn' tn b7 the methods outlined above, or 

more ao~tely perhaps~ the use of real nose whistlers, 11'4!'. can 

now find the scale ,frequenoy a. '.l'his is given by (5.14), A 

IIOJIOgram tor solving this equation is given in Figure ,a. '11• 
' . 

function R(t
11

) has been· 'built tiito th, t
11 

scale. 

' ~ 2•4 Helical Pitch. "1e nm time If is the time width ot the hook 

at ~ given frequeno)' as shown 1n ftgure ,1. l'rom (9.8_) we see lt 

eonta:lns both wave propagation times and. eiecmn bma.ch travel 

times. Thu ,+ will be tlepend.ent on 4' 0 se that it· should be . ' 
possible to use T+ as a measure et 'f O: . 

Suppose we meaeure 'f+ at frequency f ,. 2t0 • For a 

clipole field we haft 
1 

· . . . 

2t • 2 ( a. ~ ~ . 1 .,, • .., ,t 4 .l • ~ r O ( 1 - 1 a1n2 tp o>• . 
The radial distance to the tep of the field line (ll

0
) oan be 

expressed in terms of h0 , r ls given by (9.6) $l1d ~• ~ t~ X• 1!m8 

2 t • 12.82 C\.. i t -:5/6 008 "f %1/6 (x-1)3/2 ( ~ 008 i cl.{ 
e o o . · ) ~ ( 1 _ t"\ s1D2'f 

0
)t (9.11) 

in seconds where a is in 11.c/a and t
0 

in ko/a. 

For the propagation time we have 

(1· phcla 
)o_(_h ____ -2-,-.-)3.,.ij...,.'2 2· 

2t • ·----g 2c .2f
9 

Prom (7.4) this becomes 1 

2 tg. 4.28a.* to_,,, s 71, ~ •c1 - t/~.) <1x - -~r1l2 (9.12) 
x-2 

In (9.11) and (9.12) the integration limit ~ and 1 refer 

to Yaluea at the level for which t • 2t (and h • t'l h ). At thla 
o I o 
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leTel we have from (9.2) for the non-relat1v:Lertio caae1 
' , . •. . ' 

3 2 . 2 .(: 1 he - 2 t 8 ). • a 0 . .2 .f 8 ~ he ( 1- 1 111n \f •) 
at the ,equatorial plane. (t.• t

0
) we have1 

3 2 2 
(~ • f 0 ) • a.r f 6 Jl.» ·COS ·t e 

~~yi~ and, ma.kin~- ~he x eub■titut~oru • 

i'e ean now :fiilci 1 bom ( 9 .13) and ,(. fl"om . ~ and. aubsti tute 

these inte '(9.11) and (9.12). Then trom•(9.8) we have 

~• . • ai t
0

~ 5/' 'I (x, t
0

)· (9.14) 

where. P is a ~ctio~ of x and 'f 
O 

but not ot 1 . 1or a given 
:+ value ot , which can be calculated from o'bsened values of !' , a, 

' ' ' 

and t
0

,then ~~ is a ~otion ot x only. This is shown by the 

family of curves ot constant 'I 1n Fisure 54• In this aomogram 

(Figure 54) a point on ~he x scale is found from t
0 

and t
11 

and. a 

point in the , scale from t
8 

and '1!+ (for a • 1 Xc/e). With the 

help of the nose shal)&d curve the appropriate F ourve is selected .• 

This curve will . intercept the preyi~uslf f~d x value at the t 
0 

value given ·by the top soale. · .. 

'l'he bi~est frequeney _observed · on the rising part of a 
. . 

hook is about .5 to . • 6 h,. 'l'his effect is well lmown in whistler 
43 · . · 88 

atucliea ~ ~s cause¢ by high attenu-.tio•· 1n the Vicinit7 of the 
. ' ' :+ . 

arc frequency. 'l'hus measurement of T •t t • 2t
9 

la not pesllible 

for hooks of x . < 3 . or -~ Also 1 t will ·be noted from Figl1re 54 
r • -~ ' 

that the f ourves become nearly horisontal for low va1ues of x. ,Or 

/s2. 
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suoh hooks we u,se an .altemative method based ~n ,+ measurement at 

t • t or in general at t • flJ... 
n ·• 

lquaiion ( 9 • 13) beoomea 

( 1 .. g )3 - ~g (1 - ~ ain2 t./1 o) 
"X - 1 

x2 ~es2 
~Ci) 

llearrang1ng1 

x2 1111 ~ B (1 - 1•1n2 ~ o> • X1 (9,15) 
( X - 1 )3 ( 1 - e)3 cos

2 'f 0 

From (9.6) and (9.15) we find 

r 2 • ho • ( ') - e)
3 

a 1 g ( 1- ~ sin2 ~ o> 

and uahJg the appnximation. for small values ot ,l, t 

,e ~ 1 ( 1 - 1) 1/2 

Using the same quasi constant mocl.el of eleetron denisty and referring 

all frequencies to h
0 

we find 
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6.o, a 1/2 h-5/6 !L:.::L :4/2 2 •1 • 
1
1/2 l 1 ·.; g) 0 • · '1v2 ( '\ - s) (9:18) 

So that from (9~8) we have• 
. .. . .. 

• + (. g) 1/2 h .. 516 ·11 ( ...... .• a ;o I/ ~ gt 

where G is· gi,;~n by (9~ 17) &Jld. (9::18), 

'l'h.e error · introduced into t
8 

by assuming the 

validity of ·(9~16) is very small at low trequenoiee (near t
0

) where 

t ::> t • tt becomes larger at .the higb.er frequenoiee but there. e g . ,, , . 

tg ::> t
9 

so :that the resulting erro~ in ,;+ i's never appreciable~ 

It mq ~em INl"Prl:-sing then that G whioh does not contain \f 
0 

explicitly can be ~ed ~.o find. ~ ~~- -~~ver we oan obtain 1 b7 

inverting G and then, ~lving (9~15) for lf e• we haves 

see2 t, 
0 

• : .1.1. _ [h - ~, ( ~ - g)
3J (9~20) 

. Y.\ I - ---~-8- · ·· · 
~ . . . 

9.5 Use, ot ltomograms. le have ob~ed expresaio:is tor th.a 

eie~~~ -~t~;~ ·.E, 'f 
0

, A , i
0 

and. a in terms ot the 
, . • . . . ..;. ,+ . $c:ql~. 

quantities t
0

, t~• .'n and '1' which ~ be 11leoted from spectrograms 

of :hooks a.a exp1ained above. We now discuss teohniquea ot 

eYaluation of these parameters using the nomogrems of 11.ga.res 53t 

54 and,55. 

!he scale frequency a is found from the nomogram 

of J'igure .53. !he :t~, °'n data ma,- be taken from (i) the hook to 

which one is to app]¥ the ecale frequency value for calculation ot 

other p~ters, (ii) a nearby hook, or (iii) a nose er ~ose• 

whistler. Xii the ~t two cases °'n is deduced from t
8

, tn ~ti 'fa 
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Fig. 53 Nomogram for calculation of scale frequency (a). 
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by use ot the d~ble 'sided scale in ·ftgur-e 53. It will be se&n 
i ., 

from this scale that tor reasonable ac~,-we require a hook for 

which t ~ 2f • In general. whistler measurements will be more n o,. · • · 

accurate. Ho:.ev~r ,in ~tli cases (ii) and (111) we may be 

measuring scale frequency in a di.ff'e~t field line ( if tn is 

different). This eould introduce an ·.error ot .. 40 per oent43 •.. 

for evaluation of •the·other parameters ( la 

m,asured at t -.. 2t
0 

· and the nolilOsram of 1igure 54 is used. provi,c,ed 

tn ~ 2'
0

: Otherwiae ,;t is Ne.sured at f • f
8 

oft • -!tn 111ml 

1i8ure 55 is u,sed. .:tn both oases the terminating geomagnetic .. 

latitu4e of the field line is imnea,iately obtained from tha 

t _, ~ scale. 
11 

Consicler the first case (.Pigure 54). 9ie f
0 

scale is graduated and scaled logarithmically in f
0

• !the 

:f.'
11 

- A soale is acalecl. (but not graduated) 1oga.rithmioally in 

h
0

• A straight line through appropriate values of f
0 

and t
11 

gives 

the •position of x on the x reference line. This scale is not 

graduated as the actual value is not required. Similarly the 

poei tion of F on the F refez•ence line can be found from f and.. 
.. 0 

rf' / Ja. The QUrV~ labeled. 12 is the fuJloti~ 

~ • (x - 1)3/:r: 
'1'l1e poed:tion, of Xa o.n.· the lt reterenQe line correaponding to·~ 

found aboTe is obtained 'by dra.wing a horimntal Une throush the ·z 

point and a vertical line_througb the .1, point such that these 

illters$0t on the x2. OtU."Ve~ A horizontal line dra11.11 throUgh the 'I. 
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fig. 54 Nomogram for complete calculation of A, rf,
0 

and E when T+ is measured at the frequency 

2f0 • The scale frequency (a) mnst be in units of Mc/s as given in Figure 53. In the example 

calculation shown, meaningful intercepts are marked with circles. 
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t. point will in.tt,:rseot the nose $bape OU1'T& at~ point =1'h!()b. lies on 
.. 

the appropnate c911stant, ouxve of the family'. 'l'his CUl!'ff w.lll 

iliterseot tbe horitontal line through x at the -n,hie ·of '-Y
O 

sJ.ven by 

< vel!!'t1ca1 11ne> the · er 
O 

.;. l m. a,Q4le ot the tep et Figul'e 54~. 7.'hla 

soale is g.racbia'ted 1n degrees for 4' Q • l m ( lati w,de angle ot 
. . . . . . . 2 ' . 

mirror po~t) but naled 1-Qgat"J.thmi~ in seo lf •• The .enera 

(E) and (3 an then f•und h'om t
9 

/ a1 the position ~• $id eeo2 

Lf 
O 

nomographi•ll¥~ 'l'his part ot the nomog:ram expresses 

equation (9.6). $'he JD.- f EJ~le ls eoa1ed lo~thmioally 1n E1 

but gradaated aoooi,ling to the relativistic oorreotion given in 

(9~7)~ 

'11his procedure :ls illustrated b7 the example 

shown in F1gm-e 54• · Only certain combination~ of scales bear 

nomographio relationships so mean1.ng:f'ul. uitercepts are marked with 

small oi.rol.ee. lt is, of course, wmeoessary to draw any of these 

lines or curves. All eoales $1d refe:r;'enCe lines are parallel or 

perpendicniar so that set squares can be used for the g:r.'$phio&l 

parti,. J,t should be noted that the aeale freqttll\lnby' ( a) mu.st be 

\lSed in units of '4/s as obtained in Figure 53 • 

. U tn < at0 measurement at t • .2t
0 

may be 

impossible. l11 this case :the nornog.ram of F1gUre 55 is used. ~• 

value of 1 is found 1rom the t
11 

and ~~ / Ji eoalea. The 1. eoale 

if.I logarithmioall_,- scaled in the tunotion G ot e~tion (9 •. 19) bUt 

graduated in 1 tor two values of g. As will be seen later the 

terminal lati tu.de ( >-. ) ot the field lines in which hooks are 

generatecl appear to be confined to a narrow range about 60° ~ ,Or 
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Fig. 55 Nomogram for calculation of 11 , X
1 

and X
2 

for T+ measured at the nose frequency 

or three quarters of this frequency. Energy and helical pitch are then obtained from the 

expressions (9.6) and (9.20) , This method entails some simple ·artihmetic and slide 

rule calculations. 
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this ft1188 these ho values correspo:p,cl to f • t
11 

·and f • ¾t
11

: The 

time ,+ oen be measured at either of these :trequenoies provided 1he 

correspon4ina side of the 1 scale is used. The x1 - x2 scale~ 

~ scaled legari thmicalls in z and so these values are obtained 

from the t. ~ t scE1les as shown· in Figure 55. Then E, (3 and. n o . . . . · 

~ 
0 

must be cal.culated from equations (9.20) ~ (9;6)~ 

Since this case (fn < 2f
0

) ·corresponds to low 

values ot x which is general13' associated with low energies we do 

not require a relativistic arreotion. The simpler form of this 

riomogram is offset by the neoessi ty of additional slide rule and. 

arithmetical ca1aul.$tions. 

'l'he disoussion so far has been llmite"- to 

"original" or non-echoed ho<>ks._ However the eleotrC)Dla.Blletic enera 

or signal ~ be reflected. ne&J" the earih ~ along the field line 

once (and so be observable ~ar the conjugate point) or l)erllapa 

several times. Such eoho•d hooks can also be used for evaluation 

of electron parameters~ 1lhe frequencies t
0 

an~ fn ~11 be unchanged~ 

from (9:$) 1'8· ee~ ti.lat ~• ,1so 1411 be unchanged. On the other hand 

:the midpoint locus .,r to~ a non-eohoed hook is tho 41spers1on of a 

single tri.p from 'the equatorial plane to the eartb,'s surface. Fo:r a 

once-echoed hook the cU,spersion path is tbree· times this so. that '!; 
tor such a hook is three times that of the original hook. Sinoe a 

once-reflected hook is not eanl3 l'8Cogil1sed as such ( eee Section 

8~2) ca1oulation of scale h'equ~cy from '!n~by ~ 53 '10Uld 

· lead to a value nine times too laree! rortunatela', however, $1ich an 

ambiguity can usually be. reao1ved. C~t~i-91 meaaur~cl t
11

, t
11 

of 

/ C,,o 
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over 250 whistlers. If' these are converted to scale frequencies 

about 75 per cent lie in the range 0~5 to 2 Ko/a. The hishest was 

about 4 '11.c/s and_ for nose frequencies less ~ about 10 ko/s there 
I • . 

was none above 2 Ko/s. Consequently apparent values of a > 2 or 3 

as obtained t.L-om. '1'-- is evidence of echoed hooks. This ambiguity is 
. D . . 

completely removed it more ~ one eoho is observed as tn can then 

be measured due~tly ~ provided tn is mea~ble): ., ' 

In general the treatment given above can only be 

applied to complete emissions or hooks, Incomplete forms such aa 
\ 

"f"alling tones" and "risers" only provide :r
0

, and , 1 or t 2• If ~ 

nose and scale frequencies are known from other ~ta the missing parts 

could be supplied from the midpoint loous tr'~ 'l.1his would be the 

case if identifiable eohoes were observ•4• 

The theory of this treatment is based on the 

assumption of a dipole magnetic field and a constant scale frequency 

along tile field. line within the region of generation of the ebserve4 

frequencies. Some depar~s in the 'l+ CUJ"/e over that oal,culateci. 

ill,m the theory have bem noticed. As these ooour. at the high frequency 
: -~ 

mid it is perhaps adVi:sable to measure 'f - at the lower of the 

frequencies fn and 2f
0

• These departures do not seem to occur in, the - . . 
T curve indicating that BD7 perturbations are SJD11118tr1e&l ~'bout the 

equatorial plane. 
. ' 

2•6 Some !F@mples. As an enmple of the method tourteen hooks were 
" - .. ' . . ., 6 

soaled from spectrograms published. by Galiet· and by Helliwell an4 

Carpentei.-9. ';l'hese published. epeotrograms had the US\$1 aspect ratio 
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et 10 ko/s range being equivalent to one second intet'Val which is 

ideal tor our purposes, Ille size, contrast, and definition of these 

speotrog;rams as pnb~shed were not really suitable for accurate 

sealing but uaef\11 reeults were obtained as shown 1n Table 8l!' The 

first five of these hooks ·were taken from Galiet and the ~nSmg 

nine from Helliwell and Carpenter. 

The eum time rt" was measured at~~ ter each hook 

anti at t
11 

as well for six of these hooks. ·These times are shown in 

Table 8 as 'f20 + and 'I.,,.+ reape~ti vely • For these six hooks both 

methods were used for enero and he11oa1 pi toh ee.1au.1ation. The two 

sets ot these values are shown in Table 8. There is reasonable 

agreement between them. lhat clisorepancies th~re are could be 

explained by- either scaling errors or the simplifying asswnptions 

used in deriving the alternative (tn) method.• 

The scale :trequency- a as oalculatecl·from i'igure 53 

for eaeh hook is shown in Table a. .However for the value adopted. 

fo:r energr and pitch calculation, use was made of the fact that 

hoeks often occur in groups. For instance the last seven hooks all 

occurred within rurty seconds er so of 0135 u.t, on October 6, 1959• 
' 

Also hooks 2 and 3 both oeeurre4 at 0,35 tJ"'?• on 1e~ 15, 1958• 

It seems reasonable to assume that the e~le frequenoy would. net 

change in such a short time. Thus a •~ighted average value was 

adopted in such cases. • 

l'his sample is too small for statistical analysis. 

It seems that relatively few spectrograms ot hooks have been ac'ti$11y 
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Table 8. Electron data deduced from hooks. 

MEASURED DEDUCED 

fo fn T- T+ + .;Lt- a* A 'fo E i** E** T2o 2 . n n 0 
;-.. ,-. 

No. ltc. kc. sec sec· sec· sec Mc. kev kev 

1 3.3 9.6 .40 .57 .33 .85 1.3 57° 64° 85 62° 78 

2 3.3 5.7 .22 .56 .10 1.3 1.8 60° 74° 47 10° 31 

3 3.1 7.1 .23 .10 • 75 1.0 1.5 59° 58° 23 63° 29 

4 2.7 5.3 .35 .18 .80 1.5 1.7 60° . 64° 26 66° 26 

5 3.9 10.4 .40 .53 1.0 2.1 57° 56° 37 

6 1.6 4.6 .48 .31 1.0 .50 61° 68°15;0 

7 4.2 a.o .28 .42 .49 2.8 58° 50° 47 57° 60 

8 2.7 7.5 .28 .43 .65 .5;3 58° 38° 55 

9 1.6 6.5 .61 .36 .95 .5.9 59° 41° 10 

10 2.0 6.5 .44 .42 .85 .56 59° 48° 68 

11 2.3. 6.5 .44 .38 1.0 .88 59° 58° 83 

12 2.1 6.5 .35) -.38 .10 .40 5,90 56? 80 

13 3.2 1.1 .28 .56: .48 .95 1.1 59° 52° 51 56° 57 

14 1.9. 6.3 .5,0 .38 .95 .63 59° 55° 88 

*Deduced from the hook. The value used· for energy 

and pitch calculation may differ from this. 

**Ca1culated by the alternative method (Figure 55.). 
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911blish.ed: ~ough -1nca S"811 of . th~ f01µ"1e~ eonsidared here 

oo~t in .ari inte;rval of halt a minute . one would expect that 

enomous ~bers would, .~ve beeri "corded during the I~o•••· 

Howeve'-". some.inte~ating p~~ary oonolusione can be drawn from 

the .tet -.e m;ive here •. • 

. , Tabi, 8 8hows.that·the·generat1on of these hoolai 

~s. confined to a .narrow rarige of field line latitudes~ The last 

seven were obsened ~t Seattle {geomaenetio latitude 54°!f) but ~el.7 

or not at .. all at Stanford (44°N) as ·shown in Helliwell and 

CarJtnte? • This iJldicates an obse:rving range for an.v one event 

{PI"Qduoed by propagation under the ionosphere) of some ten degrees 

of.latitude. !hus we. would p~diet from thia that the occurrenoe rate 

of observations as a flmction of receiving station latitude shouti 

show a broad maximum 1n the vicinity of 59&. The observed9 

(J'igcu-e 3) ~c~oe rate of "chol"ml" for da1'8 of ICP ~ 4 shows suoh 

a marhnum at approxi.mately 58° • Although the average latitude ot 

the field lines ot generation can. be deduced from euoh analyses of 

ooourrence rate of obse~tions the IQ.eth.Qd given hare for the first 

time give~ the iatitude. of indirtdual. emlssions. The method alao 
' ' . 

gives,the t:tme of eener11tion of the oanti-e (t0) of the hooks. f.rom 

Table 8 we see that.this ooourred, a'b$ut one aeoond before observation. . . . . 

If the elecU'On bunches which p:rod:tJ,ce these hooks 

ware all injected into the fiel~ lil\e n.ear the equatori~l plane an4 

if' tb.Etre were no prefened direction ot injection; one wou.ld ~ct 

the median of the equatorial pitch 9Z18le (. 'f'
9

) values of a large 
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I 

number of bunohes to 'be gf' ~ fhis is approximately so for the 

f'ow:'teen hooks in fable 8~ The latitude angles of the mirror· 

points"( fm) ·eorresponding to these values 'of '-t' 
0 

ratJgt,. from about 

8~ to '!/Jo as seen from the top sea.le o:f Figure 54~ The latitude 

a.ngle·a· ·or :the· poin~s 'at which the frequency tn was generated was 

found from 1 for the . six hooks for which TD+ was scaled. These 

ranged from 7° to 1'4~-: ·. ·Thus most of the obsexv~d frequency ·range is 

seJierated within some ten to twenty degrees of the equatorial plane~ 

It' is import$nt to not'e that since t
8 

is the highest frequency .at 

whioh measurements are made, the assumptions of constant 8oale 

f:re'quenoy and dipole magnetic field need only apply w1 thin this 

region~ 

.Prebably the most important parameter·ts the 

eleotron ·energy. The· energies shown in Table 8 are of the Ol"d.er of 

e. few tens of Id.lo_ eleotron vol·ts. Thus typioa.1 values of' r 
are around 0.3 to 0~5~ Relatbi.stio e:ffeots are ve-ry small at 

thes8 veiooitiea so that the rough oorreotion forwla (9.7) which 

was applied to the energy s~a.le of Figure 54 should be stitticientl.7 

aoouratei. 



10. ELmTROJf - CYCWTROB GENEBA!'IOB OF 
EXOSPHERIC V.L.F. NOISE ("BISS")•. 

10.1 Introduction. Over the last three chapters (7, 8 and 9) the 

dopple:r-shitted eleotron-cyolotron theozt of discrete V.L.F. 

emissions has 'become well established •. Since by- definition "da11.11 

oh.oms" is made up of discrete emissions, then it is also expla~ed 

by- this theol'J" • Thus we have a well kncnm and ve-ry common class of 

emissions which are explaine~ in terms ot the cyclotron theor., and 

which can be very similar to hiss (see Section 2.1, Figure 2 and 

Ref. 9). This suggests that perhaps hiss is only a type ot 

unresolved dawn chorus produced b:, the cyclotron process by a 

sufficiently large number of small electron bmlches or a continuous 

stream of electrons. This merely explains the continuous or white 

noise nature ot hiss. However it will be shown in this Chapter 

that all of' the other characteristics of hiss which are explained 

by the ft'l' process of Chapter 6 oan be equally well e:xplained by 

the doppler shifted eleotron-oyelotron process. 

10.2 Preguenc,r band Limits. It is clear that a suttioientl.7 large 

Jmlllber ot ewrlapping and unresolved "discrete emissions" could 

produce white noise. Howeyer an essential feature of hiss is that 

it is band lim1 ted and that the b~d width is often quite small, 

whereas at first sight one might expect o~ broad band noise from 

unresolved "discrete emissions" produced by the cJTclotron process. 

Dllt two effeots limit the upper and lower b'equenoies respectivel.7. 
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· The highest :f're~ency emi tte4 ( equ. 7 .1). is the aro 
frequency at the mirror point. However there ls a propagation cut 

off much below this l.imit oaused\bT '-~temiation near the local aro 
' , /, 

frequenoy. I~ .is .very. sharp• 14.~~ .and . ~ · found that in . 

~e vicinity ot .this ~t ott :the ~t~tion in~ased from 5 db 

to 50 .db 1n a three per .cent ,:lnte~l of frequency. , .~~43 tOUDd 
' . . ,. . . . . . : . . .·· . ; . : . . ' . . 

that the .upper cut otf frequency of all nose whistlers .he ~ed . .. . . . ., ,, . . ' ' . . . ... . . . ._ ·.. ... .. - . 

never exceeded 0.55 to Oo6 times therntnimnm oro frequency along . . . . . . . ·, ' . . . ' . ,, 

the whistler .p~th.. Choosing the l~wer ~~enoy; tor_ example.,.~· 
• ~ . • ! : • , : !. • • • • • •,_, I . • . •.,, I _, • 

hipest obs~ble trequenoy- from emiesicm.s eenerated in. :t)le -- -' 
' • ' . • • t ' . : ') 

' ' . . . . . 

h--1sph~re opl)Osi;te that of ~.~· o~~erver ~l). ~. Q.55 h~ • · J'o:r 

ernissiO!ll:1 generaiec\ ~ th~ observer•s-h~sphere·,· however, the 

lolfeet g:rro frequency a.lo~ the pa~ fr,om the •ssion point to .the 

observer ooClll"s at th~ emissio:p poini. ~.the. b.lgh~st el>Servable 

frequency .(£m) will. be o~.55 J\n wh;ere hm is the ~ frequency a;t 

the point at which:·fm i~ ~rate4 •. ~bsti~tµig into (7.1) •. 
I •• - · - 3 2 2 2 · 
. (hm - 0.5~ hm) • 0.55 a f ·1\n oos · f iii 

From the principle of invariance·of magnetic mQ!DeDt we can expreEJ$. 

the pitch ( 'f' ) · in J~l'mS o.f 1 ts value at the .equator a 

~s
2 * -- 1 - ·(h-/ h<>). sin

2
· \f 8 

Oonsequentlyt 

' fm ,,. 0.55 11,., '! 0.55 [ 0.17/a ~ 2 ~· .mn2 'f A }-1. · ( 1Q.1) · . 

'fliese po~ts are illustrated ~ figure 5'~ ''l'b.$ 

:r:1.sing. parts ( ri&ht hanc1 side ~f broken curve) ~ produced in the ' 

hemisphe~·Et opposite ·that of the· observer·and so a:te limited :to 
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Fig. 56 A family of hooks calculated for electron bunches' of minum pitch angle 

if, 
0 

= 60° and several energies as shown travelling in an exosphere of 

scale frequency a = 500 kc/s along the (dipole) field line >. = 60° • 
At time t .;, 0 each bunch passed through the equatorial plane from the 

observer's hemisphere to the opposite hemisphere. 

(a) 30 

, .. 
,. 

,. 

u.,s 

, ...__....,____,'-__.____., _ _.__......1.._.i.,_-4-_...___. 
0 ·2 ·• ·6 ·8 

ELECTION EtCAOY l 11,,1 cos"· 

Fig, 57 Upper and lower frequency limits of hiss generated in the field line A= 60, 

(a) Curves f(E) for discrete values of cos if, 
0 

, (b) Curves f(if, 
0

) for 

discrete E , 
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0.55 h • 7~4 Jco/s. The upper limits 0t the falling parts are 0 . 

given by ( 10. 1). A:t any given freque:ncy only energies above some 

limit can produce radiation. At frequencies below the whistler cut 

ott H>.55 h) radiation t.rom. both hemispheres can be observed. 'U 
0 

the stream is confined to the hemisphere op~stte that ot the 

observer the upper limit will be the whistler out ott. '!his ta 

another wq of saying that if the llisa consists entirel.7 of 

unreselved "risers* and ttpseuclo noses" (no unresolved "hooks" or 

"falling tones11 ) the upper t:requenoy limit will be 0.55 h0 • 'l'his 

is perhaps likely at times since rieing type clisorete emissions are 

about five times as CODlllCi>D as hooks and f41Ung tonea ('fable 4)-. 

'l'he upper and lewer limits as a oontilm.ous ttmction of 

energy for discrete pi toh angles and of pitch angle for discrete 

energies ar& shown :ln ftgiire 57. fll.ese are drawn for· the field 

line tertnirtati.ng at latitude A • 60°. The same curves can be 

applied at uy othe.r latitude 1~ the .frequencies and energies are 

scaled, in proportion to h•. A CGll&:knt scale :frequency of 500 kc/a 

. has been a.sswned but a definite mdel of magnetic field i.s not 

required (provided it is monotonic) except for obtrdn1ng field line 

latitude A :from niin:hnmn f!17!0 frequency h
0

• Bots that nar.rcw bam4 

noise can be pmduced by .a range ot energies for ·BIQ' given p1 tell 

angle, but tor large pitoh angles tM.s ett8J'&V' range ts larser. 

'fide an.cl ve1f'¥ wide ban4. noise will be pre>duoed by electrons of low 

pitch and high enera. Dmi.ng magnetic storms electron streams 

reach dtnm. to the ionosphere to produce aurorae. 49 , At high latitudes 

(_ ,,...., ~•) tbia requires pitch angles·( f 
0

) less than al»u~ ; 0
• We 
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ld,ght alio expect higher energies during storms and thus wicte and 
' ' 

verr wide band noise as observed (Seot:lon ·3.1). 

10.).Amplituu ·- tregueno:y spectra. In considering bandwidths of 
. " 

hi'ss pn,dueed "7 streams of eiectrons ,"of _various energies ancl · 

m1n1mnm pitch angles we have·aseumed·mono energetic, mone pitched 

streams• . 'lh1.s is not an weasonable assumption sinoe 1 t is 

observed that the ba.nd:ddths ·of indi'ri.dnal discrete emissions rareq 

exceed 150 c/s at 8D1' 1Dstant,, This could· not happen unless the 

electrons in the tranches whioh produce these emissions ha.~·narrow 
rapges ot energr and p1teh .. One would expect the same to hold true 

of streams. Also mono energetic eleotron streams have been 

observed.49 Pitch angle meaSt:irements of •lectrons in streams hav• 

not 'bean reported.~ However we will show that the main features ·of 

hiss can be produeed even it the elec:uo~ of the streams havQ Yd.de 

enerB,7 and pitch diatr!.buti~ns. 

fJ.'wo energy t:1:peotra of-elec,tron streams as meaaured b7 

•o?lW$in 49 will be eonsid~~ed. Both were · men~d by :r-cokets ti.reel 

into visible SU1'Ura. The first was observed inside a quiesa(lfrt 

mroral glew of' intens:ltf I• It showed. an integral number enercr 

epeotrum proportional to er.v ( .... J/5) eleetro-as/aec Ea over the 1--anp 
~YC 

j to· 30 kev. The seeond was ob~erved in a bright active auroral ~ 

!hi.a stream consisted ot practically mono ener~tio electrons ot 

enerQI' 6 kev. 

We will consider a pitQh angle di~tribution produeed )7 

isotropic injeotion at the equatorial l,'l~e givan '.b1 aqu. (5.2). 

l '7o 
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Satellite measurements95 of the low enera ( 500 kev) eleqt::rons 

in the outer radiation zone indicate such a pitch distribution. 

Preliminary measuremants btom hooks (Section 9~6) indicate that the 

pi toh distn bution ot the electron bunches ( ~t not of the eleetrona 
. 

in an individual bunch) 1s also of this type. 

The po~ radiated by an electron travelling along a 

helical path $ll a plasma with superimposed magnetic field has been 
51 · given bf lid.man.. ,Or our purpose a crade approximation ot his 

expression will suffice • 

.. •kf'i I. ( 10~2) 

where k is assumed. oonstaiit. This is the power ~diated b7 a single 

electron. From Figure 57 ,re .see that a given f:requeno7 f requi:rea 

electrons ot energy equal to or greater than some min1nNm value 

E~ { t 
0

)", ·which ts a function ot ~ •• 'le will asswae that the . 

power radiated by the electron stream at ·this frequency is propor

tional to the number of electrons fulfilUrig'tbis condition, weighted 

by their energy as in ( 10.2). If' th$ number ot electrons having 

energies within 4E of E is clll'(E) and if the pltoh Ustr1bi.ltion is 

given by (5.2), then the pc>wer radiated. by the stream at frequenc7 

t is given b7 (arbitrary u,nits), · 

.C£)•£1·.l~ ~Eu<:>-r.¢r. ·( 10.3) 

hr llcl:lwain•·s first stream the integral mimber eaera spectrum is 

given b7 

J ( > J) -=-< exp(-1/5) •Jeotrons/sec cm.2 

L7/ 
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The number energy spectrum per energy interval is thens 

U c:::>< exp(-i;/5) 
D 

The density ot the electrons in this energy interval dE is g1 ven by1 

dJ! ·(E) .. ~ dJ/ fc ~ E--t U 

c:.< 1-t exp(-'E/5) dB 

Fer Koilwain's monoenergetio stream we take, 

cm(E) • 1 tor I: • 6 ke,-

• 0 ·for all other values of E. 

Amplitude-frequency spectra ot hiss generated by these 

two streams as calculated trom ( 10.3) tor streams oonf'ined to th• 
' I • ! t ' ' ' , • • • • , • 

field line terminating at latitude ~ •· 60° are shown in Figmie 58. 

llote the similarity in shape of the two spec,tra. 'l'he pe• or 

~verage ~11 tudes are not comparable'r they have been arbi trariq 
chosen for best-clarity~ The·brmcls limits of the hiss generated by 

the monoenergetic stream are appronmateq gl.ven by the 

cos ·'f O ·• 1; ~e of Pigure 57(a)~ 1!:lu~ the ~es ~pe~ct~ fl'om 

th~ first stream ( expone~tial energy distribution) could be 
! 1 • I 

• I . ' • 

approlCimated in shape, amplitude and bandwidth by one generated by 

a mono energetic stream of 15 kev :electrons~ Hiss speotr,,L tro- two 
' ' 

b;n>othetical mono enerptio streams· at· latitude \ • 63~58 
&J'S shown 

1n Figure -;9~ from what has been s~id above we would -~Xl)eOt 

Si.mi~ speotra from streams having en.erg d:lstributio~ 
. ' 

l( ·> E) C>< exp(-E/1
0

) if B0 is. a~ropriately chosen: 

An amplitude disoontinuit:, ooours at the wlustler out 

ott· frequency 0~55 h
0 

• AboTe this frequenoy only bias ·senerate4 1n 

11 Z. 
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Fig. 58 Amplitude-frequency spectra of hiss generated in the field line ,\ = 60° 

by electrons having the pitch distribution given by (5.2) and energy dis

tributions as in the streams observed by Mcilwain. A finite stream width 

would smooth out the discontinuity at 0,55 h
0 

• 

100 ]Okev 

... 
100 

JO 

10 L..L-.....l...---!----+1---!-----L--!.,.,----t,.,---t,.:--;::,,-;;;',, 
FREQUENCY 

Fig. 59 Amplitude-frequency spectra of his·s generated in the field line ,\ = 63.5° 

by two mono energetic electron streams having pitch distributions given 

by (5,2) • Compare these with the observed spectra in Figure 4A. 

173 
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the ebserver• s hemisphere can be observed, whereas below this 

frequency hiss from both hemispheres can be observ,d ( see Figure 56). 

for hiss consisting entirely of unresolved "hooks", or of ''hooks" 

plus equal amomts of "risers" and "falling ten.es" the disoontirmi t7 

will be a factor of two in power or of :root two in ampli tu.de as 

shown hare. ::tt the hiss consists entire]J" ot "falling tones" the 

disoon:tinuit7 will disappear, bu.t it it consists entirely of 

~risers" and "pseudo noses" the high frequency side (f > 0.55 h
0

) 

will not be observed at all. In all cases the low frequency side ': 

could be further augmented by whistler mode reflections near the 

earth of previously generated hiss. ln ~ case the sharpness of 

the discontinuities will be considerably rounded by' finite atten

uation at out off and finite stream width (field line latitud.8 

ranges of a few tenths of a degree would suffice) • 

Figure. 4A shows ampli tude-.frequenoy- spectra of hiss 

observed by Watts 1~ ·cluring a maenetio etorm·~ these show similar 

shapel!l·to those ot Figures 58 and 59 1f the disoontuities are 

rounded ott. 'l'he observed spectra will have been modified. b7 

attenuation in propagation through and tlDier the ionosphere. As 

it is the comparison irl~oates that the treq11eno7 0.55 h
0 

is alJout 

2 kc/th This would. correspond to a field,. line of generation of 

about latitude 6rf'~ 
. . 

10.4 lisoussion. !his oyolotron theory of hiss can &eoeunt tor the 

obaerved eharaoteriet1oa of hiss listed in Chapter 2 •. Pram Fiem-es 

58 and 59 and e~tio~ (9.3) and ( 10~1) we see ~hat DaffOw an4 
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medium band width bias 000\lfflDB at trequenoies less than 10 k.o/ s 
0 ' 

weuld be produced at geomapetic latitudes of 60 or higher. Verr 

wide to na.rrew bandwidths can be produced by this process even.for 

w14e pitoh angle and energy 41stribut1ona provided the high 

en~rgies are faiily sharpq out off (power law or exponential) as 

ebserved.49 Wide ban-4"111;1 ~1 be produced by higher energy 

eieotrons which we might expect to be associated with magnetic 

activity. 

Prom our present state of knowledp, the oyclot:ren 
•' 

process explains the observed features of hiss as well as does the 

'1'ft process (see Chapter 6). In addition the cyclotron process 

· alreBCQ" explains the nmch more detailed features of the discrete 

emissions and dawn chorus. iowever the two processes are not 

maw.ally exolusive. !oth mq operate, possibq even at the same 

time and 1n the same electron streai., though one may dominate. 

It should. be pesaible to distinguisli betwe~ these three pc;~sibili

ties ( cyclotron, or '1ft, or both), if ~ot from present &lta~ at 
' . 

least from new experiments based on predictions of the two theories. 

The 'l'IT process requires a stream travelling towards· 
" . 

the observer whereas the cyoletron process requires the reverse~ 

Urlfortunately hemisphere to hemisphere electron and wave travel 

times are of the order of seconds whereas time variations of hiss 
' 28 

are of the order of mimtes or hours • Thus whistler mode 

reflections of hiss and magnetic reflections of electrons nuld make 

' the original stream and emission direotionsvery difficult to detect. 



Al though both theories predict tlult the centre 

frequency of narrow band bursts will be proportional to the 

minimum oro frequency (h
0
), the constants ot proportionality- are 

different. Jlor the Ti'1' theory this frequency is 0.15 h
0

, wh.ereae 

for the cyclotron theory it is 0.55 h
0

~ Pc>r typical 4 ko/s 

narrow band. hiss the corresponding field line latitudes are 55.,5• 

and 63~5G~ In addition the fflprocess oan produce narrow band 

hiss not obeyillg this relation if' the stream ta mono energetic antl 

narrow pi tohed. !his effect is 41fficul t to de~ect on the earth 

because propagation under the ionosphere allows observation of hisa 

generated in a. wide range of field l1i1e latitudes. On the other 

hand a satellite traveliing jttst above the ionosphere (or higher) 

will receive only radiation generated in the field. line thrGugh 

which it is passing. In addition, since there would be no 

ionospheric losses to oont4D,cl with, the intensity would be seve1"$1. 

orders ot magnitude greater and the observed amplitude-frequency 

spectra would be as generated. li'or ~imilar reasons such a satellite 

would be very useful for work on discrete emissions and whistlers. 
• I 

10.5 Conolusions. J>oppler shiftei cyclotron radiation ~m receding 

electrons whioh alreaq explains the detailed frequency-time shapes 

ot discrete emissions oan also explain the observed eharaoterietioa 

of hiss. However the amplified cerenkov ( M) process also explaine 

these charactal'istics and it is difficult to distinauish betwoan the 

two theories for hiss on present data. Observations from a satellite 

of the variation of frequency of narrow band hiss with geomagnetie 

latitude could resolve this. 
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11. COllCWDD'G RFXAJU(S-

11.1 Gene~l. '!he relnant (emission) preperties ef V.L.i'. emissiens 

described in Chapters 2 and 3 are explained. · Either or both of two 

quite different processes might produce MJi1aa", but only the eleotron

oyoletron precess can explain the detailed features of the "discrete 

emissions"• liurthermere this latter precess can expla1n the other 

types ef discrete emissions ( "oheJ.'US" and. "lii.as"). B'et only dees 

this clear up a 1D7steey of long stand.ins bllt prondes · a new t0el 

(0hapter9) for the ·1.nvestigation of fast electrons in the exosphere. 

Other properties not relevant to the emission process 

are not dealt with in the theoretical treatment. These lnoiude the 

westerly drift of noise sources mentioned in Section. 2.6, the 24 hour 

"echo" bursts and the ~c variations of amplitude and frequency 

of hiss desoribed in Chapter 3. 'l'heae and other leng term effects 

reftecl 'the properties Gf the sources of the electrons which generate 

the emissions. However the establishment of the emission process and 

the techniques (chapter 9) for fiDcUng the energy, pitch and latitude 

et these e1eotrons provide a basis for investigation of these sou.roes. 

tt.2 S.!!fS!stions for l\u'tMl' Jlork. 

(i) The techniques derived in Chapter 9 nuld previde very inter

esting information if used on a sufficiently large number of hoeks. 

Although few spectrograms of hooks of suitable aspect ratio ( 1 sec.• 

10 kc/s) have been published; the vast amount of tape recorded durirJg 

the 'IGY years (Section 2.3) should contain ample. These techniques 

should prove as useful for the fast aleotrens as whistler measurements 

have been tor the thermal eleotrons ((~it/3 and temperature88): 

1'71 
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(ii) Experilllents to teat the frequency-v-latitude variations of 

narrow band hiss as predicted by the eleo'tren-cyolotre~ and Tft' 

theories should be carried out, as outlined in. Chapter 10. 

(iii) As mentioned at the encl of section 9.5, the high :trequenoy 

parts of heolts sometimes show significant departures ( '.r + tee large) 

:t:rom the predicted shapes. 'l'he cause of this ma.,v lie in the assump

tions of an unperturbed dipole magnetic field, a constant scale 

f':requenoy and.Q • O (section 9.2). 

11.3 Published Work. Kuch of this work has been published 1n 

appropriate journals. A list of these papers together with the 

sections of the thesis in which similar material appeared is given 

below. Reprints ef those marked with an asterisk will be found in 

an envelope at the-.. o'f this thesis. 
• • 

1. R. ~. Dewda1!1 ·, "L• :,., raaiG n01se from the aurora•, Nature, .1§!, 
, · 803 ( 1959) (Section 3.1). _ 

. . 

. -- . ·. ' 

2. B. I:,~ _Dowden ,•Geornasnetic noise at 230 ko/s", Nature, Jll, 677-678 
. ( 1900) (Section 3.1) • · . 

3. B. L. Dof/den*, "Wicle band bursts of V .L.JJI. radio noise ('hiss•) at 
Hobart" Australian J. ~a • .12, 114-119 (1962) 
(Section 3.1). · 

• 4.·R. L. Dowden., "Simultaneous observations of V.L.F, noise ('hiss•) 

6. B. l,• 

at Hobart and Mao9-uarie Island," J. QeopbJs. Res • .§!, 
1587-1588 (1961) \not disouoaea). 

. . . . 
Dowda , "A theeretical model of electron danei ty along at. 

geemagnetio line of force in the exesphere", J. Atmos. 
terr. Phys., lQ, 1a2--130 ( 1961) ( Chapter 5). 

:4< 
Dowden, "'Scale frequenoyt of the exospheren, Nat11.re, .122, 

984-985 ( 1962) ( Section 5.5) • 

• 7. R. L. Dowden , "Theel'f of' generation of exospheri.c V .t.r. noise 
('hiss')" I. Geephys. Ras.,.!I, 2223--2230 (1962) 
(Chapter 6). 
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a: B. L. »owun*, "loppler emifted oycletnn-radiati(?n ft-om electrons 1 
a theor;y o'f V .L.I'. emissiens trem· the exosphere" J. 
Oeapbya. Iles., .il, 1745-1750 ( 1962) ( Chapter 7) • 

9 • R. t·. Dowden'f "Oyolotren theery- of V .L~P. di.aorete elllissions," . 
?lature,m, 1085-1086 ( 1962) (Sections 8.1 and 8.3). 

10. R. L. Dowden~ "Anthers reply to ·the preceding disoussion," J. . 
· Geapbys. Res., .il, 4qoo-4qof ( 1962) (Section 8.2). 

* . . . . 
11. !~ L •. Dowden, · nverr-le~frequenoy diserete emisaions reoei ved at - . · . 

conjugate points,~ Nature, .m, 64 {1962)(Seotion 8.3). 

12. R. L. Dowden, "llethed ef measurement ef eleotron energies and other 
data from speot:.~~·ams of V.L.F. emias1ons", · . 
Australian J. Phys.; J.2, 4-~o- tro3 0962) (Chapter t). 

13. R. L. Dowden, "Doppler shifted _oyoletren generation of e:m~pherio 
· . y.L.B'~ mis~ ( 'hiss')" Planet, apace sci,•·(ln the 

press, 1962) (Chapter 10)~ 
. . 

11 .4 A.olmowleymenta_. I am indebted to Pref. G. R. A. Ellis, my- super-

visor tor most ot this work, _forum.oh encouragement, criticism and ad.Vice. 
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could also explain hiss ( chapter 10) • I also wish to thank Prof• G. 
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13. S,YMB()I.£ 

ill symbols are defined 1n the body ot the the11is where they 

firat occur. Thoe• which are u1ed extensively- and which may eccur 

awq from tha1r definitions are alse listed here. Where appropriate 

the reader is referred to a Section er Figure tor further information. 

Note that a diti'erent netation (Brice 1a) is uaed in Section 8.2 and 

1n Figure 48. 

a = ,
2/a =- 1cal.e trequenoy (Section 5.5) 

a • J.f>2p
8
2/a.

0
2 (ueed only in Chapter 6) 

I = geomagnetic field intensity 

C -- velocity ot light in tree epace --
D =- tti = whistler "dispersion". 

E - energy -
t = aignal or emission frequency-

t+,t- =- upper and lever TWl' amplified frequencies (Section 6.2) 

tn a: whistler nose frequency 

g -- t/h -- 0 

h - electron Qrro frequency--
J (>E) =- flux of particles of' energy > E 

t =- latitude angle coordinate (Fig. 32) 

lm = latitude coordinat~ ot mirror point. 

p - eleetron plaema tnrquenoy -
n = refractive index 

N ---- electron density 



R = radius vector ( in earth radii) 

• • diatance along a field line {Fig. 32) 

t ~ delay time 

T1,T2 =' times related t0 hooks (Fig. 51)a 

T+ = T1 • T2 = time "width" ef a hook 

T- = T1 - '1'2 ( = equivalent nose whiBtler delay) 

v • Telecity 

JC = h/t0 

i:1 = ·:i I Cx - 1 > 3 

J:2 =- (x - 1)3/::ic 

Cl = attenuation (or amplitioation) constant 

p = v/c 
I 

y = (1 - f(')-i 

~ = ~ 1ec
6 J., 

e = angle between directions of emission and magnetic field. 

~ = geomagnetic latitude at vhich a field line cats the earth I s 
1urfaoe (Fig. 32) 

~ = (1 • 3 ,1n
2l)1 

~ = helical pitch angle ( COi t = V' T) 

Subscript o = value at t = 0 ( equatorial plane) 

Subscript X. = value at t =- A (earth1e surtaoe) 

S.ubscr~l?t d = component in the direction of the magnetic field 

5 Used with a different meaning (Brice• a) in Section 8.2 and 
Figure 48. 



Subscript m = maximum value (Section 10.2) 

Subscript n ~ value at t = tn 

Subscript a= electron component (Section 7.2) ' 

Subscript g:. wave group component (Section 7.2) 



(Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 195, No. 4845, pp. 984-985, 
September S, 1962) 

'Scale Frequency' of the Exosphere 
\V:insTLER measurements of nose frequency (in) 

and time delay at this frequency Un) give a f n, tn 
distribution well fitted by a 'gyrofrequency' model of 
elec tr6n density in the exosphere1 : one for which the 
electron density is everywhere proportional to the 
magnetic field strength or gyrofrequency (JH)- Since 
the electron density is directly proportional to the 
square of the plasma frequency (f 0) arid uniquely 
determined by it we can express this model by the 
relation: 

f~ = ]a]H 
The constant ofproportionality,Ja, has the dimensions 
of frequency and so might be called the 'scale fre
quency' of the exosphere. It is typically around one 
megacycle - per second (as deduced from Smith's 
work'). 
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Fig. 1. The function F for calculation of scale frequency from 
nose frequency and nose delay time 



To the extent that tho gyrofreqnency model fits the 
real exosphere the scale-frequency is constant. But 
the point I wish to make in this communication is 
that, regardless of this fit, the parameter, 'scale 
frequency', is a very useful one in _exospheric studies. 
It is in the same form (frequency) as the other 
parameters (10, fn, f) describing emission and propa
gation in the exosphere. The low-frequency dis-
persion D0 = f' 12t becomes D 0 = .~ J!l2 where s is the 
half-length of the field line in light-time units (light
seconds). For Ju constant along a field line the nose 
whistler integral can be solved analytically'. Since 
whistler data show that the scale frequency is at least 
quasi-constant then variations in space and time can 

• be sensitively expressed by it. This would be par
ticularly useful in discussing magnetic disturbance 
effects. 

Scale frequencies are readily deduced from_ fn, tn 
data from nose whistlers. A recent extension of 
whistler analysis• makes it possible to obtainfn and tn 
from perhaps all well-defined whistlers even when the 
nose is not directly observable. In this work2 it 
was shown that the nose frequency dispersion (Dn) is 
related to the low-frequency dispersion (D0 ) as: 

Dn = 1·456D0 

Thus: 
tn.f ~12 = l ·456 sf !12 

Since the field line (and lengths) is uniquely determ
ined by the nose frequency, a function of Jn can be 
substituted for s. Thus: 

Ja = Pt~ J~l3 kc/s 

p = (1•456 Bj~/3)- 2 

where tn is measured in seconds, f n in kc/s and the 
slowly varying function P is shown in Fig. I. 

It is interesting to note that a theoretical model3 of 
electron density in the exosphere based on the premise 
that .the electrons are controlled by the Earth's 
magnetic field rather than gravity gives a quasi
constant scale frequency. Thus, this is largely a 
consequence of geomagnetic control of exospheres 
just as a quasi-constant scale height in the Earth's 
atmosphere is a consequence of gravity control. 

R. L. DOWDEN 

Ionospheric Prediction Service, 
University of Tasmania, 

' Hobart. 
1 Smith, R. L., Ph.D. dissertation, July 11, 1960, S.E.L. Tech, Rep. 6, 

Stanford University. . -
• Smith, R. L., and Carpenter, D, L,, J, Geophys, Res,, 66, 2582 (1961), 
• Dowden, R, L., J, .Atmos, Terr. Phys,, 20, 122 (1961), 

Printed in Great Britain by Fishe,, Knight &. Co,, Ltd,, St, ,\lbans, 



( Reprinted.from Nature, Vol 811 pp. 803, September 12, 1959) . 

Low-frequency (100 kc./s.) Radio Noise from 
the Aurora 

EXTRATERRESTRIAL radio 'noise' has been in
tensively studied during the past decade.· The steady 
background radiation or 'cosmic noise' from inter
stellar space has been observed 1 at frequencies down 
to about 1 Mc./s. and an intensity of about l0- 1 • 

watts per square meter per cycle per second (W.m.- 2 

(c./s.)- 1 ). Ellis' later showed that cosmic noise at 
lower frequencies could not penetrate the earth's 
magneto-ionic upper atmosphere. Reber 3 , however, 
reported observations of steady noise of intensity 
l0- 22 W.m.- 2 (c./s.)- 1 at frequencies of 520 kc./s. 
and 140 kc./s. This appeared to be correlated with 
sidereal time and so was claimed to be cosmic noise. 

Recently• extraterrestrial continuous ('white') noise 
has been studied in the audio-frequency band. This 
normally shows peak intensity (10- 16 W.m.- 2 (c./s.)- 1 ) 

at around 4 kc./s. It appears to be generated in the 
upper atmosphere by auroral particles•, it is highly 
correlated with auroral airglow•, and it has been 
designated 'hiss'. 

I have also carried out observations of 'hiss' at 
Hobart, Tasmania, to provide a comparison with 
those of Ellis at Sydney. Results appeared broadly 
similar but the intensity at Hobart is much higher 
(10- 16 W.m.- 2 (c./s.)- 1). In view of Reber's observ
ations (and similar observations of mine' at 450 kc./s. 
at Macquarie Island) it was decided to operate on 
five frequency channels simultaneously, covering the 
gap from the normal 'hiss' frequencies to the con
troversial 100 kc./s. band. The centre frequencies of 
these channels were 4·6, 9·6, 27, 70 and 180 kc./s. 
For the loop antenna and amplifiers used the sensitivity 
increased with frequency, so at the lower two channels 
it was about 10-17 W.m.- 2 (c./s.)- 1 and for the higher 
two it was around 10- 21 W.m.- 2 (c./s.)- 1 • It was 
found that the intensity of both the 'back-ground' 
radiation and the usual 'bursts' showed a .general 
decrease with frequency so that, normally nothing 
was observed at 70 and 180 kc./s. 

On one occasion, however (April, 1959) a number of 
bursts were observed which showed deep fading. 
When the records of the five channels were examined 
together it was found that strong noise was present on 
all channels. Moreover, the fades on each channel 
showed a st,rong one-t.o-one corre,;pnndence and were 

r.. 



simultaneous to the limit of reading (~ IO seconds). 
The noise level of these bursts at the lower frequencies 
was fairly typical of the more usual bursts (I0- 15 

W.m.- 2 (c./s.)- 1 at 4·6 kc./s.) but at 70 and 180 kc./s. 
the noise power was at least two or three orders of 
magnitude greater than normal (to about I0- 19 

W.m.- 2 (c./s.)- 1 ). 

Unfortunately it is not known exactly on what day 
this occurred nor whether a notable geomagnetic event 
took place at the same time, for the research station 
together with the equipment and records was des
troyed by fire on May 24, 1959. It is probably a rare 
event as it only occurred on one occasion in about two 
months observing. It is none the less established that 
'hiss' can sometimes occur at frequencies up to 
180 kc./s. at least, suggesting that extraterrestrial 
noise much below a megacycle might be 'hiss' (that is 
generated in the upper atmosphere) rather than 
'cosmic noise'. 

My thanks are due to Mr. G. T. Goldstone, who built 
and operated much of this equipment and assisted in 
the observations, and to Dr. G. R. A. Ellis, Upper 
Atmosphere Section, C.S.I.R.O., who provided part 
of the equipment and· circuits and who suggested the 
4·6 kc./s. and 9·6kc./s. observations. 

R. L. DOWDEN 

Commonwealth Ionospheric Prediction Service, 
Hobart, Tasmania. 

Aug. 19. 
1 Reber, G., and Ellis, G. R., J. Geo. Res., 61, 1 (1956). 
2 Ellis, G. R., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 9, 51 (1956). 
• Reber, G., J. Geo. Res., 63, 109 (1958). 
• Ellis, G. R., Plan. Space Sci. (in the press). 
• Ellis, G. R., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 10, 302 (1957). 
• Duncan, R. A., and Ellis, G. R., Nature, 183, 1618 (1959). 
' Dowden, R. L., J. Atmos. Terr. Phy.,. (in the press). 

Printed in Great Britain by Merritt & Hatcher Ltd., London & High Wycombe 



(Reprinted fro111 Nature, Vol. 187, No. 4738, /J/J. 677-678, 
August 20, 1960) 

Geomagnetic Noise at 230 kc./s. 
GEOMAGNETIC radio noise or 'hiss' usually occurs 

only in the .audio region. Dm·ing severe magnetic 
storms it has been reported up to 30 kc./s. ·on a 
sweep frequency analyser' and at 70 and 180 kc./s. 
on fixed tm10d channels 2 • The latter report• was 
,vritten after the records had been destroyed in a 
fire. New observations at up to 230 kc./s. are 
described here. 

Observations were made simultaneously at the 
fom· frequencies 4, 9, 70 and 230 kc./s. (using two 
dual-beam cathode-ray oscillogre,phs and photo
graphic Tecorcling) over the period mid-September 
to mid-November, 1959. Geomagnetic noise- was 
observed on three occasions only: 2245 u.T., October 
31; 04:{Q u.T., November 3; and around 0330 U.T., 
N ovcmber 6. The planotaTy magnetic index (kp) ranged 
from-4 to 6 at these times. The noise burst observed 
on November G is reproduced in Fig. 1. This shows 
9 and 230 kc./s. only, since the camera recording 4 
and 7,0 kc./s. jammed on this occasion. · 

The general appearance of the noise _bm·st
relatively gradual rise and decline of intensity (as 
distinct from thf? sharp 'on' and 'off' of man-made 
interference) and impulsive noise- component superim
posed on a steady or 'white' noise-level-is typical 
of geomagnetic noise bursts observed at audio
frequoncies. The maximum noise-levels arc seen to 
be 0·SµV.m.- 1 (c./s.)-½at 9 kc./s. and 16 mµV.m.- 1 

(c./s.)-! at 230 kc./s., corresponding to intensities of 
about 10-15 W.m.- 2 (c./s.)- 1 at 9 kc./s. and 3 x 10-1 • 

W.m.-2 (c./s.)- 1 at 230 kc./s. The intensities observed 
at 4 and 9 kc./s. at these times wore typical of strong 
bursts at these frequencies. The 70 and 230 kc./s. 
intensities were of the same order as previously 
reported•. A striking featm·e of Fig. 1 is the close 
correspondence of amplitude fluctuations at the two 
frequencies. These appear simultaneous to the limit 
of reading of the time scale ( ~ 10 sec.). 

A probable mechanism for generation of this noise 
is Cerenkov radiation from small clouds of charged 
particles travelling through the ionosphere and 
exosphere1 , 3, 6 • Radiation is produced at all frequences 
for which tho velocity of the particle clouds exceeds 
tho group velocity of the radiation (Cerenkov condi
tion). The close <;orresrondence b~tw~e:p._ the two 
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frequency com1 oncnts observed suggests production 
by t,he same part,i le clouds and in the same geomag
netic tube of force since moving charged particles a1·e 
effectively constrained to a tube of force. 

Accordingly the tube of force ending at Hobart 
(geomagnetic lat. 52° S.) was considered, and tho 
group velocities of 9 and 230 kc. /s. radiation call 
cu.lated• as a function of distance along this tube of 
force. Electron density as a function of radia
distance was obtained from whistler data$. Tho 
assumption was made that the electron density in the 
exosphere is spherically distributed. At 9 kc./s. it 
was found that tho group velocity would be every
where less than O · 12 c. from tho ionosphere to tho 
equatorial plane (total distance 15,000 km.). At 230 
kc./s. only radiation produced below the gyro-level 
is observable on the ground. From the ionosphero 
to the gyro-level (a distance of about 5,000 km.) 
the 230 kc./s. group velocity would be everywhere 
less than O · 1 7 c. Consequently, particle clouds 
travelling down this tube of force at O · 2 c. (say) could 
produce Cerenkov radiation at both frequencies. 
Since the travel-time even of 9 kc./s. radiation 
produced at 15,000 km. would be less than a second, 
bursts of radiation at the two frequencies would 
arrive at the ground simultaneously to our limit of 
reading. 

Estimates of absolute intensities to bo expected 
from the Cerenkov pl'Ocess depend too strongly on 
unknown factors (for example, size and number of 
clouds and cloud density) to be meaningful. But we 
can make an order-of-ma~tude eiatiwate of tho 

relative intensities based on reasonable assumptions. 
If these unknown factors were the same for both 
frequencies we would find that the ratio of intensities 
produced at 9 and 230 kc./s. would be proportional 
to the path-length in wave-lengths for which the 
Cerenkov condition holds3 • This indicates that tho 
intensity prnduced at 230 kc./s. should be nearly ten 
times that at 9 kc./s. However, this ratio will be 
modified by tho ear trumpet effect of the converging 
tube, giving enhancement proportional to the tube 
cross-section, which is in turn inversely proportional 
to tho field-strength or gyro-frequency. For the tubo 
of force under consideration this will enhance the 
ratio in favour of 9 kc./s. by a factor of five. AJso 
if the attenuation in regions of high collision frequency 
is taken into account (from Helliwell's curves•) we 
find that 230 kc./s. will be attenuated by about eight 
times as many decibels as 9 kc./s. Agreement with 
the ratio of intensities observed at Hobart (3 x 103 

or 35 db.) is reached for an assumption of about 5 db. 
for 9 kc./s. and hence about 40 db. for 230 kc./s. 

Consideration of tubes of force ending farther south 
of Hobart require attenuations of 9 kc./s. considerably 
loss than this, in keeping with observations of multi
echo whistler trains. Thus estimates based on thi;; 
mechanism give reasonable agreement with observa
tions of wide-band noise bursts for frequencies from a 
few kc./s. to a few hundred kc./s. 

It is interesting to note that for this mechanism 
wide-band bursts will only be observed if the electron 
density distribution along a line of force is such that 
the plasma frequency is always greater than the gyro 
frequency for the range of frequencies observed. 
Since tho electron density in the equatorial plane is 
obtained from whistler data this gives a lower limit to 
electron density at each point along the line of force. 

My thanks are due to Mr. G. T. Goldstone, who 
built much of the equipment and assiBted in tho 
observations, and to Mr. P. S. Bowling who provided 
housing for the equipment in the field. 

R. L. DOWDEN 

Commonwealth Iono pheric Prediction ,ervice, 
Hobart, Tasmania. June 10. 

1 Ellis, G. lt., Plan. Space Sci., 1, 253 (1959). 
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• :Uaeda, K., and Kimura, I., Rep. Ionos. Re8. Japan, 10, 105 (1956). 
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A theoretical model of electro_n density distribution along a geomagnetic 
line of force in the exosphere 

R. L. DOWDEN 
Ionospheric Prediction Service, Hobart, Tasmania, and the University of Tasmania 

(Received 1 i August 1960) 

Abstract-By consideration of charged particles spiralling in geomagnetic tubes of force, particle densities 
a.re derived for a. source of particles filling the tubes at (i) the equatorial plane or (ii) the earth's surface 
(ionosphere). The first case gives a distribution of roughly constant density for geomagnetic latitudes (A) 
up to 60° and the second to one of density roughly proportional to magnetic field strength for A. < 60° and 
R < 1·25 earth's radii. 

1. lN'.rRODUCl'ION 

OvER the last few years whistler and micropulsation studies have yielded in
formation about electron densities in the exosphere out to several earth's radii. 
So far this information has not been sufficient to determine whether or not the 
electron density varies with latitude. In studies of propagation of radio and hydro
magnetic waves along the geomagnetic lines of force and of the generation of v.l.f. 
radio noise, dawn chorus, etc., it is necessary to assume a distribution of electron 
density along the line of force. The assumption usually made is that electron 
density is distributed with spherical symmetry about the centre of the earth. This 
would be logical in the absence of a magnetic field as any local discontinuities 
would tend to diffuse over a sphere. In the presence of a magnetic field, however, 
charged particles are mainly confined to a tube of force so that diffusion would 
take place along the magnetic field lines. 

This paper is an attempt to take this effect into account and derive the dis
tribution along a line of force on the assumption that the tubes of force are supplied 
with charged particles (electrons, protons, etc.) from near the earth's surface 
(e.g. the upper ionosphere). The particles will move in helical orbits along the line 
of force. Since the cross-section of the tube of force rapidly increases towards the 
equatorial plane and since the pitch of the }:telices decreases (i.e. opens out) in this 
direction we would expect the density to decrease. Collisions are neglected except 
in the source regions near the earth's surface. Here down-coming particles which 
are "lost" are replaced (assuming equilibrium) by an equal number of up-going 
ones. 

The density distribution of the faster particles which produce v.l.f. radio noise 
and possibly aurora during magnetic storms is also derived on the assumption 
that these particles are injected into the tubes in regions farthest from the earth, 
that is near the equatorial plane. 

Finally the electron density at any point in space is derived on the rough 
assumption that the electron density in the source regions (ionosphere) varies 
with geomagnetic latitude (A.) as cos A. 

In all cases symmetry about the geomagnetic axis is assumed. Hence the 
relatively slow drift of charged particles in longitude has been neglected. 
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A theoretical model of electron density distribution along a geomagnetic line of force in the exosphere 

2. THEORY 

The various equations describing the dipole magnetic field, a line of force and a 
tube of force are given (ALFVEN, 1950; CHAPMAN and SuGIURA, 1956): 

where: 

R = R 0 cos2 l 

R 0 = sec2 ). 

H=rJHo 

HA = H 0A 0 hence A = A 0/rJ 

ds 
dl = R 0¢, cos l 

R = radius vector in earth radii} 1 d" t 
l ] t ·t d 1 po ar coor ma es . = a 1 u e ang e 
). = geomagnetic latitude at which the line of force cuts the earth's surface 

H = intensity of the earth's magnetic field 
rJ = ¢, sec6 l 
cf, = (1 + 3 sin2 l)112 

A = cross section area of tube of force 
s = distance along line of force 

Subscript "O" denotes values for which l = 0 (i.e. in equatorial plane) and subscript 
")." values for which l ~ J, (earth's surface). We note immediately that: 

'Y/o = r/>o = 1. 

We consider one of the particles spiralling along the line of force determined by )._ 
At the point determined by "l", let its pitch angle be tp and its speed v. Equations 
governing its motion (GOLD, 1959) are: 

v = v0 (constant) 

H /sin2 tp = H 0/sin2 'I/Jo 

Hence sin2 tp = 'r/ sin2 'I/Jo· 
The velocity of the "guiding centre" of the spiralling particle is: 

'!:! = v cos tp = v( 1 - sin2 tp)112 
dt 

= v(l - 'r/ sin2 1Po)112. 

The probability of finding this particle at position "l" is proportional to dt/dl. 
Now, 

dt dt ds 
al = ds. dl = Ror/> cos l[v(l - 'r/ sin2 1Po)1f2J-1. 
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If we consider a large number of such particles (l, "Po, v) the density (cm- 3 ) will be 
given by 

dt KR 0 
n("Po, v) ex dl /A = Aov . r;</> cos l (1 - r; sin2 "Po)-1;2 

where K is a constant of proportionality. 
In the equatorial plane: 

KR . KR 
n (VJ ' v) = __ o (1 - sm2 "P )-112 = o 

0 0 A 0v O A 0v cos "Po 
Hence 

(1) 

We first consider the simpler case of a source of particles in the equatorial 
plane. If the source is isotropic (no preferred particle direction) simple geometrical 
considerations show that the distribution of pitch angles will be given by 

dN 0 ('tp 0 } = N O sin "Po d1jJ 0 (2) 

where the expression on the left hand side represents the density (at l = 0) of 
particles having pitch angles in the range "Po and "Po + d"Po· Substituting this for 
n 0("Po) in (1): r-----

dN(1jJ0} = N 0r;cp cos l sin "Po cos VJ 0(l - r; sin2 "Po)-112 d"Po· 

The total density at point l, ). is given by integration over all allowable values of 
"Po from "Po = 0, to "Po = its maximum value 'P"0 given by r; sin2 'P' 0 = 1. Particles 
which had pitch 'P' 0 will have pitch "P = 7T/2 at this point (magnetic mirror point). 
Particles of greater pitch will have been removed by magnetic reflection before 
reaching this point. 

Hence 

N = N o'f/<p cos l i'l'osin "Po cos tp 0 (1 - r; sin2 "Pot112 d"Po· 

Putting x2 = 1 - r; sin2 1p 0 , 

z 11 N = N 0r;cp cos.l- dx =N0cp cos l. 
r; 0 

(3) 

The expression cp cos l is unity at l = 0 and at sin2 l = 2/3 (l ~ 55°). It has 
its maximum value (1·15) for sin2 l = 1/3 (l ,..._, 35½ 0

). Simple computation shows 
it to be within 15 per cent of unity for l < 60°. 

Hence this distribution which probably applies to the case of solar particles 
injected into the tube of force during magnetic storms gives a practically constant 
density along a line of force for all lines (},} up to). = 60°. 

The thermal particles which make up the background medium are probably 
supplied where ionization is taking place, i.e. in the ionosphere. Accordingly we 
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consider an isotropic source at l = 2. The distribution of pitch angles is given [as 
in (2)] by 

(4) 

We relabel these same particles by the pitch angles ('f//0 ) they would have on 
reaching the equatorial plane, where 

• 2 • 2 sm 'f//;. = r;;. sm "Po· 
Differentiating: 

2 sin 'f//;. cos 'f//;. d1/';. = 2r;J. sin 'f//o cos 'f//o d'f//0• 

. sin 'f//o cos 'f//o 
Hence sm 'f//J. d'f/1;. = 1);. ----- d'f/1 0 . cos 'Ip). 

= r;;. sin 1Po cos 1Po( 1 - r;;. sin2 "Po)-112 d1Po· 

Relabelling (4) and substituting: 

dN;.('f/1 0 ) = N;.r;). sin 1Po cos 111 0(1 - 1)). sin2 "Po)-112 d111 0 • 

From (1) we have: 
(1 - r;;. sin2 'f//o)l/2 

no('f//o) = n;.('f//o) <p;.1);. cos 'f//o cos A 

Replacing n 0(1Po) by dN 0(1Po) and n).('f// 0) by dN;.('f// 0) as given in (6): 

N;. sin tp 0 
dN o('f//0 ) = <p } d'f/lo. 

). cos . 

(5) 

(6) 

Integrating from 'f//o = 0 to 'f//o = '¥ 0 where sin2 'P' 0 = 1/r;). [hence cos '¥ 0 = (1 
- 1/r;i)l/2]; 

N l'Y" N O = <p ;. sin 'f//o d111 0 ;. cos 2 o 

N). [ ( 1)112] 
= <p;. cos 2 1 - 1 

- r;). 

(7) 

Hence (8) 

We can now find Nat any point "l" as in the previous argument by replacing the 
pitch d1Stribution given in (2) by that in (8) except that the upper limit is now 
given by sin2 '¥ 0 = 1/r;;.. 

That is 
N 

N = ;---( /0 
<p cos l [(l - r; sin2 111 0)

112Jt 
., 1 1)).) 

= N 0 <p cos l, (r;] / t(~J (9) 

where , (~) = 1 - ( 1 - - and use has been made of (5). 
1'/) 1/2 

1'/). 
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An approximation can be obtained by noting 

{(o) R::! ½o + 102
• 

Hence for 'YJ;. ► 1 and 'Y/;. ► 17: 

N = N 017cf, cos l. (10) 

This approximation is good to within about 10 per cent provided 'YJ;./'YJ > 2½ or 
sec6}.,jsec6l > 2 or R > 1·25. 

The distributions derived have been expressed in terms of N O since this quantity 
(as a function of R 0 or A) is the one most readily found from whistler and pulsation 
studies. However, the N 0(A) distribution is derivable if we assume a distribution 
for N;., the electron density in the upper ionosphere. 
Suppose 

Substituting in (7) 

( 11) 

3. DISCUSSION 
3.1. Assumptions 

The theory is valid provided (i) that the geomagnetic field is approximately 
dipole, (ii) that collisions and (iii) gravitational forces can be neglected, and (iv) 
that the electrons (and protons) are supplied mainly from near the earth's surface. 
We will consider each of these assumptions separately. 

3.1.1. Dipole field. Recent data from the space probe Pioneer V (COLEMAN et 
al., 1960) indicates that the field extends out to about 14 earth's radii. VESTINE 
and SIBLEY (1959) find that the field lines connecting the auroral zones (R0 r-.J 6) 
are not seriously distorted by solar streams, even during auroral displays. This 
indicates the dipole field is valid out to about 10 radii. 

3.1.2. Collisions. As pointed out in the Introduction, collisions in the regions 
of highest collision frequency, the source regions, are effectively taken into account 
by the theory. In an exosphere of protons and electrons only collisions of electrons 
with protons are important since elastic collisions between like paiticles involve 
only velocity exchange and the much heavier protons are not greatly effected by 
collisions with electrons. Assuming a temperature of about 10,000°K in the source 
regions, the thermal velocity of an electron would be around 108 cm/sec. The time 
taken for one trip along the line of force A = 70° (say) would be about 100 sec. 
The effective average density N (Ns = J Nds) along this line is about 80 cm-3 so 
that at this temperature the effective average collision frequency will be about 
2 x 10-4 sec-1 • Thus the probability of an electron suffering a collision during a 
single trip would be about I in 50. Collisions would involve pitch changes and so 
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change the theoretical pitch distribution slightly. In the equilibrium condition 
this effect could be allowed for by a weak source in the equatorial plane giving rise 
to a small and essentially constant additive term (equation 3). 

3.1.3. Gra·vitational forces. These can be neglected if the maximum gravitational 
potential energy is much less than the kinetic energy of the particles. This condition 
is met for temperatures in the source regions of ,-,2°K for electrons and ,__.4000°K 
for protons. CHAPMAN (1959) suggests that the temperature of the exosphere 
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ranges from 30,000°K at heights around 1000 km to about 200,000°K where the 
exosphere merges into interplanetary space. Thus it is likely that the condition 
is met for both electrons and protons. 

3.1.4. Source points. JOHNSON (1959) has shown that the electrons etc. making 
up the exosphere must be of telluric (terrestrial) rather than solar origin. Hence 
the source will be the ionosphere where appreciable ionization is taking place. 
The theory developed above strictly requires that the "surface of the earth", be 
the ionosphere and so the "radius of the earth" be the radius of the ionosphere. 
This will effect slightly the units of R and R 0 and the definition of ?,.. 

3.2. Computed distributions 

The electron density in the equatorial plane (N 0 ) as a function of radial distance 
(R0 ) was computed from (11) for NE = 2 x 105 cm-3• This value of NE, the 
average electron density of the source region above the equator, is consistent with 
experimental measurements of the noon maximum density of the ionosphere 
(Nmax) at the equator (CROOM et al., 1960) of ,..._,20 X 105 cm-3 and values N/Nmax 
,..._,0·2 at ,..._,800 km (presumably the source region) found by satellite experiments 
(GARRIOTT, 1960). This is shown in Fig. 1 together withDuNGEY's (1954) theoretical 
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distribution Noc exp (2·5/R) scaled to give agreement at 2 earth's radii and the 
experimental distribution of ALLCOCK (1959) from whistler studies for the range 
1·2-3 earth's radii, and by OBAYASHI (1958) from pulsation studies for the range 
4-7 earth's radii. When compared with the experimental curve we find a dis
crepancy which is small for R 0 < 2, nearly a factor of ten for R 0 ,..._, 7, but decreasing 
at greater distances [using 0BAYASHI's extrapolation N = exp (17·5/R 0)]. 
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Fig. 2. Electron density along a line of force. 

The distributions along lines of force A = 40° and A = 60° were computed from 
(fl) using values of N O of 10,000 cm- 3 and 100 cm- 3 respectively taken from the 
whistler-pulsation experimental curve. These are shown in Fig. 2 together with 
distributions computed from the experimental curve on the assumption that the 
electron density is distributed with spherical symmetry about the earth. The 
dashed portions of the curves correspond to extrapolations into regions within 
1000 km. The fact that the discrepancies between the two types of distribution 
change · sign between A = 40° and A = 60° suggest that the spherical symmetry 
distribution may be a reasonable approximation for longitudinal propagation 
studies within this range of A. However, for A < 60°, <p cos l R:i 1 and so provided 
also R > 1·25, we have from (10) N ~ nN O or Noc H. Hence in this region the 
"whistler" mode (longitudinal extraordinary mode at frequencies much less than 
the gyro frequency) refractive index, being proportional to N/H, is approximately 
constant. 

Values of electron density (N) were computed for a large number of points 
(A, l) for lines up to A = 80° from values of N O taken from the experimental N 0(R0 ) 

whistler-pulsation curve. For A > 65° values of effective N O were obtained by 
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extrapolation. For the longer lines of force(). > 70) it was assumed that the theory 
would remain a reasonable approximation for R < 10 even though the line of 
force equations may not hold for R > 10. Contours of electron density or isopycs 
are shown in a plane containing the geomagnetic axis in Fig. 3. The line of force 
). = 70° is shown for reference. Presumably the contours close over the axis poles. 
This suggests considerable extensions of electron density in the direction of the axis. 

Fig. 3. Contours of electron density (isopycs) in a plane containing the geomagnetic axis. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The distribution of electron (and proton) density along a line of force has been 
derived (equation 9). At latitudes less than 60° and heights greater than about 
2000 km (R > 1·25) the electron density is approximately proportional to the 
magnetic field strength (N/N O = H/H 0}. The density distribution of "aurora" 
or "magnetic storm" particles has also been derived (equation 3). The latter 
expression approximates to N = N O for latitudes less than about 60°. The electron 
density distribution in polar coordinates has been derived graphically (Fig. 3). 
At low latitudes the distribution is approximately spherically symmetrical, but at 

. high latitudes departures from this are great, tending towards constancy along 
radii. This suggests considerable extensions of electron density above the geo
magnetic poles. 
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 

IT HAS SINCE been pointed out to the writer by Dr. J. H. PIDDINGTON and Dr. F. S. JOHNSON 
that satellite orbit data give temperatures of 1000-1500°K at heights around 400-700 km 
(HARRIS and JASTROW, 1959) so that the assumption of 10,000°K in the source regions is around· 
seven or eight times too hig_h. If these low temperatures applied throughout the exosphere, 
collision frequencies would be some twenty times greater. The electron density distribution will 
be largely controlled by the distribution of the much heavier protons which may not be seriously 
affected by electron collisions, but at these low temperatures thermal protons would have 
insufficient energy to neglect gravitional and geocentrifugal effects. This difficulty might be 
resolved by placing the source regions at a much greater height where the effective gravitional 
potential energy is lower and where the temperature may be much higher. The same equations 
derived above will describe this case provided quantities are redefined as discussed in Section 
3.1.4. 

On the other hand the writer has also been informed since (by Professor R. A. HELLIWELL) 
of a distribution of electron density out to 5 earth radii obtained from nose whistler measurements 
(SMITH, 1960). This distribution was found to fit a "gyrofrequency" model: N = Kfn<!>A-1, 

where K is constant. Our distribution can be put in this form from (IO) and (II) where 

K = Ng/, cos l ~ .....!!!£_. 
2(JH)A 2Unh 

For R 0 > l ·25 and land}. < 60°, K is "constant" to within about 50 per cent. The two distribu
tions can be closely matched throughout this region if the value of NE suggested in Section 3.2 
is reduced by a factor of about three. 
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NOTE ADDED TO REPRINT 

R. L. Dowden 
Ionospheric Prediction Service, Hobart, Tasmania 

The shape of the isopycs ( Fig. 3) is drastically dependent on the 
No (Ro) model used. Since (11) agrees very well with Smith's data for 
NE = 6 x 10 4 cm- 3 these curves have been redrawn on the following basis: 

N 
NE .,, cp 

2 T/ >.. cp>.. 
cos l from (10) and (11) 

~- cp 2 cos 1 
canst. for each curve = 

2 R 3 4 _ _2 cos 2 1 = 
R 

This is shown in Fig. 4. Horns of Fig. 3 near >.. = 70° ~re now removed. 

Since N>.. is not really zero at the poles, the polar dip (l> 70°, say) of Fig. 4 . 

will also be affected. "H" is a curve of constant gyro frequency. 
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Theory of Generation of Exospheric 
Very-Low-Frequency Noise (Hiss) 

R. L. DOWDEN 

Ionospherio 'Prediction Service and University of Tasmania 
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia 

Abstract. The traveling wave tube amplification process proposed by Gallet and Helliwell 
is considered in greater detail. Account is taken of the spiral motion of particles traveling in 
the magnetic field, the interaction distance for which amplification at any one frequency can 
occur, and the slowing down of the stream particles by the wave amplification process. It is 
shown that narrow band bursts of hiss can be generated by weak electron streams of even very 
broad velocity and pitch distribution. The center frequency of such a band is characteristic of 
the terminating latitude of the line of force of generation. Stronger streams produce an over
load effect giving rise to wide and very wide bands. Narrow bands can be produced at other 
frequencies by streams of narrow velocity and pitch distribution. 

Introduction. The phenomenon treated here 
is that continuous type of exospheric emission 
variously called VLF noise, exospheric noise, geo
magnetic noise, and hiss. It usually appears as 
band-limited white noise in the frequency range 
of about 1 to 10 kc/s. Hiss occurs in a broad 
band or in one or more narrow bands. The nar
row bands usually have bandwidths of around 
1 kc/s, though narrower bands occur [Helliwell 
and Carpenter, 1961]. Hiss occurs in bursts of 
two main types [Ellis, 1959]. The most common 
type, 'isolated burst,' is typical of magnetically 
quiet conditions. These bursts are narrow band, 
usually 1-2 kc/s, centered at about 4 kc/s. 
Though detectable at relatively low latitudes the 
v~st majority of these have been shown to oc
cur at geomagnetic latitudes greater than 50° 
[Ellis, 1960]. The center frequency, bandwidth, 
and intensity of the hiss remain remarkably con
stant over the duration of these bursts, which 
is generally about an hour. The second type oc
curs as an extended series of hiss bursts or 'noise 
storms.' In contrast, these show considerable in
tensity and bandwidth variations. All major 
magnetic storms are accompanied by noise 
storms [Ellis, 1959]. Generally, the bandwidth 
increases with magnetic activity. During severe 
disturbances very wide band bursts covering the 
range from about 100 c/s to over 200 kc/s can 
occur [Dowden, 1962a]. 

Hiss shows a strong correlation with airglow 
[Duncan and Ellis, 1959] and aurora [Martin, 

Helliwell, and Marks, 1960]. Rocket and satel
lite observations have shown that streams of 
electrons produce aurora [Mcllwain, 1960] and 
airglow [O'Brien, Van Allen, Roach, and Gart
lein, 1960]. It seems likely that these streams 
also produce hiss, though experiments to test this 
have yet to be reported. 

Several mechanisms have been suggested [El
lis, 1957, 1959; Allcock, 1957; MacArthur, 1959; 
Gallet and Helliwell, 1959] capable of producing 
noise in this frequency range. However, none of 
these attempts to account for all the features 
outlined above. The most promising approach 
is the selective amplification process analogous 
to the traveling wave tube (TWT) proposed by 
Gallet and Helliwell. In this an electron stream 
provides amplification at frequencies for which 
the phase velocity of the amplified wave is equal 
to velocity of the stream. Both electrons and 
wave were assumed to travel exactly along the 
direction of the magnetic field. 

Gallet's TWT process can be generalized by 
removing the restriction that the electrons travel 
exactly down the field line. In general, the elec
trons will spiral down the field lines. The pitch 
of the spiral at any position along the field line 
is determined by the principle of invariance of 
magnetic moment. For the low-energy particles 
required for this process (at most, a few kev) 
the radii of gyration will be much smaller than 
the extent of the wave front. Thus it is the 
component of particle velocity down the field 
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line or 'guiding center' velocity that must be 
equated to the longitudinal component of the 
wave phase velocity. 

The analogy of this process with the traveling 
wave tube is perhaps closer than envisaged by 
Gallet and Helliwell. Since their work was pub
lished, it has been established by several people 
that field-aligned columns of ionization can oc
cur in the exosphere [Smith, 1960], and these 
produce a strong wave guide action in the very
low-frequency range [Smith, Helliwell, and Yab
rofj, 1960]. A longitudinal magnetic field is often 
introduced into traveling wave tubes to focus 
the electron beams, and it is the guiding center 
velocity of the electrons that determines the 
amplification. As for the laboratory TWT, a 
(signal) longitudinal electric field is required for 
interaction with the stream. As was pointed out 
by Gallet and Helliwell, a substantial longitudi
nal compon.ent of electric field will exist in the 
exospheric TWT. It is the phase velocity of this 
component that is important, but for simplicity 
we will assume that this is c/n, where n is the 
refractive index of the medium for strict longi
tudinal propagation in the extraordinary mode 

. below the gyro frequency ( whistler mode). Thus 
for guiding-center velocity {3.c the condition for 
amplification is 

n/3d = 1 

In addition to this, we assume that, as for the 
laboratory TWT, the amplification in decibels 
or nepers is proportional to the distance in 
wavelengths along the field line for which am
plification is possible at any one frequency. In 
the treatment given below the physical processes 
of amplification are not considered further. 

Many of the writers referred to above de
scribed mechanisms for the production of chorus 
type phenomena rather than hiss. These discrete 
VLF emissions differ from the phenomenon 
considered here in ways other than their dis
creteness [Helliwell and Carpenter, 1961]. A 
mechanism for the production of these discrete 
emissions, very different from that considered 
here, is described by the writer elsewhere [Dow
den, 1962b]. 

Amplified Frequencies. From the condition 

n/3d = l 

and the refractive index for whistler-mode propa
gation 

n
2 = 1 + p2/f(h - f) 

n2 » 1 

We find by solving for f 

h [ ( 4/3/p
2

)

1

1
2

] 
/ =- 1± 1---

2 h2 

where 

pis the plasma frequency, 
h is the gyrofrequency, 
/ is the amplified frequency, and 
n is the refractive index. 

This is essentially the expression derived by 
Gallet and Helliwell [1959]. If a model of the 
exosphere is assumed, this expression can be put 
in a form in which, for a given line of force, the 
latitude angle coordinate is the only variable. 
To do this we assume that, at least along the 
lines of force considered here, the magnetic field 
is a dipole and the electron density varies in a 
way previously derived [Dowden, 1961]. Thus 

h = TJho 

p
2 

p/ r,cf, cos l for R > 1.25 

{3/ /32(1 - TJ sin2 Vlo) 

where 

T/ = cf, sec 8 l, 
cf>= (1 + 3 sin2 l) 1 ' 2, 

l is the latitude angle coordinate, 
R is the radius vector in earth radii, 
,/I is the pitch angle, and 
subscript O refers to values in the equatorial 

plane. 

We assume here that the energy loss of any 
particle through amplification of the wave will 
be sufficiently small to regard the particle speed 
{3c as constant. The effects of appreciable energy 
loss will be considered in a later section. Sub
stituting these expressions, we find 

f = TJho 
2 

{ [ 
4/32 p/ 7 , 2 

· 1 ± 1 - ---,;:-- cos l(l - TJ sm ,/lo) ]1/2} 
(1) 

It will be seen later that the frequency given 
by the minus sign is the more interesting. This 

• 

• 
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can be put in a form containing relatively slowly 
varying functions, which is more suitable for 
computation. We define 

Then 

a= 4fJ2p//h/ 

x = a cos7 Z(l - 7/ sin2 if;o) 

'Y = (2/x)[l - (1 - x) 112
] 

r (rJho/2)[1 - (1 - x) 112
] 

fJ2 2 

= f
0
° -y ·cf, cos l(l - 7/ sin

2 y;0) (2) 

Frequencies as a function of the latitude angle l 
have been computed for particles of various 
speeds and pitch angles traveling along the line 
of force that terminates at geomagnetic latitude 
50°. A smooth join to an ionosphere similar to 
that used by Gallet and Helliwell [1959] has been 
made at a height of 2000 km above the surface 
of the earth. The results of this are shown in 
Figure 1. Except for the effect of the ionosphere, 
the shape of these curves would be very similar 
for lines of force terminating at other latitudes. 
Only a change in frequency scale is required. 
The important parameter affecting the shape is a. 
It is seen that in many cases the amplified 
frequency is fairly constant over great distances. 
This follows from (2), for cf, cos l stays within 15 
per cent of unity for l < 60°, 'Y rapidly ap
proaches unity for small values of x, and the 
term containing the pitch angle is fairly constant 
except near the mirror points. Of even greater 
interest are those regions for which variation of 
these terms nearly cancels out, producing very 
nearly constant frequencies over great distances. 
At these frequencies amplification will be great. 
We will consider this in greater detail. 

Interaction distance. For appreciable inter
action at any one frequency we require not only 
that the wave phase and particle guiding center 
velocities be equal, but also that this condition 
should hold effectively over some appreciable 
distances. 

Suppose that initially (s = 0) the condition 
n/34 = 1 holds exactly at some frequency, but 
further on, owing to changes in the guiding
center velocity of the medium, the particle stream 
slowly overtakes the wave. The stream (guiding
center) velocity relative to the wave is thus 

C 
AV = - (n/3d - I) 

n 

In time dt 

d(As) Av· dt ds = c/n · dt 

d(As) (n/3d - 1) ds 

Now 

where 

Hence 

As = f f (n/3d)' • ds · ds 

In the region of interest, that is, on one of the 
curves defined by (1), the condition n/3d = 1 
holds at all points, changes in the medium or 
stream velocity being exactly balanced by 
changes in frequency f. 
Thus 

Hence 

a 
as (n/3d) I con, 1. 

Now 

n/3d = Pl3a[f(h - m-l/
2 for 132 « l(n2 » 1) 

a 
- as (nf3a) I rnruino 

Hence 

½P/3a[f(h- t)]-
112 -(h·~ - 2/·1.D 

f(h - f) 

a 1 h - 2f df 
as (n/3a)/con,1. = 2(~' ds 

since n/3a = 1. Since As must be small (at least 
< X/2) throughout the interaction distance s, 
thens is given by the integration limits 

X 1• 1• 2 >As= 
0 0 

(n/34)'·ds·ds 

= .! 1• 1• (.!. h - 2f. df) ds. ds 
2 o o f h - f ds (3) 

where X is the wavelength. 
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. ing along the field line that terminates at geo
magnetic latitude 50°. These are plotted against 300 
the latitude coordinate angle l. The frequencies 
given by the negative sign in (I) are shown by the 
solid curves for several initial pitch angles fo, 
Those for the positive sign are shown by broken 
curves. (a) Stream of 0.25 kev electrons. The shape 100 of these curves is typical of a « 1. The upper 
frequency (J+) approximates the gyrofrequency at 
all points and is thus well above the frequency 
scale shown here. (b) 2.5 kev electrons. This is 
typical of the 'resonance' condition for small pitch 
angles: a ~ 0.6. (c) 5 kev electrons. This is typical 30 
of a > 1. The 'noses' where the two branches meet 
occur at half the gyrofrequency. 
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This shows that amplification will not be 
appreciable at the frequency given by the plus 
sign (!+) in (1) for two reasons; first, because 
df/ds is usually large (Fig. 1) and, second, 
because (h - f) is generally quite small. At the 
points where the two curves join (Fig. le) 
h - 2f is zero, but also df / ds is infinite. 
Consequently, the high-frequency branch will 
not be considered further. 

Thus, considering only the low-frequency 
branch, we differentiate (1) with respect to l 
and make the 'Y substitution 

! df = t z{ 6 + 3 cos2 l 
f dl an ¢2 

( 3 cos
2 

l ) . 2 } 
_ 7 + 1J ~~ - 1 ·sm Vlo = L 

(1 - 7)Sin 1fo)(2 - 'Y) (4) 

From the line of force equations for a dipole field 

ds 
dl = R0¢ cos l (5) 

The resulting expression containing s can be 
simplified by noting that¢ cos z ,.,,_, 1 for l <• 60° 
and, in the region of interest (high amplificati~:m) 
the term 

(h - 2f)/(h - f) 

is also close to unity. Thus from (3), (4), and 
(5) we have 

2 As~ J,z, t L dl dl (6) 
Ro z. 1, 

s/Ro ~ l2 - l1 

We assume that, as in the TWT process, the 
amplification (in decibels or nepers) is propor
tional to the interaction distance measured in 
wavelengths, s/'A. In those cases for which s is 
sufficiently small, the integration range l2 - l1 
is also small, so that over this range the integral 
L in (6) will be approximately constant. Thus 

2 As 1( )2 'A 
Ro ~ L · 2 l2 - l1 = Ro 

in the limiting case (As = 'A/2) . 
Then, since 

(7) 

2AC:.,---------,--------, 
Ra 

10· 20· 
l 

30° 40° 

Fig. 2. Calculation of s/>... Equation 6 is plotted 
for three values of a near 0.6 for fo = 0, and for 
a « 1 for fo = 20°. 

However, in the more interesting cases where 
8 is large, (6) must be integrated. Curves giving 
2As/ Ro as a function of l are shown in Figure 2 
for some of the cases which give relatively large 
values of s. For a given curve the value s/'A is 
found by selecting a range of l that has a range 
of 2As/Ro equal to 'A/Ro, This range of l is then 
8/ Ro, as is shown in Figure 2. It is seen that for 
very small pitch angles the highest values of 
s/'A are found for a ,.,,_, 0.6. For larger pitch 
angles these are found at lower values of a. 
No particles of pitch angle i/;o much greater than 
20° have large s/'A values. 

The parameter s/'A as a function of frequency 
for particles of very small pitch angle traveling 
along the line of force terminating at geo
magnetic latitude 60° is shown in Figure 3. 
Particles of greater pitch angle will have a s/'A 
curve showing a smaller and broader maximum 
occurring at lower frequencies. For other lines 
of force the essential change in the s/'A curve is 
the frequency scale, the maximum occurring 
(from equation 2) at 

f ~ aho/4 ~ 0.l5h0 

This relation is also shown in Figure 3. 
The theory derived so far shows that, if a 

particle stream is confined to a narrow tube of 
force and if this stream is 'weak' so that very 
high amplification is required, a narrow band of 
noise (hiss) can be produced even though the 
stream contains a wide spectrum of particle 
velocities and pitch angles. This occurs because 
only a very narrow range of particle velocities 
and pitches can give the necessary amplification. 
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Fig. 3. Interaction parameter s/>. for stream 
particles of small pitch guided along the field line 
terminating at geomagnetic latitude 60°. At other 
latitudes frequencies will scale so that maximum 
s/>. occurs at the frequency given by the dashed 
curve. 

Thus we have explained the observed occurrence 
of narrow band, 'quiet,· isolated bursts. The 
theory further predicts that the frequency at 
which these bursts occur is a function of the 
terminating latitude of the line of force. There is 
not sufficient experimental evidence as yet to 
prove this one way or the other: some observa
tions indicate that lower frequencies occur at 
higher latitudes as has been predicted by 
Gustaf sson, Egeland, and Aarons (1960]; others 
[Outsu and Iwai, 1961] seem to indicate the 
reverse. 

Energy loss. As for the laboratory TWT, we 
expect the amplification (in nepers) to be 
proportional to s/'A. Thus the amplified power is 

P = b exp (as/X) (8) 

where b and a are constants. The constant b is 
thus the, power before amplification, or at least 
that generated at the beginning of the amplifica
tion process. The constant a controls the rate of 
amplification; This must be some function of 
the properties of the stream. 

If b (in Wm- 2 c/s-1) is not a strong function 
of frequency, then, from (8), the s/'A curve in 
Figure 3 has the shape of a logarithmic plot of 
generated noise intensity with frequency. How
ever, from (2) the noise power in any given small 
band of frequency is produced by particles of a 
corresponding small range of velocities and 

pitches. Clearly, the noise power produced in 
this band cannot exceed the kinetic power (K) 
of the corresponding particles. Thus 

P<K 
This 'overload' condition is probably more 

restrictive than this, so we write it as 

(9) 

where A is a factor as yet undetermined. Thus 
in general there will be an overload plateau 
region of relatively constant intensity, provided, 
of course, that neither A nor K is a strong 
function of frequency. This will be reached for a 
given value of a when the intensity given by (8) 
reaches that given by (9). Then for all values of 
s/X as given in Figure 3 greater than the critical 
value (from equations 8 and 9) 

(s/X)crit = 1/a log, (AK/b) (10) 

the intensity will be given by (9). 
Consequently 'weak' streams for which the 

rate of amplification (a) is small will produce 
narrow band hiss, and 'strong' streams (large a) 
will produce wide or very wide band hiss. The 
pe¥ intensity for all will be given by (9), so 
that unless A or K is a strong function of a, 
the main effect of varying degrees of amplifica
tion rate should appear in the bandwidth rather 
than in intensity. If a is related to magnetic 
activity, then this explains why the peak in
tensity of hiss bursts occurring during mag
netically quiet periods is of the same order as 
that during disturbed conditions, but in general 
the bandwidth increases with magnetic activity 
from around 1 kc/s for 'isolated bursts' [Ellis, 
1959] to over 100 kc/s during severe disturbances 
[Dowden, 1962a]. 

It is difficult to make quantitative estimates, 
since little is known of the relevant quantities. 
We can get some idea of the amplification 
required in the following way. The observed 
peak intensities of hiss after allowing for propa
gation losses [Dowden, 1962a] are of the order of 
AK = 10-10 Wm-2 (c/s)-1• If the amplification 
is large we require only a very crude idea of the 
initial noise intensity b. For Cerenkov emission 
[Ellis, 1957] this would be of the order of b = 10-19 

Wm-• (c/s)-1• Then from (8) it is seen that 
about 20 nepers of amplification would be 
required. From (10) and Figure 3, a = 2 X 10-a 
would be required for a narrow band burst of 

J, 
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hiss and a = 2 X 10-2 for a wide band burst. 
Although this amplification is very high com
pared with laboratory TWT practice, the values 
of amplification rate a required here are very 
conservative. 

We also need to see if the kinetic energy of 
electron streams is adequate to explain the 
observed hiss intensities, that is, if the required 
values of A in (9) are reasonable. Rocket meas
urements [Mcllwain, 1960] have been made in 
an electron stream that produced a quiescent 
auroral glow and so might be taken as typical. 
Within the range of measurement (3 to 30 kev) 
the stream kinetic energy flux in watts per 
square meter per unit energy interval (kev) was 
found to fit the expression 

K = 5 X 103E exp (-E/5) (11) 

E in kev. At around 2 kc/s, from (2), amplifi
cation will be produced by 0.5 kev electrons, 
and an energy interval of 1 ev will correspond 
to a frequency interval of about 4 c/s. So 
assuming that the above expression (11) is valid 
down to 0.5 kev, the stream kinetic 'intensity' is 

K ~ 6 X 10-7 Wm- 2 (c/s)- 1 

From (9) and the observed intensity quoted 
above, A ,.._, 10-,. Even if this extrapolation of 
(11) is a very crude approximation, it seems 
that there will be sufficient energy, that is, A < 1. 
For the laboratory TWT the efficiency is around 
10 per cent; that is, A ,.._, 0.1. However, we 
would expect much lower values for the exo
sphere because, within the much longer iteration 
distances of several thousand wavelengths 
required, a relatively small loss of kinetic energy 
would destroy synchronism. 

Discussion. The theory explains the main 
characteristic of hiss: that it appears as band
limited white noise. The expression (9) suggests 
that within this band the intensity will be 
relatively uniform but outside the band the 
intensity (8) drops exponentially. Bandwidths 
from very narrow to very wide are possible 
without requiring special velocity and pitch 
distributions of the stream particles. The band
width of the noise increases with the 'strength' 
of the stream, which seems in agreement with 
the observation that bandwidth increases with 
magnetic activity. Very strong streams requiring 
only short distances of interaction to reach over
load power could produce noise at all the fre-

quencies in Figure 1 simultaneously and so 
produce the very wide band bursts. Short streams 
some 1000 km long in the direction of the field. 
having high values of a and a narrow spectrum 
of velocities, would amplify the frequencies 
along one of the curves in Figure 1 in sequence. 
These could produce the 'quasi-constant tones' 
and the TWT 'hooks' as proposed by Gallet and 
Helliwell [1959]. 

We would expect 'isolated bursts' to be 
produced by weak streams. If these generally 
occur in geomagnetic latitudes from about 50° 
to 65° then the corresponding center frequencies 
(broken curve in Figure 3) should range from 
about 1 to 10 kc/s. Thus 4-kc/s bursts should 
occur at around 55° to 60°. The experimental 
evidence so far obtained seems to allow this, 
though there is not sufficient data to provide a 
test. 

On the other hand, narrow band noise not 
conforming to this frequency-latitude relation 
could be produced by streams of narrow energy 
(velocity) and pitch distributions. Mcllwain 
[1960] found that a stream which produced a 
strong visible aurora consisted of practically 
monoenergetic electrons. A stream having more 
than one such energy distribution could produce 
more than one narrow band of noise. Multiple 
narrow bands could also be produced by weak 
streams of uniform velocity distribution if 
several occurred in slightly different latitudes 
simultaneously. Thus, as seen from Figure 3 
(broken curve), center frequencies differing by a 
factor of 2 can be produced by streams less than 
5° of latitude ("'500 km) apart. In the same 
way the finite width of streams would set a 
limit to the narrowness of the amplified band. 
However, satellite measurements at a height of 
a few hundred kilometers [O'Brien, Van Allen, 
Rodch, and Gartlein, 1960] show that some 
streams are as narrow as 25 km (traversed by 
the satellite in 3 sec). 

It may appear to the reader that this theory 
rests on the assumption that detailed expressions 
can be extracted from a theoretical model which 
might not be truly representative of the real 
exosphere. However, provided the electron 
density along the field line varies smoothly in a 
manner not greatly different from the model used, 
the essential qualitative results of this theory 
should still hold. Similarly the qualitative 
results may not be greatly affected should 
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subsequent study of the exospheric TWT 
mechanism require some modification to the 
amplification condition nf3c1 = 1. 
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Doppler-:Shifted Cyclotron Radiation from Electrons: 
A Theory of Very Low Frequency Emissions from the Exosphere 

R.L. DOWDEN 

Ionospheric Prediction Service and University of Tasmania 
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia 

Abstract. Cyclotron radiation from electrons in the exosphere spiraling along a line of 
force away from the observer will appear at a frequency less than the local gyrofrequency. An 
electron traveling from the observer's hemisphere to the opposite hemisphere will radiate a 
decreasing frequency until it crosses the equator, and thence an increasing frequency. Propaga
tion conditions and various particle speeds give frequency-time spectra similar to those 
observed. A method of scaling electron speeds and the field lines in which they occur from 
observed data is described. Tests of the theory are discussed. 

Introduction. Very low frequency em1ss1ons 
occur in the audiofrequency region and show 
association with magnetic disturbance. It is 
generally thought that they are generated in the 
exosphere or upper ionosphere by fast charged 
particles. Two main types occur: 'hiss,' a con
tinuous white noise that can occur in broad or 
narrow bands; and 'chorus,' which is made up 
of rising and falling tones or whistles. Only the 
chorus type is considered here. This phenomenon 
sometimes occurs as quite separate discrete 
whistles showing definite and repeatable forms 
on frequency-time spectrographs. These have 
been described by many workers as 'falling 
tones,' 'hooks,' 'risers,' and 'pseudo noses.' 
Examples of these are shown in Figure 1 (after 
Helliwell and Carpenter [19611). 

The first theory explaining the frequency-time 
shape of some of these was given by Gallet and 
Helliwell [1959). They suggested that, when the 
particle speed {3dc was equal to the wave velocity 
c/ n at some frequency, energy from the particle 
would be fed to the wave in a process analogous 
to that of the traveling wave tube (TWT). 

Thus from the condition 

n{3d = I 

and the refractive index 

they found 

n
2 = I + p2/[f(h - f)] 

n2 » I 

h [ ( 4{3/p
2)112

] j = - I ± I - --2-
2 h 

where h is the gyrofrequency, p is the plasma 
frequency, and {3dc is the component of particle 
velocity along the magnetic field line. (This is a 
more general form. They considered particles 
traveling exactly along the field line.) 

This was applied to 'hooks' having a slowly 
descending frequency followed by a rapid rise. 
On this theory the first part would be produced 
in the exosphere and the rapid rise in the upper 
ionosphere. 

MacArthur [1959) considered Doppler-shifted 
cyclotron radiation from protons. Protons gy
rating at frequency H will appear at a much 
higher frequency f if they are rapidly approaching 
the observer, where 

f = H/(I - {3dn) 

He showed that this approximated to the TWT 
expression. Essentially this is because for H/f « 
I, n{3d~ I. The same process was also considered 
by Murcray and Pope [1960a]. However, they 
used the refractive index at frequency H rather 
than that at f and consequently obtained a 
different expression. This was corrected in a 
later work [Murcray and Pope, 1960b]. 

Murcray and Pope [1960a, 1961) pointed out 
an advantage of the proton gyration-theory over 
the TWT theory: a quantitative· estimate of 
radiation can be made. On the other hand, such 
an estimate made by Santirocco [1960] indicated 
that proton radiation would be much too small 
for detection unless [Murcray and Pope, 1961] 
enormous numbers of protons radiate coherently. 

However, the situation is different for radia
tion from gyrating electrons, since the emitted 
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Fig. 2. Graph of equation 3 for finding emitted 
frequency. 

power is inversely proportional to the square 
of the particle mass. Thus we would expect the 
radiation power from electrons to be greater 
than 3 million times that from protons, other 
factors being the same. 

Theory. Suppose that an electron (or rather 
a small bunch of electrons) is traveling in a 
helix about a line of force of the earth's magnetic 
field. Suppose that it is traveling away from the 
observer's hemisphere with velocity component 
along the line of force of {3dc. Thus the rotating 
electron (or bunch) is an oscillator of frequency 
h moving away from the observer at velocity 
{3dc in a medium for which the observed frequency 
f travels at velocity c/n. 
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Fig. 3. Frequency emitted by an electron of 
the energies shown as a function of position (lati
tude angle). All fom electrons have mirror points 
at 41 °. 
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Fig. 4. Frequency-time (dispersions) curves for 
the electrons considered in Figure 3. These should 
be compared with the observed spectrograms in 
Figure 1. 
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TABLE 1. Mirror Oscillation Periods of the 
Electrons Considered in Figure 3 

Energy, Period, 
kev sec 

5 2.56 
10 1.82 
25 1.28 
50 0.81 

Thus 

f 
where 

Hence 

(h - f)3 = P2/3/f 

Smith [1960] has shown that a model of elec
tron density distribution in the exosphere for 
which' the electron density is everywhere pro
portional to the gyrofrequency fits his nose 
whistler data rather well. Theoretical considera
tions by Dowden [1961] lead to a distribution 
that approximates to this gyrofrequency model. 

Thus p2 = ah, where a~ 1 Mc/s [Smith, 1960] 

:. (h - f)3 = a/3/fh (1) 

This is difficulj; to evaluate algebraically except 
for f « h, when 

f ~ h2/a{3/ 

However (1) can be put in the form 

(2) 

(Al ~ t__ 
(Bl ~ r 
(C) ~ ~ 
~ 
(DJ~ 

Fig. 5. Types of discrete emission that can be 
produced by this process. (A) Bunch injected at 
midpoint (equatorial plane), mirrored in observ
er's hemisphere, and scattered at midpoint (falling 
tone or pseudo whistler). (B) Bunch injected at 
midpoint and either absorbed near the mirror in 
the opposite hemisphere or mirrored, and scat
tered, at the midpoint (riser for slow bunch, 
pseudo nose for fast). ( C) Bunch injected at mid
point, mirrored in observer's hemisphere, and 
survived one transit through midpoint to pass 
into opposite hemisphere (hook). (D) Medium
speed bunch injected at midpoint, mirrored in 
southern hemisphere, then northern, southern, 
northern, and finally scattered at the midpoint. In 
the northern hemisphere a riser, a hook, and a 
falling tone are observed; in the southern, two 
hooks. Synchronized spectrograms from conjugate 
points would look like this. 

parameter {3d is calculated for invariance of 
magnetic moment: 

( 

(1 - f/h) 3 

f/h (3) {3/ = {32 (1 - 7/ sin2 fo) -;-

A plot of a/3//h versus f /h permits f to be 
found, given {3/ and h. This is shown in Figure 2. 
The approximation 2 is seen to be valid only for 
a/3d2/h > 20. 

Values of/ have been found from Figure 2 for 
electrons of energies 5, 10, 25, and 50 kev 
traveling along the line of force terminating at 
geomagnetic latitude 60°. The position of a 
point on this field line is determined by the 
latitude angle l. The emitted frequency as a 
function of latitude angle is shown in Figure 3. 
The helical pitch (y;o) of all these electrons is 20° 
in the equatorial plane, so that mirror points 
occur in each hemisphere at l = 41 °. The 

where 

7/ = (1 + 3 sin
2 

l)
112 

sec
6 

l 

Suppose that these electrons make one trip 
from the mirror point in the observer's hemi
sphere to the mirror point in the opposite hemi
sphere. We need to find how frequency would 
vary with time as observed on the earth's 
surf ace at the base of this line of force. Such 
frequency-time curves can be found by summing 
the time delay due to the finite velocity of the 
electron (T,) and that due to the finite group 
velocity of the wave (T0 ). 

T = T, + T 0 
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TABLE 2. Hazards and Relative Occurrence 

Hazards 

Source Observed* 
Class and Region Relative 

Types Mirrors Transits Abundance 

Chorus 403 
(B) Risers 0 0 178 

psuedo noses 7 
(A) Falling tones 1 0 21 
(C) Hooks 1 1 15 
(D) Multiple 

forms 2 1 
or more or more 

* From Mclnnes [1961]. 

where 

J ds a112 J ha12 
T. = V. = 2c/112 (h _ 1)a12 • ds 

and 

+ D(ionosphere) 
1•12 

T, = f ~. = ;cf (1 - 7/ :n2 Vlo) 112 

Integration is carried out over the path, and 
the integrals were evaluated numerically. The 
resulting frequency-time curves are shown in 
Figure 4. The time T = 0 is defined as that 
instant when the electron passes through the 
equatorial plane toward the observer's hemi
sphere. It could thus be the time of injection 
into the line of force. Note that for the 5-kev 
electron the time scale starts 1 second after this. 

Discussion. The frequency-time curves in 
Figure 4 show good agreement with the ob
served hooks in Figure 1. If the electron bunch 
only makes half of the mirror-to-mirror trip, 
which might happen if the source of the bunch 
(probably near the equatorial plane) is also a 
sink, then only half of the full hooks will be 
observed. If this half trip was confined to the 
observer's hemisphere only, the falling part 
(falling tone) would be observed. This might be 
mistaken for a whistler in some circumstances. 
Trips confined to the opposite hemisphere would 
give rise to the other half: risers (f and gin Fig. 
1) and pseudo noses. 

On the other hand, at times several complete 
trips might take place before the bunch is lost. 

TABLE 3. Deduced Latitude and Energy of the 
Electrons Producing Nosed Hooks in Figure 1 

Event in Energy, 
Figure 1 Latitude kev 

a 62° 7 
d 62° 5 
h 62° 25 

This would give rise to a series of hooks of simi
lar shape separated in time by the period of 
oscillation of the bunch between mirrors. For 
the faster particles in Figure 4 this is indicated 
by the curved broken lines. The oscillation pe
riods are given in Table 1. An observer in the 
opposite hemisphere near the conjugate point 
would observe the same series of hooks, but 
since radiation is observed only when the bunch 
is traveling away from this observer he will 
observe this series shifted in time by half a 
period. Thus a northward-going bunch sends a 
hook to the southern observer, then, when re
turning on its southward trip, sends a hook to 
the northern observer. This conjugate point test 
of the theory was suggested to the author by 
G. R. A. Ellis. 

The types of emission described above are 
illustrated in Figure 5. A bunch tends to be 
scattered by turbulent magnetic fields in the 
source region (probably near the equatorial 
plane) and to be absorbed by collisions near the 
mirror points. Thus we would expect the rela
tive frequency of occurrence of the various types 
of emission to decrease with the number of mir
rors and source-region transits required for each 
type. Thus 'quasi-vertical' or 'typical' chorus, 
and risers, which are required to survive no such 
hazards, should be the most common. In Table 
2 the number of hazards for each type (as listed 
in Fig. 5) is compared with the observed relative 
frequency of occurrence (from M clnnes [1961]). 
Nosed forms seem to be relatively rare, prob
ably because low particle speeds occur more fre
quently than high. The observed order of abun
dance is otherwise as expected. 

It can be seen from Figure 4 that when cir
cumstances (fast particles, high latitudes) give 
rise to a nose similar to the nose whistler, the 
nose frequency is about one-third of the mini
mum gyrofrequency (ho, shown by broken line). 
This allows calculation of the terminal latitude 
(,\) of the line of force along which the bunch is 
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cos X = (h0/870) 116 ho · in kc/s 

The one-sixth power makes latitude evaluation 
reasonably accurate even for very rough esti
mates of ho. The minimum frequency (f 0) can 
also be scaled from an observed hook. Sub
stitution of ho and f o into equation 1 immediately 
gives the value of (:3.2 in the equatorial plane. 
The pitch will be smallest in the equatorial 
plane, so that, except for large pitch angles, 
(:3d2 ~ (:32• The energy of the electrons in kev is 
then given by 

E = 250(:3
2 kev 

Estimates of ,\ and E for the three hooks in 
Figure 1 showing well-developed ·noses (a, d, h) 
are given in Table 3. 

It is interesting to compare this theory with 
that of the TWT. In the exosphere, for a gyro
frequency model of electron density and for 
fairly slow particles, the latter gives rise to a 
constant or slowly changing frequency. It is only 
when the particle ( or bunch) penetrates the 
ionosphere that the frequency increases rapidly. 
Thus the TWT theory explains narrow-band 
hiss, 'quasi-constant tones,' and hooks having a 
fairly constant frequency first part and a rapidly 
increasing second part. A nose might be pro
duced with this mechanism if the TWT hook is 
reflected back along the line of force and ob
served in the opposite hemisphere. The hook 
shown in Figure 1 (EI) might be of this type. On 
the other hand, the theory presented here pro
duces all the forms entirely in the exosphere. In 
addition, it can explain the other hooks shown 
in Figure 1. The TWT theory will not produce 
multiple hooks from successive particle mirror
ing, since particles having mirror points in or 
below the ionosphere will not survive. It seems, 
then, that both mechanisms operate. The TWT 
theory produces some of the observed forms 
with relatively slow particles (1 kev or less) of 
small pitch angle (for hooks). Our theory pro
duces other forms with faster particles, which 
may have greater pitch angles. In both theories 
noses are produced by propagation and so can 
be used to determine the line of force associated 
with the particles. The above comments on the 
TWT theory also apply to MacArthur's gyrat
ing proton mechanism. 

Conclusions: The qualitative frequency-time 

form of many exospheric emissions is explained 
by this theory. Further, the theory does not 
require ionospheric effects to explain part of 
this form, as does the TWT type mechanism. In 
addition to explaining characteristics already 
observed,. it predicts fm:ther points that would 
provide a tes_t for the theory. Since radiation is 
produced only from electrons traveling away 
from the observer, local precipitation effects 
(aurora, absorption, X rays) will tend to occur 
in the hemisphere opposite that from which the 
radiation is observed. Observation of more than 
one similar hook produced by bunches making 
more than one trip would show that the hooks 
were generated in a region whose mirroring is 
possible (exosphere) and would give an inde
pendent measure of particle velocity to check 
the theory. Simultaneous observations .at both 
ends of a line of force ( conjugate point experi
ment) would be useful for checking this. 
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(Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 195, No. 4846, pp. 1085-1086, 
September 15, 1962) 

Cyclotron Theory of Very-Low-Frequency 
Discrete Emissions 

IT was recently shown1 that -the Doppler shifted 
cyclotron radiation from receding electrons would 
give the observed frequency-time shape of discrete 
very-low-frequency emissions. A further develop
ment enables information about these electrons to 
be deduced from this shape. Thus• electron energy (E),.
initial helical pitch angle (<.j,0), geomagnetic field lint• 
of occurrence (),), and the exosphere electron density 
parameter•, 'scale frequency' (/a), are obtained from 
four parameters (two frequencies and two times) 
scaled from a spectrogram of the emission. Full 
details of this process will be published elsewhere. 

As a demonstration, consider the 'hook' shown in 
Fig. Ia. The location of three points in the frequency
time plane unambiguously requires E = 150 keV, 
(j,0 = 68·6°, A = 61·4° and fa = 527 kc/s. To test 
the theory, 25 points were calculated from first 
principles using this information. The curve through 
these points is shown in Fig. lb. Comparison shows 
excellent agreement. 

The theory1 explains other types of discrete 
emissions as special cases of 'hooks'. In particular, 
the theory predicted a repetitive type of emission 
not previously recognized. This occurs when the 
electron bunch survives several hemisphere to hemi
sphere traverses or 'bounces' between magnetic 
mirror points. The emission appears as a succession 
of similar hooks separated by the bounce period of 
the electrons. It is readily distinguished from whistler 
mode echoes of a single hook since successive hooks 
are not progressively more dispersed according to 
their order in the sequence. Since the observable 
radiation is unidirectional the hooks are received in 
opposite hemispheres alternately, that is, the sequence 
observed in one hemisphere is displaced half a bounce 
period from that observed in the other. This effect 
distinguishes the predicted emission from some other 
effect such as periodic injection of electrons. 

Observation of this predicted emission showing a 
bounce period consistent with E, <.j, 0 , and 1 scaled 
from the shape would be a crucial test of the theory 
both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

A sequence which was probably of.this predicted 
type was recently discussed3• It appeared as two 
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Fig. 1. a, 'Hook' recorded at Seattle, on September 23, 1957, 
at 2035 : 28 U.T. (after Hefllwell and Carpenter, ref. 6) ; b, ns 
calculated from the theory (ref. 1) for E = 150 keV, 'Po= 68·6°, 

A = 61·4° and/. = 527 kc/s 

bursts of 5-6 kc/s noise (presumably parts of a single 
hook) seen three times. It was observed in both 
hemispheres, not simultaneously, but alternately as 
explained here. Since only a narrow frequency 
band was observed the progressive dispersion criterion 
could not be applietl. However, the recurrence 
period was consistent with a bounce period for 
electrons of typical energies as deduced from othor 
hooks, but only a half to a third of typical whistler 
mode echo, delay times at this frequency. On the 
other hand, in a reply•, Helliwell pointed out that 
whistler delay times can be sufficiently small during 
magnetic storms so that in this case the echo possi
bility cannot be ruled out. 

I have since noticed four clear-cut examples 
published by Gallet5 • In each of these there was a 
striking lack of progressive dispersion despite the 

Table 1. COMPARISON OJI' OBSERVED REOURRENOB PERIOD (P,) 
WITH THAT CALCULATED (P,) FROM E, ,p, AND A DBDUOIIID ll'ROM 

Sequence 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

No. of 
hooks 

In each 
sequence 

3 
6 
2 
3 

THE FREQUENCY-Tll!E SHAPE 

Energy 
(E) 

(keV) 
14 

8 
15 

5 

Helical 
pitch 

'Po 
70° 
62° 
72° 
48° 

Geomag- Calcu-
netlc lated 

latitude period P, 
l (sec.) 

59° 1·2 
59° 1·7 
59° l·l 
59° 2·1 

Observed 
period P, 

(sec) 
1·6 
1·6 
1·6 
1·6 

considerable frequency extent of the hooks and the 
relatively large number of separate hooks (six, in 
one sequence). Gallet• remarked on this at the time. 
Table 1 shows E, tji 0 and ),, deduced from the shape of 
one of the hooks for each sequence. The expected 
bounce periods calculated from E, tji 0 and ),, are shown 
as Pc and the observed periods (as measured by 
Gallet) are shown as P 0 • The spectrograms as pub
lished• aro rather small for accurate scaling so that 
the probable error in Pc is rather large. However, 
the general agreement is quite good. 

The electron cyclotron theory gives excellent 
agreement with the observed frequency-time shape 
of discrete emissions. In addit.ion, the predicted 
periodic emission is shown to occur and with periods 
reasonably close to those predicted. Verification of 
the theory not only clears up a mystery of long 
standing but also justifies the use of spectrograms of 
emissions for finding information about the electrons 
which produce them. Large numbers of such spectro
grams were recorded during the International Geo
physical Year. 

I thank Prof. G. R. A. Ellis for advice. 
R. L. DOWDEN 
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_(Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 195, No. 4836, p. 64 only, 
July 7, 1962) 

Very-Low-Frequency Piscrete Emissions 
received at Conjugate Points 

IN a recent article' describing a geomagnetic 
conjugate point experiment an accurately synchron
ized pair of spectrograms was shown. As shown in 
Fig. 1 of that article a sequence of six noise bursts in . 

, the 5-6 kc./s. frequency region was observed at both 
· Kriob Lake, Canada (68° N., geomagnetic), and at 

Byrd Station, Antarctica (70° S., geomagnetic); but 
the sequence begari at Knob Lake 0·8 ±, O·l sec. 
before it began at Byrd. 

However, close inspection of Fig. 1 indicates that in 
each case the sequence is not six separate bursts but a 
pair of bursts seen three times. In support of this it 
will be noticed that the shapes and separation of the 
two bursts in each pair are similar and in each case the 
first burst occurs at_a slightly higher frequency th~n 
the second. Furthermore, the time separation be
tween successive pairs (using the. time-scale pro
vided) is l ·6 ± O· l sec., which is just twi!)e the 
delay between Knob Lake and. Byrd. Thus at 
intervals of 0·8 sec. this pair of bursts appeared 
alternately at Knob Lake and Byrd. 

This phenomenon cannot be dne to successive 
reflexions in opposite hemispheres of electromagnetic 
energy .because· the observed time delays are too 
short. Whistler observations in these latitudes show 
5 kc./s. propagation times between l ·5 and 2·5 sec. 
for a single hemisphere to hemisphere trip~: Even 
then these times refer .to lower latitudes because 
geomagnetic field lines terminating at latitudes 
greater than about 62° do not allow 5 kc./s. propa
gation of this type•. Thus if this phenomenon were 
due to whistler type echoes the delays would be 
several times longer. 

However, such a sequence of alternate reception at 
conjugate points :Vas predicted in a theory proposed 
by me• for the production of very-low-frequency 
discrete emissions. In fact such a conjugate point 
experiment was suggested as a test for the theory. 

Acco,rding to this theory Doppler-shifted cyclotron 
radiation is emitted by a small cloud or bunch of 
electrons spiralling al_ong a field line. Orily the down
ward-shifted frequency can propagate so that radia
tion is only emitted backwards. If the bunch should 
survive several trips along the field line from hemi
sphere to hemisphere, being reflected at the ends by 

/ 



magnetic mirror effect, then an observer at each end 
of the field line would receive an emission each time 
the bunch was travelling away from him. -Thus for 
each observer the time between successive emissions 
would be the complete (there and back) osc·illation 
period of the cloud and the delay between the 
sequences observed in opposit.e hemispheres would be 
half this period 3. 

The complete oscillation period of 1·6 sec. from 
Fig. I (ref. I) would correspond to 60 keV. electrons 
(for minimum helical pitch angles of 20°) if the guiding 
field. line was that connecting the two observing 
stations or 15 keV. electrons if the guiding field line 
was typical of those (around 60°) producing nose 
whistlers observed at Byrd2• These electron energies 
deduced from the oscillation period (15-60 keV.) are 
close to those (5-25 keV.) requ'ired by my theory to 
produce the detailed frequency-time shape of observed 
discrete emissions•·. 

I thank Prof. G. R. A. Ellis, of the Physics Depart
ment, University of Tasmania, for advice. 
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· • Smith, R. L., The Use of Nose Whistlers in the Study of the Outer 
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Author's Reply to the Preceding Discussion 

R. L. DOWDEN 

Ionospheric Prediction Service, Hobart; Tasmania 

Brice has devised a method of testing one of 
the features of my [Dowden, 1962a] electron 
cyclotron theory of discrete VLF emissions: 
that the sequence of emitted frequencies is 
spatially symmetric about the top of the mag
netic field line (geomagnetic equatorial plane). 
He has derived testing parameters which should 
be equal to unity for any sequence of successive 
whistler mode echoes of a hook beginning with 
the zero order or nonreflected hook. When this 
test was applied to four such sequences this 
parameter was of the order of three, quite sig
nificantly not unity. Brice concludes that my 
theory therefore cannot explain these hooks. 

Now, using Brice's notation, it can easily be 
shown from his equation 2 that for symmetri
cal generation the theory predicts: 

Tn - Tn' = (2n + l)(T0 - To') (1) 

If these difference times are calculated from his 
Table 1, it will be seen that they are clearly not 
in the predicted ratio 1:5:9 for the first se
quence and 1 :3 for the other three. 

On the other hand, it is rather striking that 
these ratios are none the less in a logical order. 

They are quite close to 3: 7: 11 for the first 
sequence and 3:5 for the other three. This sug
gests that in each sequence the first trace 
observed by Brice was not the zero-order, or 
non-reflected, hook but the first-order, or once
reflected, hook. Then each of Brice's tabu
lated values of n should be increased by one. 
Now we can resolve this by measuring the times 
between any two traces in a sequence at / 1 

and / •. These are the propagation times for the 
appropriate number of complete hemisphere to 
hemisphere hops. Thus, using the first and 
third of the traces in Brice's Figure 1 we find 
8To = 4.10 sec and ST, = 3.72 sec. Thus from 
Brice's equation 1, T. - r: = 2(To - T,) = 
0.095 sec. This is approximately one-third the 
value tabulated by him. Consequently, for the 
first sequence at least we have clearly demon
strated that the first trace observed is the first
order, or once-reflected, hook. Thus, for this 
sequence Brice's tabulated values of n should be 
increased by one, and his testing parameters 
should be calculated from his equation 4. This 
is shown in Table 1. 

Without having recourse to the original 

TABLE 1 

Predicted n - 1 T1 - Ti' 
Tn - Tn' 

n Tn, sec Tn', sec Tn - Tn', sec Ratios 3 Tn - T1 

0 Not observed 0.095 1 
1 0.39 0.05 0.34 3 
3 0.57 -0.14 0.71 7 1.3 
5 0.75 -0.31 1.06 11 1.3 
0 Not observed * 1 
1 0.16 0.03 0.13 3 
2 0.22 -0.03 0.25 5 0.7 
0 Not observed * 1 
1 0.35 0.02 0.33 3 
2 0.42 -0.07 0.49 5 1.6 
0 Not observed * 1 
1 0.17 0.02 0.15 3 
2 0.22 -0.03 0.25 5 1.0 

* These missing values could be obtained from the original spectrograms. 

4900 

n - I T1 -Ti' 

3 T1' - T,.' 

1.2 
1.3 

0.7 

1.2 

1.0 
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Fig. I. Hook recorded at Seattle on September 23, 1957, at 20h 35m 28s UT (after Helliwell 

and Carpenter [1961)). Superimposed on this is a computed nose whistler originating from a 
hypothetical impulse at the top of the field line at the time shown by the arrow. Note that 
this computed curve is in the center of the hook at all frequencies. 

spectrograms for the other three sequences, we 
cannot here make similar statements about these 
other three. Brice's statement that 'this am
biguity is removed if the hook and echo are 
observed at conjugate stations' is not strictly 
true. Although the zero order signals must 
have been reflected somewhere near one of the 
conjugate stations, they could have been miss
ing from the spectrograms or at least not recog
nized as such for a variety of reasons. 

However, we can say that Brice's first se
quence unambiguously demonstrates the sym
metry aspect of my theory in both the predic
tions that the T,. - T,.' ratios should be close to 
1 : 3: 7: 11 ( from equation 1) and that his test
ing parameters should be close to unity. The 
other three sequences fit the theory if the same 
interpretation of n applies to these also (Table 
1). Furthermore, this can easily be checked 
from the spectrograms as shown above for the 
first sequence. It should be noted that the re
maining discrepancies in T,. - T ,.' and his testing 
parameter values are easily accounted for by 
errors in scaling the times T,. and T,.' of about 

0.01 to 0.02 sec. This is quite reasonable since 
the widths of the traces are some 0.05 to 0.1 sec., 
as is seen in his Figure 1. 

Another test of the symmetry aspect of my 
theory is now presented. It is a consequence of 
this symmetry feature [Dowden, 1962b] that 
the observed frequency-time distribution of a 
hook should be symmetrically spaced ( in time) 
about a half-dispersed nose whistler. In other 
words, at any frequency the midpoint in time 
between the two branches of a hook should lie 
on a curve corresponding to the whistler mode 
dispersion of a hypothetical wide-band impulse 
originating at the top of the field line at the 
instant of generation of the lowest frequency. 
This is also the instant at which the emitting 
electron bunch passes through this point. 

Consider the hook shown in Figure 1. Super
imposed on this is the nose whistler originating 
from a hypothetical impulse at the top of the 
field line at the instant shown by the arrow. The 
frequency-time shape of this nose whistler was 
calculated from a function given by Smith and 
Carpenter [1961] which they have shown accu-
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rately represents this shape. The frequency-time 
scale adopted corresponds to a nose frequency 
(!,.) of 4.60 kc/s (latitude of end point 61.4°) 
and a short whistler delay time ( t,.) at this 
frequency of 1.64 seconds. This (!,., t,.) is typi
cal of moderately disturbed conditions [Car
penter, 1962] when generation of hooks is likely. 
Careful measurement of Figure 1 shows that 
this curve is accurately in the center of the 
hook at all frequencies as predicted. 

It is interesting to note from this second test 
that the 'symmetry curve' or 'equivalent half 
short whistler' of any hook allows direct mea
surement of f,. (as in Figure 1) or estimation 
(when the nose does not appear) by the Smith 
and Carpenter [1961] techniques mentioned by 
Brice. These same techniques allow estimation 
of t,. for nonreflected hooks. Thus, in principle 
hooks give the same propagation information as 
whistlers. In addition, f,. locates the path of the 
emitting bunch, and ½t,. gives the instant the 
bunch passed through the top of this path. 
More convenient methods of scaling f,. and t,., 
as well as methods for deducing electron energy 
and helical pitch angles, are given elsewhere 

[Dowden, 1962b]. Thus all the relevant infor
mation about the emitting electrons can be 
deduced from a spectrogram of a hook. Tests of 
other predictions of my theory are published 
elsewhere [Dowden, 1962c]. 
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Summary 

Wide-band bursts of radio noise from the upper ionosphere or exosphere have been 
observed at frequencies from 100 c/s to 250 kc/s. The observed intensity [Wm-2 (c/s)-1 ] 

ranges from nearly 10-• at 100 c/s to 10-10 at 250 kc/s. However, the intensity at the 
source (above the ionosphere), deduced by subtracting the losses suffered in the iono
sphere and below the ionosphere, shows a relatively flat spectrum at a level of the order 
of 10-10 Wm-2 (c/s)-1 • 

I. INTRODUCTION 

V.L.F. noise, also known as "hiss "or geomagnetic noise, is audio-frequency 
radio noise originating in the upper ionosphere or exosphere which tends to occur 
at times of aurora and geomagnetic activity (Ellis 1959). It usually occurs in 
bursts of minutes or hours' duration. These bursts are usually narrow band 
(a few kilocycles bandwidth) centred at around 5 kc/s (Ellis 1959). Sometimes, 
particularly at times of strong geomagnetic disturbance, very wide-band bursts 
occur (Ellis 1959 ; Dowden 1960). Some very wide-band bursts have been 
observed covering a range of from less than 5 kc/s to more than 200 kc/s (Dowden 
1960). Later observations (this paper) have followed these wide-band bursts 
down to less than 100 c/s so it seems likely that occasionally bursts spread over 
the range from 100 c/s or less to a few hundred kc/s-a frequency ratio of several 
thousand. 

This paper examines the ground level intensities recorded at several spot. 
frequencies (125, 240, 410, 760 c/s, 1 ·8, 4 ·3, 9 ·0, and 230 kc/s) during wide
band bursts observed at Hobart. The corresponding intensities at an arbitrary 
level above most of the ionosphere (550 km) are deduced from considerations 
of the losses affecting the wave from that level to the observing point. 

IL EXPERIMENTAL 

(a) Techniques 
The rece1vmg systems were broadly similar to those described elsewhere 

(Ellis 1959). .A vertical loop antenna fed a wide-band amplifier followed by a 
narrow-band pass amplifier for each channel. Special techniques were used to 
avoid spurious effects of atmospherics and other impulsive noise. 

In one recording system the detected outputs were applied to the vertical 
deflection plates of a C.R.O. During an impulse the C.R.O. spot would be 
deflected well off scale but between impulses the spot would be deflected only by 

* Presented at the Conference on the Sun-Earth Environment, Brisbane, May 24---26, 1961. 
t Ionospheric Prediction Service, University of Tasmania, Hobart. 
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continuous signal. When such a display is photographed by slowly moving film 
the continuous level between impulses is readily apparent. 

The second system was developed by Ellis (1959) for recording on a pen 
recorder. This also records only the continuous level between impulses. In 
this method the detected outputs were applied to a partially unidirectional 
integrator. This had a long time constant of many tens of seconds for increases 
in signal but a very short time constant of some milliseconds for signal decreases. 
The system is thus the reverse of a peak-reading voltmeter. 

Both systems give strong discrimination ( of about 40 dB) against atmos
pherics even when the "mark-space " ratio of atmospherics is very high. In 
some cases both recording systems were used on the one frequency channel. 

~HU.I 1a lllllljldk • t 4W.J•t1•·•· ---••■m-.i1t•s----..,.--_ _..,r:~•-.J~L~ 
240C 

AUG. 17, 1960 

10 11 760C 12 13 14 15 

Fig. 1.-Typical wide-band (c. 1130 L.T.) and narrow-band bursts. 

Further discrimination from any spurious effects follows from the nature 
of the phenomena studied. That shown in Figure 1 is fairly typical. The 
smooth rise and fall of amplitude during bursts, the duration of bursts (order 
of an hour), and the relative infrequency of bursts (around 10 per month), make 
the phenomena readily distinguishable from steady background noise or man
made bursts of interference. 

Two basic methods of intensity calibration were used. In the first the loop 
antenna was replaced by a signal generator or noise generator of the same 
impedance. Burst intensities were then deduced from this receiver sensitivity 
calibration and the effective height of the loop antenna calculated from measure
ment of its physical dimensions. The second method gave direct calibration 
by generating a known field strength in the vicinity of the antenna from a remote 
auxiliary loop. Both methods gave consistent results. The calibration and 
reading accuracy (about 10%) was more than adequate fo~ the argument pre
sented in this paper. 
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Only six recording channels were available so that simultaneous recordings 
were not made at all eight frequencies mentioned above. However, there was 
sufficient frequency overlap to suggest that the wide-band bursts measured 
mainly at the higher frequencies were similar to those measured mainly at the 
lower frequencies. 
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Fig. 2.-Medians and spread of peak intensities of observed wide-band 
bursts. Curves are expected ground intensities for a "white" source 
above the ionosphere at the hatched level [I0-10 Wm-• (c/s)-1 ]. The 

right-hand ordinate is field strength. 

Two sweep-frequency analysers covering the ranges 40-500 c/s and 400 c/s 
to 6 kc/s, though of less sensitivity and of restricted use for intensity measurement, 
were used to check the interpretation of the fixed-frequency records. 

(b) Observations 
Twenty-five wide-band bursts recorded over a period of about 15 months 

are considered here. Figure 1 shows one of these recorded on the five frequencies 
operating at the time. Other narrow-band bursts at around 2 and 5 kc/s are 
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seen on the same record. The median intensities and the spread of intensities 
recorded is shown plotted in Figure 2. Medians for 125 c/s and for 9 · 0 and 
230 kc/s may not be truly representative, as less than five values were obtained 
for each. The burst signal to background noise ratio was best around the middle 
of the band (20 dB at 5 kc/s) but worsened in both directions to about 5 dB 
at 100 c/s and 10 dB at 200 kc/s. 

III. DISCUSSION 

Although there is no strong evidence to indicate the level at which V.L.F. 
noise is produced, we will assume here that it is above most of the ionosphere, 
that is, above (say) 550 km. Directional and spaced observations (Ellis 1960; 
Dowden 1961) show that V.L.F. noise bursts often appear to be coming from 
virtual sources of quite small areas on the Earth's surface. Consequently we 
adopt the model that the burst is generated in a relatively narrow tube of force 
somewhere above the ionosphere, is then piped down through the ionosphere 
in the " whistler mode ", and radiated out under the ionosphere in the two-surface 
(Earth or ocean and ionosphere) waveguide to the observer. We require, then, 
the losses suffered in these two modes. 

The Earth-ionosphere waveguide losses have been calculated by Watt and 
Maxwell (1957) for frequencies from 1 to 100 kc/s. Curves are given of field 
strength versus frequency for propagation over day-time and night-time sea-water 
paths of various distances for a unit " white " point source. In our case the 
distance between the virtual source and the observing point is not known for 
each burst but a typical median value can be estimated along the following lines. 

Suppose all sources were point sources and that they were randomly 
distributed about Hobart. We consider an annular area centred on Hobart at 
distance r, width dr, and area d.A. We define the probabilities: Ps(r, dr) of 
a source occurring within this annular area; p0(r, dr) of it being observed at 
Hobart if it did occur; and Pos(r, dr) of an observable source occurring within 
this area (within r and r+dr). It follows: 

Ps(r,dr) ocd.A ocr.dr 
p0(r,dr) ocintensity on arrival at Hobart 

oce-a.r/r 

where oc =attenuation coefficient for the Earth-ionosphere waveguide mode. 

Pos(r,dr) =Ps(r,dr) ·p0(r,dr) 
. =e-a.r•dr. 

We define a median range f such that 

that is 

Hence 

J: Pos(r,dr)= J,''' Pos(r,dr), 

1 0 1 --[e-a.r]- =-[e-a.ry . 
CJ. r CJ. oo 

e-cx•=½-
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The attenuation coefficient, ex, is strongly frequency dependent, but typical 
values are around 3 dB per 1000 km (Watt and Maxwell 1957) so that the typical 
range {f) will be around 1000 km. 

Suppose instead the sources were very large so that everywhere in the vicinity 
of Hobart was essentially uniformly illuminated by each burst. We consider 
the same annular area described above. The total power intercepted by this 
annulus is proportional to its area, 

dP,(r) ccr.dr, 

Transmission over distance r to Hobart would decrease this by a factor e-a.rjr, 
so that the power observed at Hobart from this area (from ranges r to r +dr) 
is then 

dP05 (r) =K.e-a.r.dr, 

K being a constant of proportionality. We define the median range f as that 
range within which half of the observed power occurs. Then 

•r Jco K j 
O 

e-a.r.dr=K ;: e-a.r.dr. 

Hence the same argument as that above leads to f~lO00 km. 

Selection of the f=lO00 km day and night curves of Watt and Maxwell 
gives us the below-ionosphere losses for the frequency range 1-100 kc/s. Those 
for frequencies outside this range are estimated by extrapolation. 

The attenuations for whistler mode propagation through the ionosphere 
were obtained from curves by Helliwell (1958) using a model day-time ionosphere 
from 80 to 550 km given by Francis and Karplus (1960). Night-time attenua
tions were estimated from this model by disregarding the ionosphere below 
100 km. The values found are roughly consistent with whistler mode echo 
observations (Dowden 1959) at 17 kc/s and observations of 512 kc/s signals 
from the ground made by a receiver carried in a rocket to a height of over 400 km 
(Mechtly and Bowhill 1960). 

The losses for propagation through the ionosphere (whistler mode) and 
below the ionosphere (waveguide) are combined and plotted in Figure 2 for 
day and night conditions. We have assumed a" white noise" source of intensity 
10-10 Wm-2 (c/s)-1 at a level of 550 km. The curves thus represent the expected 
intensity at an observing station on the ground about 1000 km from the point 
immediately below the source. The accuracy of these curves deteriorates 
towards both ends of the frequency scale. The treatment used above breaks 
down at the low end because the distances involved approach a wavelength. 
At the high frequencies the attenuations are so large that small errors in the 
estimation of parameters become important. Both ends will suffer from the 
extrapolations. 

It is seen from Figure 2 that the expected "ground level" spectrum resulting 
from this flat or "white " source spectrum fits the observed intensities to an 
order of magnitude or so, although an intensity proportional to wavelength 

• 
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might give a better fit at the low frequency end. The main point emerging 
from this study is that much of the very strong frequency dependence of observed 
intensities is accounted for by attenuation. 

Intensities of over 10-14 Wm-2 (c/s)-1 at 512 kc/s have been observed at a 
height of 400 km by Mechtly and Bowhill (1960). This is a lower limit (receivers 
overloaded) and so consistent with our results. On the other hand, at frequencies 
above 900 kc/s, at times when the ionosphere above Hobart is transparent, 
ground level intensities (due to cosmic noise) of only 2 xl0-19 Wm-2 (c/s)-1 are 
observed (Ellis 1957). This is some nine orders of magnitude less than our value. 
However, it must be remembered that very wide-band bursts are rare and occur 
only during very severe disturbances, whereas the ionosphere is- transparent 
at low frequencies only during very quiet conditions. Nevertheless, this does 
show that, at least at the higher frequencies, a continuous high background 
level does not exist. 
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Simultaneous Observations of VLF Noise ('Hiss') 
at Hobart and Macquarie Island 

R. L. DOWDEN 

Ionospheric Prediction Service and the University of Tasmania 
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia · 

Ellis [1960] showed that individual bursts of 
VLF radio noise associated with geomagnetic 
disturbances (also called 'hiss' or 'geomagnetic 
noise') are often fed into the ionosphere-earth 
waveguide structure at fairly well defined points. 
The geographical position of these virtual sources 
can be located by comparing noise intensities of 
three different stations [Ellis, 1961). For each 
pair of stations there will exist a family of curves 
defined by 

(rdr1) exp [-a(r1 - r2)] = R 

where R (a constant of each curve) is the ratio 
of the power intensities observed from a noise 
source distant r,, r2, respectively, from stations 
1 and 2, and where a is the attenuation coefficient. 

Data were obtained for the pair of stations 
Hobart-Macquarie Island at the two frequencies 
4.3 and 9.3 kc/s for the 10 weeks from December 

26, 1959, to March 3, 1960. Bursts recorded at 
both stations are listed in Table 1. It should be 
noted that the sensitivity of the receiver at 
Macquarie Island w.as much lower than that at 
Hobart, particularly at 9 kc/s. Only those bursts 
observed at both stations were considered. This 
tended to exclude 4-kc/s components that were 
not stronger at Macquarie 'Island and 9-kc/s 
components which were not very much stronger 
at Macquarie Island. 

A map of the area showing Hobart and 
Macquarie Island, the auroral zone (hatched 
arc), and constant R curves for attenuation 
coefficients of 10 db/1000 km (full line curves) 
and 2 db/1000 km (dashed) corresponding to 
4 kc/s and 9 kc/s propagation, respectively, is 
given in Figure 1. A 4-kc/s source occurring on 
the Hobart-Macquarie Island line would appear 
10 db weaker at both stations if it were shifted 

TABLE l. Simultaneous Noise Bursts 

Universal 
Date Time 

Jan 14 0500-1000 
15 2040 

Feb 1 1630 
2 1630-1715 
3 0450-1400 
3 2125 
4 0200-1900 
5 0530 
G 0130 
G 2330 
9 1315 

19 2045 
19 2100 
26 1600 
29 2235-2310 

Mar 1 2130. 

4 kc/s Intensity 
wm-•(c/s)-1 X lQl6 

Hobart M. I. Ratio 

30 650 22 
30 14 0.5 

1.2 4.8 4:. 
1.2 1. 2 1 
8.5 170 20 

13 120 3 
4.8 330 70 
2.1 HJ 9 
2.1 19 9 
0.5 19 3G 
3.3 480 140 
0.3 13 45 
0.8 30 36 
0.3 2.1 7 
2.1 8.4 4 
2.1 19 9 
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9 kc/s Intensity 
Wm-'-2(c/s)-, X 10'6 

Hobart M. I. Ratio 

1.2 480 400 

0.5 330 660 
<0.5 210 >400 

0.3 270 900 

0.3 270 900 
<0.13 120 >1000 

0.2 210 1000 
1.1 <3.3 <3 
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Fig. 1. Map of .area showing constant intensity ratio curves for attenuation coefficients of 
10 db per 1000 km (full-line curves) for 4 kc/s, and of 2 db per 1000 km (dashed) for 9 kc/s. The 
hatched arc is the auroral zone. Coordinates are geographic. 

along a curve of constant intensity ratio to the 
dash semicircle marked '10 db.' 

Independent 'fixes' of individual bursts are not 
possible without data from another pair of sta
tions. All but one of the observed 9-kc/s com
ponents must have occurred well inside the 
R = 30 ring (Fig. 1). Little can be said about the 
positions of the 4-kc/s components except that 
they occurred on the appropriate curves and 
probably within the 10-db semicircle. However, 
two important points emerge. First, at 9 kc/s 
only sources of a few kilometers in extent could 
produce intensity ratios of 1000 even if the 
sources occurred overhead at Macquarie Island. 
This shows that some sources at least have very 
narrow dimensions. Second, it is immediately 
apparent from Figure 1 that for all but one 
(February 26) of the eight bursts observed at 
both frequencies, the source positions for the two 
components could not have coincided. In fact, 

the distances between these two source positions 
varied from at least 100 to 500 km. 
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